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Carter Tells Reporters

MSU Coed
Cited For
Bomb Threat

Strong Energy
Bill Predicted

A 22-year-old Murray State
University senior woman is set to
reappear in Calloway County Quarterly
Court Oct. 20 after pleading guilty
Monday afternoon in county court to
charges of reporting a false bomb
threat in Woods Hall, a women's
dormitory.
Alscy L. Greenwell, Route 1,
Shelbyville, a Woods Hall resident, was
charged by campus security officers as
a result of reporting a false bomb threat
about 12:15 a.m. Monday.
Under Kentucky law, the maximum
penalty for the false reporting Class A
misdemeanor is a $500 fine and-or a
year in jail, according to Joe Green,
campus security director.
Miss Greenwell will also be called
before the University Judicial Board
for a hearing.

Man Charged
With Theft
Calloway
County
Sheriff's
Department has charged a 19-year-old
Marshall County man, Ricky Whited,
with theft by unlawful taking over $100
in connection with taking an auto from
Lassiter Auto Sales in Murray Monday.
According to deputy Ted Alexander,
Whited is charged with taking a car
from Smith's Body Shop. Alexander
said Whited actually bought one car
from Lassiter- Auto Sales but when he
went to pick it up at Smith's Body Shop,
he took another auto.
The sheriff's department charged the
Marshall County man after he refused
to return the auto, Alexander said.
Whited was in Calloway County Jail
Tuesday morning in lieu of $1,000 bond.

'Breath Of Life
Campaign In Hazel
"Our goals are simple: to find a
control or cure for the inherited disease
Cystic Fibrosis, while improving
diagnosis and treatment of children
suffering from serious lung-damaging
diseases," said the Rev. Tommie
Martin, chairman of the Breath of Life
Campaign in Hazel which will take
place on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday,Sept. 28-30.
"We have dedicated volunteers, a
national organization, renowned
scientists and researchers, and 110
'diagnostic and treatment Centers,"
said the Rev. Martin. "What we don't
have is enough money. That is why the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, is
appealing for support to expand
research and care programs through
the Breath of Life Campaign."
Funds raised in the annual campaign
help support the C-F care,teaching and
research Centers across the U.S.,
where children with lung diseases are
diagnosed and treated with the most
modern techniques and equipment.
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JUDGING TEAM — Calloway County High School's FFA meats judging team captured top honors in competition
at Mid-South Fair, Memphis,Monday.Team members(from left) Kenneth Paschall Brad Cook, Randy McCallon and
Danny IGrigins, stand with FFA advisor Larry Gilbert(center).
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchfey

Bootlegging Case
Goes To Grand Jury
Calloway Canty Judge Robert 0.
Miller has bound a Dexter man,
Richard Childress, about 50, over to the
February
grand
jury, after
arraignment in quarterly court Monday
on bootlegging charges.
The county sheriff's department
arrested Childress in one of two raids
Friday night, charging him with
possession of alcohol for resale in a dry
county. Authorities confiscated 48 pints
of whiskey and 54 cans of beer in the
Childress raid, according to David
Balentine, chief deputy.
Childress is out on $500 bond,
according to court officials.

Calloway Meats Judging
Team Captures Honors
Calloway County High School Future
Farmers of America (FFA) Chapter
captured first place honors at the MidSouth Fair in Memphis,Tenn., Monday,
in meats judging competition, topping
teams from Tennessee, Arkansas,
Missouri and Mississippi.
Calloway County High team
members are Randy McCallon, Brad
Cook, Danny Kingins and Kenneth
Paschall.

Paschall took high individual honors
in the contest and Randy McCallon
placed third in overall scoring.
Teams had to place one class of beef
quarters, one class of beef ribs, and one
class of fresh pork shoulders.
Also, contestants had to identify 24
retail cuts of beef and pork, according
to FFA advisor Larry Gilbert.
The team has now won the regional
contest, placed second in the state and
first in the mid-south competition.

Benton Man Charged
Following Wreck Here
A Benton man faces driving while
intoxicated (DWI) charges in Murray
City Court after the car he was driving
collided with another vehicle on U.S.
641 and overturned.
According to Murray Police, Don
Lynch, 36, Route 1, Benton, sustained
head injuries,k after colliding with
another car driven by 17-year-old
Carolyn Gold, Route 8, Benton, and
overturning near north of Murray about
10:12 Sunday evening.
According to police reports, Miss
Gold said the Lynch vehicle was
weaving in the highway and hit the
back quarter panel of the Gold auto.
The Lynch auto left the highway and
turned over in a ditch. Lynch was north
bound on U.S. 641 and Miss Gold was
traveling south. Miss Gold was
uninjured in the accident, according to
police.

though the bill might be in five sections.
"The President could veto any one of
the packages," the speaker said.
"Don't judge the leadership of the
Senate or of Sen. Byrd until you see the
final package," O'Neill said. "I have
confidence in him."
In the other setback Monday, the
Senate Finance Committee rejected the
President's proposal to force
conservation by taxing U.S. crude oil, a
central element of Carter's energy
program.

School Board
To Withhold
$14,000 Payment
A $14,000 semi-final payment for
work at Murray Middle School will be
made to a Paducah contractor only on
completion of a 15-20 item worklist.
Murray Independent School Board
made that decision in a special session
at noon Monday.
According to Independent School
District Superintendent Robert Jeffrey,
the
board
authorized
the
superintendent to make a $14,000
payment to Presley Plumbing and
Heating Company,Paducah,"at such a
time as a worklist established is
completed at the board's satisfaction."
Presley won an over $158,000 contract
in an extensive Murray Middle School
plumbing, heating and air conditioning
renovation.
Jeffrey said the worklist contains
about 15-20 items yet uncompleted that
must be finished before the semi-final
payment is authorized.
The independent school district
continues to hold a $15,840 final
payment certificate that goes to
Presley once the school board,
architects and Kentucky Department of
Education inspects and approves the
job. "That payment won't be made
until the work is completed totally," the
superintendent said.

Sign-Up Urged

Water District Sets
Informational Meeting

BAND DONATION — Ann Brooks, chairman of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents a check from the department
to Joe Sills, director of the Murray Bands program, to be used toward expenses for the award winning Murray High School Band's trip to the
Orange Bowl at Miami, Ha.,in December.
Staff Photo by Jo Burkeen

Tickets To Music Bowl
Are Available Locally
LOUISVILLE — Murray High
School's Tiger Band, national high
school marching ,band champions, will
be a featured performer at Music Bowl
I, a high school band contest set
Saturday, October 1 at Fairgrounds
Stadium.

KAPPA DONATION — Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods in Murray has
donated a tri-wheel "People Powered Vehicle" to Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club. Club members will be selling donations on the PPV
to raise money in conjunction with the organization's haunted house
slated Oct. 18, 19 and 20. Kappa members Jane Hopson (left) and Jennifer
Crouse sit in the vehicle while Vickie Baker (left) and Eddie Hunt of Dennison-Hunt stand behind. Proceeds from ticket sales to the PPV will go to
Murray High Band, Calloway County High's football program and community theatre.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, pleading with Congress to resist
what he views as undue oil industry
Influence, won a prediction today from
HOW* Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill that
the final version of the energy bill will
be a tough one.
After a congressional leadership
breakfast with Carter at the White
House, O'Neill told reporters: "I don't
want to get into what the (House and
Senate) conferees are going to do. I just
say that we're going to come out with a
strong bill."
In a brief conversation with reporters
after his meeting with the
congressional leaders, the President
said: "We'll have to wait for the
outcome" of the conference committee
that ultimately will determine the
shape of the legislation..
The Senate scheduled more work
today , on natural gas pricing after
voting down a new attempt Monday to
bring up Carter's proposal for
continuing controls on gas. It was the
second defeat of the day for the
administration's plan.
The Carter program has seen few
encouraging moments since it sailed
through the House last month.
,The President is fighting the Senate
blows with a veto threat. But Majority
Leader Robert C. Byrd Opts the Senate
appears determined ter'exercise its
own independent will, despite what
remarks are made from the outside."
O'Neill shied away from specifying
what instructions House conferees will
have to try to soften the Senate blows.
"The House is not set in cement," the
speaker said. But he added: "It is going
to be pretty rigid."
Senate Majority Whip Alan Cranston
of California echoed that, saying: "Tip
has indicated, not today but on previous
occasions, that they'll be very tough on
natural gas. They're willing to discuss
compromise, but they're not going to go
for deregulation."
O'Neill said that the House will cast
one final vote on the measure after the
conference committee is through, even

The Music Bowl I event, underwritten
by Beatrice Foods Co., is a benefit for
the WHAS Crusade for Children and the
16 participating high school bands from
Kentucky and Southern Indiana. Fifty
per cent of any profits will go to the
Crusade for Children, with the 16
participating bands dividing the other
50 per cent.
Fourteen of the 16 bands will be
competing for championships in three
divisions. Murray will appear in
exhibition and Fern Creek High School
will serve a§ 'host' band since its
director, Rudy Mosier, is contest
chairman.
During its performance, the Murray
Tiger Band, directed by Joe R. Sills,
will play excerpts from The New World
Symphony, What I Did for Love,Shaker
Dante,iind Chase the Clouds Away.
Murray surprised the high school
music world last June in winning the
Marching Bands of America national
high school championship at
Whitewater, Wis. The Marching Th,ers
performed without error and with

tremendous precision and general
effect in outpointing defending
champion Live Oak High School,
Morgan Hill, Calif. The Morgan Hill
school has an enrollment at least three
times that of Murray.
As a result of winning the national
championship, the Murray band has
grown in size. "We are very pleased
with this year's band," said Sills. "The
experience of winning the tational
championship has increased the desire
of our students to work even harder and
to uphold their strong tradition.
In additimirdlippearing in Music
Bowl I and the grange Bowl Parade,
the Murray bandMis fall will compete
in five major contests. The band also
has a consistent record of superiors in
concert and jazz band. The Murray jazz
band, in fact, is readying for a
December performance at the Midwest
Band Clinic in Chicago.
Murray is expected to field more than
170 performers at Music Bowl I, one of
the largest bands in the outstanding
field which includes 15 bands from
Kentucky and one from Southern
Indiana.
Marshall County High School Band
and Reidland High Band are expected
to compete in the attraction.
Tickets for Music Bowl I are
available locally- from Murray High
band boosters.

An open meeting for residents
interested in joining the newly created
Hazel-South 641 Water District will be
held at Hazel City Hall from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. Thursday,Sept. 29.
Commissioners, engineers and
attorneys for the water district will be
present at the meeting to answer
questions from potential members and
other interested citizens.
Anyone planning to join the non-profit
water district is urged to attend the
meeting if at all possible.
Persons planning to join the system
will be able to pay their $50 deposit on
the tap-on-fee for the system at the
Thursday meeting. The deposit Will be
applied to the total $200 tap-on fee that
is being charged to members who join
now. Persons who wish to become
members of the water district after
construction on the system has begun
will be charged a $500 tap-on fee.
Several quefions have been
explained in a newsletter mailed
recently by members of the water
district's board of commissioners.
According to the newsletter, the
district will bring water service to the
property line of the member and install
a meter. It will be the responsibility of
the member to install the service line

from the meter to the residence.
Other points explained in the
newsletter were:
— The water district must be
granted right to install the main on
private property. Because of the nonprofit status of the organization, the
right-of-way must be donated by the
property owner.
— A husband and whe must both sign
easements and have the easement
notorized.
— Interested individuals may sign up
for membership at the Hazel City Hall
between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Monday
through Thursday or at the special
- meeting Thursday night. Persons
wishing to sign up should bring with
them their check for $50 for each tap-on
they wish to cover the deposit.
Anyone wishing to sign up who cannot
make the above sessions should call
Jack Roach, 492-8158 or Gale Heade],
753-0799.
Members of the South 641 Water
District board are Calloway County
Judge Robert 0. Miller, W. Hunt
Smock, chairman, A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
treasurer, Jack Roach, secretary,
Harold Hurt, attorney, Terry
Derrington, project engineer, and Gale
Readel, project coordinator.

inside today
Technically it's already here, and within a few weeks,
when temperatures begin to drop, we'll know for sure that
the Fall Season has arrived. We salute the fall season
today with a special, 20-page Fall Lifestyle section.

mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy today with
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, possibly heavy at
times. High in the upper 70s.
Clearing and cooler tonight with
rain ending, low in the mid 50s.
Mostly sunny and
mild
Wednesday, high in the mid 70s.
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Betty Shepard Is

Weddin Is Planned

Your Individual
Horoscope

By F J L Blasulgarne. M D

Golf Medalist At

Bed Wetting in a Five-Year Old

The Oaks Club

What kind of day will your progress of which you are
tomorrow be' To find out what unaware. Be especially watthe stars say, read the forecast chful where details are congiven for your birth Sign.
cerned.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
0100
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4
Watch your competition
Certain situations may be
carefully. Indications are that more complex than you realize.
some tricky maneuvers may be Avoid any involvement that
employed. Alert, however, you could damage your prestige.
can spot thtim.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) kir6-41f
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Morning hours favor the
The methods and tactics you
usually employ may be inef- exchange of ideas, programfective now, but you can devise ming for future activities,
some clever expedients — business conferences generally.
perhaps even more result- Accent is on the social after 3
p.m.
getting in the long run.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
May 22 to June 21)
otr•
21 to Feb. 19)
Some challenges indicated in (Jan.
Keep
both
feet
on
the
ground
your work area. To handle, now.
There's a tendency to
study the psychological factors, confuse
the imaginatively
your own motivations, those of creative with
the offbeat and
others.
impractical.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
PISCES
Business matters should go (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
.
well but don't regard all a.m.
Be prepared for surprises —
decisions as final. Plans may especially in social circles.
have to be somewhat modified Certain odd persons or bizarre
later in the day.
doings may raise your
LEO
eyebrows. But you WILL be
(sluly 24 to Aug. 23)
amused.
Follow-up on a unique idea
could be highly successful — if
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
you are aware that present Libran, are noted for your
conditions
are
without artistry, culture, refinement
precedent It will be up to you to and, above all, dignity, reserve
and a fine sense of balance,
accomodate.
VIRGO
poise. You sometimes lose
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
confidence in yourself and
Early hours hold some risk. require a "pat on the back"
Be careful in travel, handling from family or associates to tell
equipment, managing finances. you that you are doing well.
Better influences in the p.m. Overcome this need for, when
favor career plans, educational you,develop your many talents
interests
and use them daily, you will
LIBRA
accomplish excellently and
reach the lofty goals you set for
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Caution urged in business yourself. Librans revel in
negotiations. You may think creative and intellectual puryou have the upper hand and try suits and make highly coma daring power play. Don't! It petent musicians, dramatists,
won't work.
critics, jurists and entertainers.
SCORPIO
Birthdate
of:
Georges
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 14
'
Clemenceau, Fr. statesman;
4C
Feel your way carefully now. Ed Sullivan, newspaper
There may be deterrents to columnist, TV entertainer.

dltiCi

rip%,

Betty Sheppard won the
medalist honors at the ladies
day golf play at the Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday,
September 21. She won after a
tie with Burlene Brewer who
named for second low.
The team play was won by
Polly Seale and Burlene
Brewer, according to Grace
James, golf hostess.
A ladies day luncheon was
served at noon with Freda
Steely and Mary Humphreys
as co-chairmen.
Essie Caldwell will be golf
hostess and Virginia Jones
will be bridge hostess for the
ladies day activities on
Wednesday, September 28, at
the club.

Southwest Junior
Miss Sheila Mae Dunn
and Victor Litchfield
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Gene Dunn of Benton Route Eight anapproaching marriage of their
youngest daughter,Sheila Mae,to Victor Litchfield,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Litchfield of Dexter Rode One.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Marshall County High
School, and is the daughter of the late Lilly Mae Story. Her
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Dunn and Mr. and
Mrs. Athel Story.
Mr. Litchfield attended South Marshall High School and served in the U.S. Navy for three years. He is now employed by
North American Van Lines of Paducah. He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Alexander, the late Landis Litchfield, and
the late Mr.and Mrs. Audie Balentine.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, November 18, at
seven p.m. at the Walnut Grove Church of Christ at Benton. A
reception will follow at the Bank of Marshall County Lounge.
No invitations are being sent, and all friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

nounce the engagement and

Adams Reunion Held
At The Kenlake Park
Sara, and Ryan, Louisville;
Treman Adams, East St.
Louis, Ill.; Mrs. Lena Wafford, Barlow; Mrs. Willie
Byassel, Wickliffe; Mrs.
Gladys Watson Stockbridge
and Mrs. Lurlene Reitermann, Atlanta, Ga.

Murray High FHA
Officers Attend
Region Meeting
The officers of the Murray
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
American attended the Region
I fall meeting on September 9
at Murray State University
with the theme being
"Leadership Olympics."
Each regional officer was
assigned a trait that would be
used in the Olympics. They
each explained how this trait
could be used by the local
chapters.
A workshop was held by
each regional officer. Murray
High has two Region I officers
who are Danna Shipley,
secretary, and Dana Mansfield, parliamentarian.
The state FHA Impact
project. "Well Babies, Chance
or Choice," was presented in
the form of a film strip and
puppet show.

Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday.

Election, Meet
The Southwest Elementary
School Junior Beta Club held
its first meeting of the year on
September 23.
New officers who will serve
during the 1977-78 school year
were elected as follows:
President, Patrice Fleming;
vice-president, Missy Farris;
secretary, Phillip Orr;
treasure, Ohm Eldridge;
publicity director, Kevin Cole;
program directors, Lisa
Phillips and Tad Dowdy;
recreation director, Mike
Wilson.
Several projects for the year
were discussed, including the
major project of fund raising.

At Home Of Mrs.James Stahler, Sr.

iDecsk AU*.

example of new fall clothing,
and also introduced some new
fads in clothing for the year.
Mrs. Stabler gave the other
lesson on "Using the Pressure
Cooker." Her lesson included
examples of preparing meals
in minutes with the cooker.
The club voted to meet each
first Thursday at seven p. m.
at the home of Kay Adams,
and to meet every third
Monday at seven p. m. for
craft night at the home of
Cecilia Brock.
A lesson on the construction
of lap desks was given by Mrs.
Stahler and the club planned
to make these desks at the
September craft night.

Hearts Also Come
In Economy Size

DEAR ABBY:I work in an office, and every time there is
a collection to be taken up to buy a coworker a gift, this one
woman always does the collecting and buying. Recently
she bought our supervisor a purse. She said it cost $21. I
like the purse very much and went to the store to buy one
for myself. There, I found it was marked 816.98, so I asked
the manager if the purse had been marked down. He
assured me it had not, and he said they never had one even
similar at any other price.
In checking the price on a few other items, I found that
this woman had ripped us off when buying some other
gifts. I told several coworkers, but no one wants to
mention it to her, and I don't either.
Next time a collection is made, how should this be
handled?
RIPPED OFF
DEAR RIPPED: Why wait until "next time"? Since you
are the one who uncovered this petty chiseling, let the
chiseler know what you learned. You needn't apologize
when calling a crook a crook.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FATS() IN MEMPHIS": Try
putting your bathroom scale in front of your refrigerator.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed,stamped (244) envelope.
Traieing Seiteol,
College
University SAW

BARBECUE REUNION SUPPER
Exposition Center Sat., Oct.29 at6 p.m. jlI
Reservation must be received by Thursday,Octobei 20, 1977
TO:
Mrs. C. W.Jones
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd
816 South 16th Street
1004 Sharpe Street
II
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Plates at 3.50.
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you may be able to get him
to hold his urine an additional 20 or 30 minutes
after the first desire to
urinate. You can check
your success Ly having
him void and measuring
the amount.
Avoid all kinds of punishment and comments about
his wetting the bed. It
should be ignored. Fluids
late in the day need not be
restricted because you
want to use them to
'stretch' his bladder......
This program of evaluaT
tion and treatment is safe, _
convenient,'
reasonably
and economical. It has the
advantage of adequate attention without too much
without
emphasis and
leaving your son with the
impression that something
very serious is wrong.

Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

DEAR ABBY: I am a widow who recently married a
widower. He keeps talking about his first wife. What
should I do?
HAD IT
DEAR HAD IT: Keep talking about your next husband.

Reserve

MLOIN
ATOCKADE

Friendship Homemakers Club Meets

The home of Mrs. James
Stahler, Sr., 1506 Belmont,
was the scene of the meeting
of
Friendship
the
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, September 8, at
6:30 p. m. A potluck dinner
was served with five members
present — Judy Stahler, Kay
Adams, Cecilia Brock, Vinita
Winters, and Ruth Ann
McLemore.
Judy Stahler, president,
presided. Yearly activities
within the Homemakers club
calendar were discussed and
set.
"Look of Fall" was the
POGUE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pogue, major lesson presented by
301 South Eleventh Street, Kay Adams who gave a good
Murray, are the parents of a
By Abigail Van Buren
baby boy, Jason Todd, Advanced Group Will
weighing eight pounds,
measuring twenty inches, Play Tennis Thursday
born on Sunday, September
18, at 11:10 a.m. at the
Pairings for the advanced
Murray-Calloway County group of women's tennis for
took
out
"John")
call
him
husband
(I'll
DEAR ABBY: My
Hospital.
the Murray Country Club for
a life insurance policy 15 years ago. The agent hesitated
They
have
another
play on Thursday, September
son,
said
agent
selling him a policy because John is 6 foot 9. The
Gregory, age eleven, and a 29, have been released as
"extra tall" people have a shorter life expectancy because
/
2. follows:
they usually develop heart problems. He explained that daughter, Kimberly, age 71
The
father
is
employed
at
Court No. One — nine a.m.
a
blood
in
the
pumping
harder
much
work
has
to
the heart
Garland's Used Cars.
— Donna Keller and Judy Nall
very tall person than in a person of average size.
Grandparents are Mr. and vs. Nancy Walston and Lillie
I believe Mother Nature compensates by giving the
extra large man a heart large enough to handle the job, but Mrs. Kenny Todd of Murray Johnson.
John believes the agent, and he keeps insisting hell never and Mrs. R. A.Pogue of Cadiz.
Court No. Two — nine a.m.
see 55.(He's 45 now.) Both John's parents are alive and in
— Patsy Miller and Terri
their 80s.
iveZirraiii. Burke vs. Agnes Payne and
Anything you can find out about this will be greatly
Penny Cappock.
appreciated.
Court No. Three — ten a.m.
JOHN'S WIFE
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jefferson Watson of Murray — Sharon Brown and Shirley
DEAR WIFE: My heart expert says,"lam not aware of has been a patient at Lourdes Boone vs. Peggy Billington
and Kathy Burchfield.
any documented evidence supporting the theory that the Hospital, Paducah.
heart works harder in extra tall people; certainly it doesn't
in giraffes and in professional basketball players. John
would do better to listen to a competent cardiologist than
Tonitel I
to the insurance agent."

Fish Filet Dinner!
Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-friec
to a golden brown. Served
with your choice of
potato and a thick
slice of Stockade
Toast. A $2.48
value for only...

Beta Club Holds

Many of these patients
have a bladder capacity of
only five or six ounces
before they have the urge
to void. Usually, a child
requires a bladder capacity of twelve or more
ounces before he can go
through the night.
During the day, try measuring the amount of urine
he voids each emptying,
after he has tried to hold
his urine as long as he can.
If he can hold twelve
ounces or more, his
bladder capacity is adequate and normal, and he
needs no treatment. Deep,
normal sleep may be the
major contributing factor
and cannot be changed.
If he can hold only
smaller amounts, encourage him to drink fluids
freely and to hold his urine
after he gets the urge to
void. By working out some
sort of a reward system,

0. Mrs. H. R. is concerned that her five-yearold son frequently wets his
bed. She has tried cutting
his fluids several hours
before bedtime with little
benefit. When she wakes
him up during the night
and gets him to use the
bathroom, he does not wet
the bed. He holds his water
during the day In a normal
manner and is in good
health. She asks for help
with this problem.
A. Remember that it is
not unusual for a five-yearold to continue to wet the
bed.
Your son's problem may
be largely explained because he is a very sound
sleeper.
Also, the restriction of
fluids late in the day before
bedtime usually does not
have long-range benefit in
stretching or maturing the
bladder in such cases.

•
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Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER!*,1977

children, grandThe
children, great grandchildren,
great great grandchildren,
nieces, nephews, and friends
of the late Oscar and Biddy
Flippo Adams gathered at the
Kenlake State Park on Sunday, September 4.
A bountiful meal was served
at the noon hour with C. W.
Adams asking the blessing.
Pictures were made of the
different groups.
Local persons attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Orean
Adams, Miss Sheron Adams,
Miss Marion Adams, Jerry
Adams, Donny Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. Genie Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. Prentice Holland,
Joe and Charles Holland, Mrs.
Genora Ann Holland, Mrs.
Juanita Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Jones, Miss Meloney
Miller, Miss Michelle Miller,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ethridge
Tatum.
Those attending from out of
town were Mrs. Bea Mabry,
Mr. and Mrs. Turk Boswell,
Cunningham; Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Null, Marble Hill, Mo.; Mr.
and Mrs. Elmo Reed and Mrs.
Eura Alton, Farmington; Mr.
and Mrs) C. W. Adams,
Athens, Ala.; Patric Pool,
Waverly, Tn.; Mrs. Donald
Jakes and son, Deric, Bobby
Lynn Jones, Mayfield; Mrs.
David Braden and son,
Michael, Fort Campbell; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lee, Kent,

Let's Stay Well

ONE MORE WAY
TO SAYE AT KROGER
NWT WINN WPM NM MINI COMM MET UM C*P011
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Tuesday, September 27
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of World will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the home of Ann Spann.
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Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the church
at eight p.m.
LaLeche League will meet
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
and Payne Streets, at 7.30
p.m. This is for all persons
interested in breast feeding of
children.
,
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Michael Johnson will perform in concert at 7:30 p.m.
in
the
Student
Center
Auditorium, MSU. Students
admitted by identification
cards and all others will be
charged one dollar.
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Tuesday,September 27
Faculty recital by Henry
Bannon, tenor, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be
presented in Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 8:15 p.m.

Cub Scouts
Hold Meet
At Carter

4

Pack 57 of the Cub Scouts
had
an
organizatiional
meeting at Carter School on
Thursday, September 8, with
approximately eight experienced and ten new Cub
Scouts enrolled. The pack
meetings will be held each
fourth Thursday at seven p.
m.
The following parents
volunteered
for
their
respective tasks:
Forrest Priddy, cubmaster;
Joan
Coles, secretarytreasurer; Ann Watson, institutional representative;
Robert Lee Masters, advancement chairman; Ruth
Daughaday, public relations;
Wilma Futrell and Barbara
Priddy, den mothers; Sue
Givens,
assistant
den
mothers, Mary Ann Carter,
den leader coach. The office of
committee chairman is open.
Bob Hopkins, district
commissioner of Boy Scouts of
America, was present.

ELECTROLUX
Tony
Montgomery

753-6760

Wednesday,September 28
Murray Country Club
women will play golf and
bridge at 9:30 a. m. with a
luncheon at twelve noon.

tss Fortner Becomes Bride
For WMU Rally Day
Of Mr. Fr/unman At Home

Miss Theresa Sue Fortner
became the bride of Paul
Wednesday, September LS
Hazel and New Concord- Wayne Wurtman in a double
Hamlin Senior Citizens will ring candlelight ceremony
on
August
meet at the Hazel Community performed
Center at one p.m. for a nineteenth in the home of Mrs.
travelogue film on Turkey to Betty Wurtman, mother of the
be shown and narrated by the groom.
The bride is the daughter of
Calloway County Public
Mrs.
Rollie N. Henson of
Library.
Kirksey, and the groom is the
son of Mrs. Betty Wurtman of
Story Hour will be at the
Princeton and the late Sam
Calloway County Public
Wurtman.
Library at ten a. m. and three
Ronnie Fortner and Mike
p. m. Each child is asked to
Wurtman, brothers of the
wear an old shirt or smock for
bride and groom respectively,
finger painting.
lighted the candles in the two
Wednesday, September 21 seven branched candelabra
Golf with Essie Caldwell as which were entwined with
hostess and bridge with greenery with baskets of
Virginia Jones as hostess will yellow roses and white daisies
be played at 9:30 a.m. by the on each side.
•
Songs were "Sunrisewomen at the Oaks Country
Sunset," "We've Only Just
Club.
Begun," and "True and Faithful," which were taped by Joel
Thursday, September 29
WMU Rally Day for South- Smith.
Bride's Dress
western Area Baptist Women
The bride was escorted by
will be held at First
Missionary Baptist Church, her stepfather who gave her in
Benton, with Betty Sledd, marriage for her mother. She
Nigerian missionary as looked radiant in a white floor
featured speaker. Sessions length gown of dotted swiss
will be held at 10:15 a.m. and with green, yellow, and pink
ribbon accenting th0 waist and
6:30 p.m.
hemline. She wore a wide
Phebian Sunday School brimmed hat centered with
Class, First Baptist Church, matching ribbon, and carried
Reva Riley, teacher, will have a cascade bouquet of yellow
daisies, gardenias, and
a social at the home of Naomi
baby's
breath with yellow and
Rogers, 1719 Holiday Drive,
pink streamers tied in love
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
knots.
Miss Ginger Powell was her
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.n. to three p.m. for maid of honor. She wore a
activities by Senior Citizens mint green floor length gown
including devotion at 10:05 and carried a bouquet of
a.m., singing at 10:15 a.m., yellow button poms and white
monthly clean up at 10:45 daisies.
Lewis Wurtman, brother of
a.m., lunch at noon, and table
the groom, served as best
games at one p.m.

oses,

—Nigerian Missionary
Betty Sledd, Southern
Baptist foreign missionary to
Nigeria, Africa, will be the
featured speaker at the WMU
Rally Day of the Southwestern
Area to be held Thursday,
September 29, at the First
Missionary Baptist Church.
Benton. The first session will
be from 10;15 a.m. to twelve
noon, and the second section
will start at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Sledd and her husband,
the Rev. Maxwell Sledd, are
foreign missionaries in the

smussientimomomosisitimummeatemasusessominewsue

Pattern Trade-In
Special!
Mr. and Mrs. Paul ii arm, U urtman
man.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Henson chose to wear a
multi-colored floor length
dress with white accessories.
Mrs. Wurtman, mother of the
groom, was attired in a light
blue formal gown. Both
mothers were presented with
corsages of white orchids.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the
home.
The table was covered with
a white linen cloth circled with
greenery and daisies. The
tiered wedding cake was
decorated in green, white, and
yellow.

Of Alice Waters Circle Of Church
secretary read the minutes of
the June meeting and reported
on the picnic held in July at
the lake home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Moffett. Mrs. W. L
Alford gave the financial
report.
The officers now in office
will serve for another year.
except the vice-chairman.
Mrs. Louis Hicks, who could
not serve. Mrs. Lowell Kng
accepted this office.
Mrs. H. G. Dunn invited the
group to meet at her home in
October and Mrs. Harold
Speight will have charge of the
program. Mrs. Louis Hicks
invited the group to meet at
her home in December.
The hostesses, Mrs. Byers
and Mrs. Charles Rains,
served apple cider, coffee and
cakes to eleven members.
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25% OFF
ptAt$010 &ARDEN
( This Week Only)

/ 914 Coldwater
733-0317
FREE DELIVERY

We found a better way!
IIs

\

I

Industry -rjr-ri Need
i Our Team
i Of Experienced
service personnel who
strive for precision
a and accuracy when
your machines
; are in their hands.
120 SO. 4TH ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
442-9331
115 SO. 4TH.
MURRAY, KY.
753-1763
IN MARSHALL CO.
TOLL FREE 527-1624
.11.04.111I. 4.1.1.0
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Serving was Miss Debbie
Former, cousin of the bride,
and Miss Kathy Wurtman,
sister of the groom. They were
presented with corsages of
daisies. Miss Wurtijnan also
kept the guestTegister.
After a weekend wedding
trip, Mr. and Mrs. Wurtman
are now residing in Princeton.

Rey, Fred Morton Speaker Meeting

Comedian
Henny
Youngman will perform in the
first
insight
lecture
presentations at 8:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, j, MSU,
The Alice Waters Circle of
sponsored
by
Student
the First United Methodist
Government Association.
Church met Tuesday morning,
Septembe
r 13 at 9:30 a.m. in
Friday, September 30
Baptist Student Union work the fellowship hall at the
day will be held to raise church with Mrs. Cortez
money for summer mission Byers, chairman, presiding.
The Rev. Fred Morton, a
work. For odd jobs call 753staff member of the United
5771.
Campus Ministry serving the
Story Hour will be held at Murray State University was
the Ellis Community Center at the guest speaker.
Rev. Morton explained his
3:30 p.m. conducted by
Calloway County Public work with the students,
through study programs,
Library.
Christian Fellowship worship,
conferences, retreats, and
Autumn attitude
Wednesday luncheon with
Turn summer clothes into speakers.
He said "they try to
autumn-wear by exchanging
summer espadrilles and san- be available on a one to one
dals for boots and closed-toe basis for the students' needs
shoes matched with knee- and all this is a most rewarding experience."
highs or pantyhose.
Mrs. A. M. Alexander,

O0AMMO 011111.1.04111Mo.0

HOSPITAL PATIENT
William Hurt of Murray has
been dismissed from the
Westernd Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, where he underwent
Rivers, West Kentucky, Ohio surgery.
River, and West Union Baptist
PADUCAH PATIENT
Associations.
Mrs.
Dickie Wyro of Murray
Mrs. Lealice Dehoney, state
WMU president, will also be has been a patient at the
featured on the program along Western Baptist Hospital,
with Mrs. Marie Wilkins of Paducah.
Graves County, Mrs. Gracie
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Erwin of Kirksey, and the
Recently dismissed from
Acteens of West Union
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
Association.
Mission Friends will be held was Mrs. Mary Bailey of
for all preschoolers at both Murray.
sessions. Lunch will be served
PADUCAH PATIENT
by the host church at twelve
Mrs. Clyde Tidwell of
noon following the morning
session. Prior to the evening Murray has been a patient at
session a fellowship period I.ourdes Hospital, Paducah.
and snack supper will be
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
served at 6:30 p.m. prior to the
Chester Willie of Murray
start of the evening program
was dismissed recently from
at seven p.m.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

a

Plant Sale

Business

7)ezicrdil4

Betty Sledd Speaker

ATTEND STATE MEE11NG—Euple Ward, president of
the Murray Business and Professional Woman's Club,
left, with Betty Lou Hill, center, and Carrie Beale, right,
Murray members, attended the recent meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Kentucky Federation of B. & P.
W. Clubs held at the Continental Inn, Lexington.
"Changing Times" is the theme of the dub for the year
with Dorothy B. Middleton as Kentucky president Bess
Clements Abell, executive assistant to Mrs. Joan Mondale, was the Saturday night banquet speaker. Other
speakers included Anna Lou Caldwell, membershiP;
Pauline Crump, legislation; Allie Hixson, International
Woman's Year; Laura Sue Roby, foundation; Man Ras
Oaken, 1977 national convention. Dr. James E. Letcher
D.D., executive &rector, Kentucky Chapter Arthritrs
Foundation, presented the Arthritis Scholarship Award
The meeting was closed with a Sunday morning brea
fast with the devotion given by Doris Yeiser, state r) I
president.

Miss Donna Jane Rogers,
daughter of W.H. Rogers and
the late Loris 0. Rogers, 421
South 10th Street, Murray,
has been selected as one of
the Outstanding Young
Women of America for 1977.
She is a member of the
American
Nurses
Association and National
League for Nursing, active in
the
Alabama
Heart
Association and other civic
organizations and a leader in
many activities of the Baptist
Church where she is a member. Donna has one sister in
Murray, Mrs. Nell Evans, a
licensed practical nurse at
Murray Calloway County
Hospital Miss Rogers is a
graduate of College High,
has a B.S. in Nursing from
Murray State University, a
Masters in Nursing from the
University of Alabama, and
is presently on the nursing
faculty of the University of
Alabama. Prior ''Ito her
present position she was on
the nursing staff at Bowlds
Hospital, Memphis, Tn.,
where she specialized in
cardiac nursing.

OWEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton liehna
Owen of Hazel Route Two are
the parents of a baby girl,
Erin Rehna, weighing eight
pounds and five ounces,
rheasuring 20'7 inches, born
On Tuesday, August 30. at 2:41
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd V. Owen of Hazel
Route Two and Mr and Mrs.
Jack Miller of Murray Route
Six.

The eyes of an owl cannot
move in their sockets so the
bird must turn its head
from side to side to see.

Betty Sledd
African country of Nigeria.
They are now on furlough in
the United States and residing
in Murray. Her subject will be
"Teach Missions: To Be, To/
Do."
The Rev. Rodney Travis,
host pastor, will give the
dovotion on "Spiritural Life
Development of Woman," and
Mrs. Crawford Ray of the
Blood River Association,
Murray, will preside.
Mother special feature of
the program will be a Centennial Style Show with Mrs.
Lorene Douglas of West Union
Association as narrator. a
Models will be form Blood
River, Graves County,
Caldwell, Christian, Little

*4 DAYS ONLY*
Wednesday thru Saturday

uounniummummumumn

111. COMMUNITY
CAT AE NDAR

Special covers all patterns in stock, Simplicity,
McCalls, Butterick and Vogue
Bring in an old pattern and receive '4 price
trade-in (from price of old pattern) toward purchase of a new pattern of equal value or more

Murray Sewing
Center
1.01111111

Bel-Air Center 753-5323
MINS

A Trademark 1,1 THE SNUER COMPANY
11111111411.11111111011MINIIINI

Captain D's.

• 2piecesoffish filet

• crispfrench fries
• creasnycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
only

SI
49
Captain D's,
12th and Olive
753-9383

so.
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Israel And Rights
ft
Committee staffer in June that the
network of political and public relations
WASHINGTON-Even the most prohearings were being planned for
Israel members of the House
contacts extends to every major
September. He informed the Middle
International Relations Committee
American city.
AIPAC and other political arms of the
East Research Center, an Arabscarcely believed their jears Sept. 12
American lobby. It privately requested
American-Jewish community did not
when ti scholarly witness praised
want any hearings at all on the
the staff of Fraser's subcominktee to
Israel's mushrooming settlements on
politically combustible issue of West consider taking testimony from Abdeen
the West Bank as "an important
Bank Settlements. Rep. Edward
Jabara, a prominent Detroit lawyer
contributor to the region's well-being
Derwinski of Illinois, ranking
and leader in the Arab-American
and to the fostering of better relations"
Republican on the human rights community.
between Jew and Arab.
Some two months later near the end
subcommittee headed by Rep. Don
In President Carter's view, no issue
Fraser of Minnesota, sought to block
of August, the Middle East Research
has so poisoned relations between the
the-hearings altogether.
Center was told by the Fraser
U.S. and Israel as Prime Minister
subcommittee staff that, regrettably,
Begin's claim to the entire West Bank
Calling the subject "explosive,"
there was the no place for any Arab
Derwirtski said public hearings might
of the Jordan River as "liberated"
witness recommended. by the Arab-complicate" Mr. Carter's Mideast
lands that belong to Israel, with an
American lobby; Jabara included.
peace plans at a delicate moment in the
inherent Israeli right to plant
Gottheil, picked to testify by
negotiations. Fraser and Rep. Lee
settlements.
Amitay's AIPAC, was joined by Prof.
Hamilton of Indiana, chairman of the
Far from "fostering better relations"
Raymond Tanter of the University of
Mideast,subcommittee, disagreed. But
with the 700,000 Palestinian Arabs who
Michigan, who spent five years in
live on the Israeli-occupied West Bank, the political courage implicit in their
decision to move ahead with hearings Israel as a visiting professor at Hebrew
the Jewish settlements are officially
University and was also approved by
filled with political boobytraps was
labelled by the Carter administration
AIPAC.Tanter's testimony, though
overshadowed by extraordinary
as "obstacles" to peace. The
kowtowing of their staffs to the pro- certainly reflecting his own conviction,
settlements, furthermore, are clearly
was virtually indistinguishable from
egal" under various international Israel lobby. .
Not only Was AIPAC _permitted to the Israeli foreign office.
nventions. So, it might be expected
"Contrary to propaganda claims of
-recommend" at least one witness
t members of the human rights and
Prof. Gottheil), but the decision was violations of human right," Tenter
M deast subcommittees of the
nternational Affairs Committee would
made to veto all testimony from any testified, -Israel's occupation (of the
Palestinian or Arab-American witness. West Bank) has served to broaden
hear some Arab spokesmen when they
Considering the fact that the Sept. 12 human rights.. The net effect of the
conducted the Sept. 12 hearing'on legal
hearing related only to the human occupation...is positive."
and human rights aspects of the Israeli
"Contrary to propaganda claims of
rights and the legal issues of Jewish
settlements.
They did not. Nor were the
selltements in Arab Palestine, the violations of human rights,"
That novel reading of ,Israel's
Congressmen aware of an essential fact
refusal to take testimony from
colonization of the West Bank and other
when they heard Prof.Fred Gottheil of
Palestinian Arabs seems surprising.
made this especially Arab lands seized in the 1967 war
the University of Illinois express those
What
remarkable views about Jewish
frustrating to the largely unorganized brought a low-key response from Paul
settlements. The fact: he had been
American-Arab community was the Quiring, an experienced Mennonite
picked as a witness by staff of the two
futility of their efforts to change that social worker who has helped West
committee decision. The American Bank Palestinians on relief projects
sybcommittees at the express request
of the American-Israel Public Affairs
Arabs were denied the same chance to since the 1967 war. Taking a pro-Arab
Committee(AIPAC).
propose witnesses that the committee position, he said: "It strikes me as odd
AIPAC, which is run by Morris J. gave AIPAC. The record is slightly that the construction of Israeli
chilling.
settlements could improve human
Amitay, is this city's most important
and effective pro-Israel lobbying group.
A staff aide of Sen. James Abourezk, rights conditions without the
Its roots run deep into the political soil the Senate's only Arab-American, was (Palestinian) people being aware of it."
of both the House and Senate and its secretly informed by a House That is no odder than the heating itself.

An AP News Analysis

Road to nowhere

inion Page
Garrott's Galley

'Potty Pass Solves
Her Kidney Problems

Mrs. Ronnie (Ann) Watson is filling
in as a math teacher at Murray Middle
School while the regular teacher, Mrs.
By SY RAMSEY
Dan (Jane) Blankenship, is on
Associated Press Writer
maternity leave. In the short time
school has been in session this fall, Mrs.
Watson has become recognized as quite
a classroom kidney specialist.
During the first few days of the new
term, she noticed that her classes were
being interrupted frequently by
students holding up their hands and
asking for permission to go to the rest
rooms.
She had an idea.
She came up with a rather large sign
Nunn respond if the situation were
course for the party would be to find a ' — much the same design as a large
reversed?
bright younger politician who could
shipping tag. Any student asking and
"If he runs on the Republican ticket, I
inject fresh ideas and images into the
receiving permission to go to the rest
former
support
him,"
the
would
party.
room during class is required to wear it
governor said. He, too, did not amplify
-There's a lot of young blood around,
while they are out of the classroom. It
on the comment.
but if they don't get in while the water's
simply says: "Potty Pass."
In any assessment of where the
warm,I might get in," he said.
"It is amazing how that sign has
Republican Party is heading in 1979, it
Carter declined to suggest any
cleared up so many of our kidney
should be noted that both prospects are
possibilities on the ground that "I don't
problems," she laughed the other night
middle aged political veterans.
want to hurt anyone's feelings."
as she told a group of parents visiting
GOP strategists have said privately
But his conversation made repeated
the school for the Parent-Teachers'
that although this is an asset in name
references to Larry Forgy, now
annual "Back to School Night" about
recognition, it could be a liability if
practicing law at Louisville, who was • the procedure. "The stream to the rest
either faces a young Democrat—such
an aide and finance official in Nunn's - rooms has been reduced to barely a
as State Auditor George Atkins or state
1967-1971 administration. Nunn now
trickle."
Commerce Commissioner Terry
practices law at Lexington.
+++
McBrayer.
Forgy, regarded as brilliant by
I'm a bit late in adding my
Carter, now in his eleventh term,said
observers in both parties— former
congratulations to Doris Rowland for
"I am very happy where I am and
Democratic Gov. Bert Combs is a
attaining in one mighty bound the
extremely busy."
partner in his firm—has indicated he is
prestigeous classification of a Certified
He implied that possibly the best
watching and waiting.
Professional Secretary — a rating
which is to secretaries much the same
as the Certified Public Accountant
(CPA)rating is to accountants.
Doris, who is Bill Boyd's secretary
and right hand at People's Bank,
passed all six parts of the rigorous twoday examination in one attempt. That
was two days of nine hours of testing
each, and it is most unusual for a
your
requires
that
in
evaluating
has
America
years
ten
In the past
secretary to pass all six parts at one
application, a creditor may request and
become a country run by credit. A
sitting.
consider information about your spouse
person's credit history plays an
Although this set off the other
only when your spouse will be liable for
important role in his purchasing power
secretaries in town a'buzzing, it came
the account, or when you are relying on
in the marketplace. In the past,
your spouse's income or property. . as no surprise to Bill. "That's the way
however, women have found it difficult
Doris works," he said the other day.
Creditors have until October 1 to
to establish their own credit records.
"She's
a determined individual and
accounts
which
automatically
separate
husband
her
Even though a woman and
herself
100 percent into anything
puts
are listed in both spouses' names or
both use the same credit cards, and
into in order to get out of itgets
she
to
spouses,
or
by
both
are
used
which
of
the
payment
the
contribute jointly to
what she thinks she should. I wasn't thefl
send a notice to married couples asking'
charged accounts, the reports to credit
least bit surprised that she passed the
This
their
files
separated.
if
they
want
the
made
in
been
always
have
bureaus
exam in its entirety the first time she
applies to all accounts opened before
husband's name. Problems are then
tries]."
June 1, 1977. For accounts opened after
created when a woman finds herself in
Doris has been with People's Bank
automatically
June
1,
the
creditor
mud
a position of needing or wanting to use
/
2 years, most of that time as Bill's
for 41
report the credit information in both
credit in her own name because of
and valued secretary. The
loyal
names.
divorce
or
death of the spouse,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
separation from the spouse, or fay
The Fededill Trade Commission has
Rowland, 308 Irvan, she was born and
personal reasons.
developed a new publication called the
raised here in Murray and graduated
The new "Equal Credit Opportunity
"Equal Credit Opportunity Act" which
from Murray High School and
Act" states that as of June 1, 1977,
is available free to the public by
Draughon's Business College in
creditors who report information to
sending a postcard to the Consumer
Paducah.
credit bureaus on how you pay your
Information Center, Department 598E,
She is one of only 15 secretaries
bills can be required to give both names
Pueblo, Colorado 81009. This pamphlet
across the Commonwealth to receive
on accounts shared by spouses. To
also explains how the act protects
comply with this Act, creditors are
against discrimination in giving credit
required to furnish a form with your
WRITE A LETTER
because of sex, marital status, race,
bills asking if you want your credit
to the editor are welcomed
Letters
origin,
religion,
national
or receipt of
information reported in both your and
and encouraged. All letters must be
public assistance.
your spouse's names. It is especially
signed by the writer and the writer's
For more information on the Equal
important for married women to fill out
address and phone number must be
Credit Opportunity Act and what
this form so that in the event that credit
included for verification. The phone
married women's credit rights are,
is ever needed in their own names, it
number will not be published.
write for the FTC publication or contact
will not be necessary to begin the
Letters should be typewritten and
the Office of the Attorney General,
difficult task of suddenly having to
double-spaced whenever possible
Consumer Protection Division,
establish a personal credit record.
and should be on topics of general
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. The office
The credit history you build up over
interest.
has found it can most effectiyely deal
the years is one of the most important
Editors reserve the right to
with
written
factors creditors evaluate when
complaints and
condense or reject any letter and
Information
encourages you to write if you have a
credit.
extending
limit frequent writers.
complaint. However, if you have a
regarding your income, the length of
Address correspondence to:
question or an emergency situation,
time you've been at your job, and your
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
call the consumer hotline number, 1.
past record of paying debts bear on
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
800-372-2960.
your creditworthiness. The Act

Nunn And Carter
Giving Hope To GOP
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Former
Republican Gov. Louie Nunn and 5th
District GOP Congressman Tim Lee
Carter appear to have ended their
mutual antipathy, giving the, party
some hope that overt factionalism is
being laid to rest temporarily.
The restoration of cordiality loosely
parallels a recent development
between top Democrats: Gov. Julian
Carroll and 1st District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard.
But the similarities cannot be carried
too far because the background and
circumstances are different.
Hubbard is thinking of running for
governor in 1979 against a Carrollbacked candidate, and that probably
touched off their feud.
However, although both Carter and
Nunn are considered gubernatorial
possibilities, their split dates back a
decade--to when many pro-Carter
Republicans backed loser Marlow Cook
in the governor's primary.
Nunn said in an interview that,"I had
to be loyal to the friends who supported
me...he (Carter) got on the wrong side
and my people did not make up with
him."
This, of course, resulted in patronage
problems—although Nunn denies
this—and the forces behind Nunn and
Carter had a long tug-of-war.
In addition, Nunn supported Ronald
Reagan for president last year while
Carter was emphatically for President
Ford at the Republican . National
Convention.
"There have been times when we
haven't seen eye to eye," Carter
acknowledged in an interview. "I've
always wanted to be friends (and)
we've seen things a little differently
lately."
He added that "strange as it seems,
Louie. Nunn made a very good
governor." He did not elaborate.
As for who might seek the
governorship two years hence:
Nunn—''A lot of people say I ought to,
but I'm not prepared to make any
announcement at this time."
Carter--I've been asked to run by
some pretty important people. If I could
get a united party, I would consider it."
Since the congressman has indicated
he would support Nunn, how would

Bible Thought
. . .The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6.

Our God is also as strict as
hell Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.

By M.C.Garrott

Consumer Comment

Credit Opportunity Act

sac,
'

the CPS certification this year and is
one of only four in Murray holding it.
Faye Wells, who is the ROTC
secretary at Murray State and who was
my right hand at the office for several
years before "joining the Army," was
the first to attain it a couple years back.
Since then, Anita Thomas,secretary to
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp at Murray
State, and Cindy Herndon, who works
for
Calloway
County
School
Superintendent Jack Rose, have
received it. Melva Holt also attained it
while in Murray, but she has since
married and moved off to Louisville.
+++
ADD TO YOUR LIST OF
LOOKALIKES: Leroy Eldridge swears
up and down that Bob Billington, one of
our local insurante fellows, looks
enough like country music singer and
Tammy Wynette's estranged husband,
George Jones, to be his brother. Bob
does admit to being mistaken for Jones
on occasions, one of the most recent
being at the Galt House in Louisville."I
had noticed this fellow kept looking at
me from across the dining room," Bob
said, "and finally he came over and
asked if I was George Jones. I told him
`no,' and he said, 'Well, you look just
like him."

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, September 27, the
270th day of 1977. There are 95 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1964, the Warren
Commission issued its report
concluding that Lee Harvey Oswald
had acted alone in the assassination of
President John Kennedy.
On this date:
In 1779, John Adams was named to(
negotiate Revolutionary War peate
terms with Britain.
In 1825, in England, George
Stephenson operated the first
locomotive to haul a passenger train.
In 1904, a policeman in New York
arrested a Woman he had caught
smoking a cigarette in a car on Fifth
Avenue.
In 1939, during World War II,
Warsaw, Poland, was surrendered to
the Germans after 19 days of heavy air
raids and artillery bombardment.
In 1959, a storm that battered the
Japanese island of Honshu killed nearly
5,000 people.
In 1975, there was a storm of protest
in Europe over the Spanish
government's execution of five young
political terrorists.
Ten years ago: Canada called for a
halt to the American bombing of North
Vietnam as a first step toward ending
the Vietnamese War.
Five years ago: The Nobel
Committee announced in Stockholm
that it would not award any peace prize
that year.
One
year ago: Democratic
Presidential Candidate Jimmy Carter
charged that the leadership in
Washingipn was too close to lobbyists
and silk-Cie' interests, using them
instead 'of the people for guidance and
financing.
Today's birthday: Actor George Raft
is 82 years old.
Thought for today: Science without
religion is lame; religion without
science is blind — Albert Einstein,
physicist, 1879-1955.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Susan Nance, daughter of Mrs. Doris
Nance, senior at Murray High School,
and Kim Smith, son of Mrs. Quava
Smith, senior at University School,
have been named as 1967-68 National
Merit Scholarship finalists.
County Attorney Robert 0. Miller
spoke on community projects at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club. He
was introduced by Codie Caldwell.
A team pulling will be held at the
Calloway Wranglers Riding Rink on
September 30.
C. 0. Bondurant,area extension farm
management specialist, Murray, is
attending a school in rural appraising
at the University of Kentucky farm,
Lexington.
Ann Wood, remedial teacher, spoke
at the meeting of the Kirksey School
Parent-Teacher Association, according
to Shirley Smith, president of the PTA.

20 Years Ago
An agreement waji, reached
September 25 in Benton between
directors of thellast Fork Clarks River
Conservancy Di trict and the directors
of the West Fork Clarks River
Conservancy District which will speed
work on the two projects, according to
L. D. Miller, East chairman, and
Robert Heath, West chairman. •
The
Murray
Manufacturing
Company will convert its heating
system to gas, according to Jack
Bryan, superintendent of the Murray
Natural Gas System.
Paul Gargus, agent for the Kentucky
Central Life and Accident Insurance
Company-, has won an all expense paid
trip for himself and Mrs. Gargus to
Eastern Kentucky.
Mrs. Florence Jensen of Omaha,
Neb., national president of the Supreme
. Forrest Woodmen Circle, will be the
special guest at the annual West
Kentucky Fall Rally at the Murray
Woman's Club House on October 10,
according to Goldia McKeel Curd of
Murray,state manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lockhart have
been the guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Jack Kennedy, Jr., and Mr. Kennedy of
Portsmouth, Ohio.

30 Years Ago
Charles Tolley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley, spoke of his experiences
at the World Scout Jamboree at France
at the sheeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. He was introduced by the Rev.
Henry Mullins.
i
Deaths reported include Judy'
Adams, infant girl.
James M. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Lassiter, achieved perfect
academic standing during the summer
ill
parter at the University of Kentucky
- NY School, Lexington.
Miss Hartle Armstrong, daughter of
Mr. and Mil. Connie Armstrong of
Murray, was married to William N.
Paris, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Paris
of Rosicla re, III., on September 20.
"Gold Mine In The Sky" starring
Gene Autry is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.
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Benton Native Completes

House Recommends

Murray Surgical Rotation

Child Porno BillTo Senate

Mrs. Eleanor Asher, senior
medical student at the
University of Louisville,
completed a six-week surgical
rotation at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital earlier this
month. A Benton native, Dr.
Asher worked under the
direction and supervision of
local surgeon Hal Houston in
both his private practice and
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dr. Asher, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dave Fergerson who
reside at 1512 South 12th
Street, Benton, was the first
medical student to be in the
Jackson Purchase in conjunction with the Jackson
Purchase
Area
Health
Education System.
The Area Health Education
System (AHES)is designed to
provide medical and other
health science students

clinical experience in rural Hospital with Dr. Houston to
areas of the Commonwealth. be a really great learning
Through these rural ex- experience which I thoroughly
periences, the medicaid and enjoyed," said Dr. Asher.
Following the completion of
allied health students are
thereby encouraged to return Dr. Asher's tutorial, Dr. Hal
his
expressed
to non-urban areas to prac- Houston
tice. A program of the Council satisfaction with the various
on Higher Education, AHES is benefits the AHES program
funded by the Commonwealth) j offers the community, the
of Kentucky.
student and the physician. Dr.
Dr. Asher, a 1965 graduate Houston explained, "Besides
of Murray State University, being a great help in the
said the AMES program gave delivery of patient care, these
her a unique and invaluable well-trained medical students
opportunity to see the bring with them the newest
operation of a regional ideas and techniques which
hospital as well as a rural enable the physician to conphysician's private practice. tinue to give the best patient
She added, "I feel the AHES care to the community."
Perhaps most importantly,
program will get medical
students interested in rural having these medical students
practice who otherwise at the hospital aids in
wouldn't have considered it." recruiting the students back to
"I found my time at the rural communities to
Murray-Calloway County practice. Dr. Houston also

Dr. Hal Houston, Murray surgeon, and Dr. Eleanor
Asher, the community's first Iackson Purchase Area
Health Education System sponsored medical student,
review a patient's chart during daily rounds at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
noted,"The students receive a Murray and the rest of the
wider variety of experiences Jackson Purchase.
in the rural setting than in the
urban medical center where
Jim Hart, son of Dr. and
their experiences are more Mrs. James C. Hart of Murray
specific."
and a fourth year student at
the University of Louisville
Dr. Asher is only the first of School of Medicine, began his
several medical and allied six-weeks surgical rotation
health students who will be with Dr. Houston on Sepdoing clinical rotations in tember 12.

At Murray State

Creative Expression Adds 14 New Faces
Fourteen faculty members
and professional staff have
joined the four departments in
the College of Creative Expression at Murray State
University for the 1977-78
school year.
New personnel and their
departments are:
Art — Dr. William Lew,
Dale D. Leys, and Bill Ran-

som, assistance professors.
Journalism and RadioTelevision — Dr. Frank
Blodgett, Dr. Roger Haney,
and Joe Rigsby, assistant
professors; Rachel Oas,
program director of WKMSFM radio; and Bruce Smith,
instructor
and
station
manager of WKMS-FM.
Music — Anita Burt and Dr.

BURT

BLODGETT

OAS

HANCOCh

VANAIRSDEL

HANFY

RIGSBY

McKEEVER

WILKERSON

SMITH

LEYS

Are You Series? Do you
really want to buy a boat?

HOUSEBOAT?
PONTOON
BOAT?
DECK BOAT?
If you are, lei's get
together.

LEW

Don McClure
Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 nil's. Turn right on
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
past Bonner's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then
left and you have arrived.
Tele. 436-5483.

James McKeever, assistant
orofessors; John Hancock,
3orothy Mason, and Thomas
Vanarsdel, instructors.
Speech and Theatre — Dr.
Luann Wilkerson, assistant
professor and director of the
Center for the Enhancement
of Teaching Effectiveness.
Lew, formerly a teacher at
Washburn University in
Topeka, Kans., teaches art
history. He earned the B. A.
degree at Central Washington
State College, the M. F. A.
degree at the University of
Oregon, and the Ph. D. degree
at Ohio University. His
background also includes
teaching experience in Ohio
and his home state of
Washington.
Leys has taught at the
University of Wisconsin in
Madison, where he earned the
M. A. and M. F. A. degrees,
and the Milwaukee School of
the Arts. He earned the B. F.
A. degree at the Layton School
of Art and Design in
Milwaukee. A native of
Sheboygan, Wis., he is a
drawing teacher.
A Louisvillian, Ransom is a
graphic design teacher who
was with the Chattanooga
(Tenn.) State Technical
Community College last year.
Hs professional experience
also includes work as a freelance designer and graphic
designer for the Health and
Hospitals Governing Commission of Cook County in
Chicago. He earned the B. A.
at the University of Louisville
and the M. F. A. at Syracuse
University.
Blodgett, who is supervising
the MSU-TV studios, has
taught in Florida and
Alabama and has professional
experience in television as a
director, production manager,
producer, announcer,
newscaster, and program
director. He earned the B. S.
and M. A. degrees at the
University of Florida and the
Ph. D. degree at the
University of Alabama.
Haney has been on the
faculty at the University of
Kentucky. A Chicagoan who is
teaching journalism law,
research, and theory, he also
has teaching experience in
Michigan. His degrees include
the B. A. from Kansas
Wesleyan University and the
M. A. and Ph. D. from
Michigan State University.
Rigsby was formerly a
senior vice-president and
creative director of graphics
at Doe-Anderson Advertising
Agency ,of Louisville. A

graduate of Louisiana State
University, he was with the
advertising firm 26 years. He
is teaching public relations
and advertising courses at
Murray State and is working
as an adviser to the advertising staff of the Murray
State News, the campus
newspaper.
Ms. Oas, whose home is
Murray, has a third class
radio telephone license with
broadcast endorsement. She
earned the B. A. degree at
j in
College
Concordia
Moorhead, Minn., and the M.
A. degree at the University of
Cincinnati.
Smith, most recently
coordinator of development
and programming at WGGLFM
Michigan
at
Technological University in
has
also
Houghton,
professional radio experience
in Minnesota and Ohio. He
earned the B. A. degree at the
University of Minnesota and
the M. S. degree at Miami
University of Oxford, Ohio
Miss Burt was a teacher at
Kenyon College in Gambier.
Ohio, before joining tht'
Murray State faculty, w here
she teaches voice and music
literature. A native ,f
Durham, N. C., she has a1,0
taught at
Ohio State
University. Her degrees !ridude the B. A. from Meredith
Collete, Raleigh, N. C., and
the M. A. from Ohio State
McKeever, a piano teacher.
had taught since 1975 at the
Toedtman School of Music in
Cincinnati before joining the
music faculty. He earned the
B. F. A. degree at Indiana
University and the M. M. and
D. M. A. at the University of
Cincinnati College Conservatory of , Music. His
hometown is McKeesport. Pa.
An Iowan, Hancock has
professional experience as
both singer and instrumental
performer of early music. He
teaches brass and music
history. He earned the B. M
degree at Simpson College in
Indianola, Iowa,and the M. A
degree at Boston University
Mrs. Mason has joined the
faculty as a half-time piano
instructor after several years
as a private piano teacher
locally. She earned the B M
degree at the Yale University
School of Music.
Vanarsdel, who earned the
B. M. E. degree at Murray
State and the M. A. degree at
San Jose iCalif. ) State
University, is teaching percussion on a full-time basis
His hometown is Carmi. Ill 4

Beat Cop Doesn't Move
MASON

See Marjorie Major
Troy./ Consul ont

FAR LANDS TRAVEL MEIICY

TOURS, CRUISES, MOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Otorpo by is.
Price same is direct.
For Information and
Travel Litmortvre cell

753-GOGO(4646)
ruts Mosso Office %Mhos,
711 Sleet Street
II•••

HARLEM, Ga. (AP) —
Harlem Police Chief C.R.
Wright is not big on walking a
beat. He's witnessed eight
minor traffic accidents and
has spotted three stolen cars
over the past nine months
without moving from his
chair, he says.
"Our town is only a mile
across, so instead of getting
out in a car and making a fool
of yourself, you just sit still
and let them come to you," he
explains.
Wright said he would spend
most of his time turning
around at the city limits if he
patroled the streets in one of
the town's two police cars.
Wright, who took the job of
police chief after 22 years in

the Army, says the flow )f
traffic "has a rhythm to it.
and that either erratic ariving
or excessive caution will draw
his attention.
-If they do everything right.
that smells," he explained

Crosby Gets
Standing Ovation
LONDON (AP) — Bin
Crosby received a standinul
ovation from more than 2.300
fans on the first night of a twoweek show at the famed
London Palladium.
He last appeared at the
Palladium in June, 1976.

Ms. Wilkerson, whose
hometown is Corpus Christi,
Texas, worked last year as a
staff associate in the Clinic to
Improve University Teaching
at the
University
of
Massachusetts where she
earned the Ed. D. degree. Her
degrees also include the B. A.
from Baylor University and
the M. A. from the University
Texas.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House of Representatives is
sending the Senate a bill that
would make it a federal crime
children
in
use
to
pornography.
The bill's author, Rep. Dale
E. Kildee, D-Mich., says
thousands of boys and girls —
some as young as three years
are being sexually
old
exploited in films and
magazines.
"Just as pernicious as the
sweat shops in the early part
of the century which left
physical scars are the
modern-day conditions which
leave psychic scars," Kildee
said Monday. "Cold-hearted
abuse in the pursuit of profit is
a particularly heinous crime."
Some members of the House
---Adiciary Committee warned,
however, that Kildee's
measure may be so broad that
First
the
violates
it
Amendment rights of freedom
of speech and expression.
They said they fear a
prolonged court test if the bill
becomes law.
The measure would make it
a federal crime to use children
under age 16 in real or
simulated sexual activities if
photographs or films of them
are sold across state lines.
The maximum penalty
would be 20 years in prison
and a $50,000 fine.
Kildee's bill would apply
only to goods sold in interstate
commerce.
Rep. John Conyers Jr., DMich., chairman of the
judiciary panel's crime

subcommittee, advocated
shelving the measure while a
new bill is drafted to preclude
a constitutional confrontation.
Other members of the
subcommittee backed his
proposal.
Conyers said legal experts,
including Justice Department
witnesses, have serious
reservations about the
constitutionality of the Kildee
bill, which authorizes the
prosecution of distributors
and sellers of such material
without a requirement that it
be proven obscene.
"We are going to furnish an
obvious 'out' that any lawyer
can find," Conyers warned.

The Senate Judiciaty
Committee recently approved
a bill to make using a child
under 16 in pornographic
material a federal crime.
That proposal would ban
taking children across state
lines to engage in prostitution.
drawn-out
a
Fearing
constitutional battle, however,
the Senate rejected an
amendment banning the sale
or distribution of obcene
mterial depicting sexually
explicit conduct by children.
If the House version is not
approved by the Senate, the
differences would have to be
resolved in a conference
committee.

Rights Leader Changes Hats
MILWAUKEE (AP) — teachings are the same."
Groppi
was
James E. Groppi, a former
Roman Catholic priest who excommunicated by the
gained national attention in Roman Catholic Church
the 1960s as a leader of civil several years ago when he
rights demonstrations, now is married, despite warnings
trying to become an Episcopal from superiors that priests
were not permitted to do so.
priest.
Groppi said he and his wife,
Margaret,
have
been
attending St. Andrew's
Episcopal Church for a year.
He goes before a church
commission Oct. 4 for
interviews that could lead to
his being accepted as a priest.
He said he doesn't feel he is
leaving the Catholic church
because "the essential
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SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum.
Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually as the depositor may
choose.

PASSBOOK
SAYINGS

12 OR 24 MONTH

CERTIFICATES

5¼%
5.39% Effective
Annual Yield

172% Effective
Annual Yield

30 MONTH

48 MONTH

CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATES

63/4% 7/
1
2%
6.98% Effective
Annual Yield

7.79% Effective
Annual Yield

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal of certificates

Larry D. Wright
Office Manager

Direct Toll-Freelline
For Murray Customers

759-1234

SECURITY
FEDERAL

fOUAl MOUSING
aMMORTUNITS

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Soon to be at Johnson end Whitnell Ave. in Murray

406 SOUTH 7TH ST

MAYFIELD, KY.

PHONE 247-2616
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Yankees Closer To Title
In East, Edge Tribe 4-2
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees
have it all figured out. If they
win their remaining six
games, it doesn't matter what
seciindplace Boston Red
S4du
We want to do it
ourselves.- second baseman
Willie Randolph said after the
defeated
the
Yankees
Cleveland Indians 4-2 Monday
night. We don't want any
help from anybody'
The Yankees have a 3k2game edge over the Red Sox,
who have seven games left to
play after having Monday's
contest against Toronto rained
out. New York's "magic
number" is four — any
combination of Yankee
victories and Boston losses
totaling four — to capture its
second straight American
League East title.
"I can't worry about the

Red Sox," said Yankee
Manager Billy Martin. "I
don't care if they win a
doubleheader tomorrow as
long as we win."
In the other AL game played
Monday, Oakland crushed
Kansas City 7-1. In the
National League, Chicago
downed Philadelphia 10-7,
Atlanta beat Houston 12-10,
Montreal defeated St. Louis 95 and San Francisco clobbered
Los Angeles 9-1.
"Thank God for Sparky,"
said Yankee starter Mike
Torrez, 17-13, after Lyle came
on in the seventh to record his
26th save of the season and the
201st of his career.
New York scored two runs
in the first inning when, with
touted, Dave
the ba
Kingm
was if by a pitch
and Cliff Johnson was walked
by loser Don Hood, 2-1. The
Yankees, got run-scoring

Thurman
singles from
Munson in the faurth inning
and Paul Blair in the seventh.
Cubs 10, Phillies 7
Home runs by Bobby
Murcer, Greg Gross and
paced
Biittner
Larry
Chicago's 20-hit attack as the
Cubs defeated Philadelphia,
keeping the Phillies from
clinching the NL East title.
"magic
Philadelphia's
number" remains at one.
Braves 12, Astros 10
Seventh-inning home runs
by Jeff Burroughs and Gary
Matthews snapped a tie and
boosted Atlanta over Houston.
Matthews also had a two-run
homer in the second inning
and Brian Asselstine added a
solo shot. Jose Cruz and Bob
Watson homered for the
Astros.
Expos 9,Cardinals 5
MontTea1 erupted for four
runs in the ninth to defeat St.
Louis. Gary Carter slammed a

three-run homer in the
seventh and added a two-run
single in the ninth to spark the
Expos. Gary Templeton had a'
two-run,
intide-the-park
homer for St. Louis.
Giants 9, Dodgers 1
Willie McCovey and Gary
Thomasson slammed two-run
homers and Ed Halicki, 15-12,
backed his six-hit pitching
with a solo shot as San
Francisco crushed Los
Angeles. The homer was
McCovey's 27th of the season
and 492nd of his career, one
short of Lou Gehrig, who holds
12th place on the alltime list.
A's 7, Royals 2
Joe Coleman scattered five
hits and Jeff Newman and
Mike Jorgensen both homered
as Oakland snapped Kansas
City's eight-game winning
streak and handed the AL
West champion only its second
loss in 26 games.

Shavers Predicts He'll
Defeat Muhammad All
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The Dixieland jazz band,
Smith Street Society, struck
up "Muskrat Ramble" and
"Happy Days Are Here
Again."
Muhammad All circled the
rain-soaked skating rink like a
restless black panther,
holding his right fist over his
head and yelling at the top of
his lungs:
"I can't wait. I want him. I
gotta have him. I am the
greatest. I will destroy him."
Over in the corner, the band,
composed of six musicians
wearing 1890 mustaches,
white bowler straw hats and
red garters on their sleeves,
quickly swung into another
refrain:
"That's a Plenty."
Earnie Shavers, hiding his
billiard ball bald pate under a
baseball cap, was a forlorn,

Pistons To Move
Out Of Cobo Hall
DETROIT — The Detroit
'Pistons confirmed that they
will play their 1978-79 National
Basketball Association home
games at the Silverdome in
suburban Pontiac, Mich.
The Pistons, who made the
playoffs last season, averaged
only 7,000 fans per game while
playing at the Cobo Arena in
downtown Detroit.

At last—
copiee with a
difference
you can see

Copies from our new,
low-Cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich, black Solids are
completely tilled Some say
they look as it they've been
printed See for yourself. no
obligation Call us

B. I P.

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

lost figure in the milling
crowd.
"The hardest puncher in
boxing," yelled tub-thumper
John Condon, trying vainly to
draw attention to the
challenger. "
Nobody noticed.
"Yea, Ali, you're the
greatest!" bellowed the
crowd, pushing against the
iron railing of Manhattan's
Rockefeller Center Rink and
straining for a look at the
drama below.
Ho hum.
Another heavyweight fight.
Muhammad
Ali again,
defending his title at Madison
Square Garden Thursday
night against a bearded, 33journeyman
year-old
heavyweight who several
times has been on the verge of
retirement.
The script never changes.
Shaved-head Shavers.
Looks like a middleweight
beside the imposing Ali. He
boasts 52 knockouts in 54 ring
victories yet he has lost to
guys whose names would be
hard to find in Ring Magazine.
The most impressive thing
about him is his sinister Fu
Manchu mustache and a
punch that's reported to have
an impact of 300 MPH — if it
lands.
It's a so-what fight, although
prime TV fare (NBC), and it
needs all the press agentry
that can be mustered. That

Tarkanian Hopes To
Stay On At 'Vegas
LAS VEGAS — Coach Jerry
Tarkanian moved from the
basketball court to a law
court, launching a highpowered attack on the NCAA
in an effort to keep his post at
the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas.
UNLV President Dr. Donald
Baepler suspended Tarkanian
earlier this month at the
recommendation of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association. The fuspension
was part of a two-year
probation slapped on the
UNLV basketball program for
numerous alleged violations of
NCAA bylaws.
Tarkanian immediately
obtained
a
temporary
restraining order prohibiting
the university from enforcing
the suspension, and went to
court for a permanent
injunction.

*NOTICE*
Effective Oct. 1, 1977, the Murray
Sanitation Dept. will no longer accept
the use of 55-gallon drums as refuse
containers for residential or commercial use.(Ordinance No. 375)

'City of Murray
Sanitation Dept.
753-5127

smartest, the greatest fighter
that ever lived," Ali screamed
over the loud speaker.
Inside, calloused press men
filled their plates with shrimp,
stewed pork, rice and boiled
potatoes, and ignored the.
fanfare.
"If he even dreams about
beating me, he gotta wake up
and apologize," Muhammad
said.
"Muhammad should
retire," said Shavers."If he
shows up, I'm gonna knock
him out."
The radio and TV men spot
the Yankees' Reggie Jackson
and suddenly desert the fight's
main eventers.
"This
guy (Ali) is
supernatural, inhuman,"
Reggie spoke softly into a
dozen radio recorders. "He
does everything he says he
will. A lot of people want him
to get whipped because of his
big mouth. But that big mouth
has given the world a lot of
Dr. Tom Muehlman, a 33- enjoyment."
year-old clinical psychologist
at Murray State University,
took part in the running of the
Sixth Annual Andrew Jackson
marathon held at Jackson,
Tennessee, Saturday morning, September 24th.
By The Associated Press
AmericanFootballConference
The 26.2-mile race began at
Eastern Division
University
and,
Union
..W
L T Pct. PF PA
following a circuitous route
2 0 0 1.000 49 26
north of the city, ended at the Balt
2 0 0 1.000 32 15
Miami
Civic Center in downtown
N Eng
1 1 0 .500 48 47
Jackson.
NY
Jets
0
2 0 .000 12 40
110
runners
More than
0 2 0 .000 6 39
began the grueling distance Buff
Central Division
event as the clouds darkened
2 0 0 1.000 43 30
and as a light drizzle began Cleve
2 0 0 1.000 36 10
coming down. Before long, Hstn
1 0 0 1.000 13 3
Cleve
however, the rain was hitting
I 1 0 .500 45 33
the runners in blinding sheets Cinci
1 1 '0 .500 34 16
Pitts
— a torrential downpour
Western Division
which often covered the road
2 0 0 1.000 40 7
with several inches of swirling Oakld
2 0 0 1.000 33
Deny
water.
S
1 1 0 .500 23 31
Diego
continued
The
rain
0 2 0 .000 34 71
unabated until the 87th and Stle
0 2 0 .000 24 44
last runner crossed the finish Kan City
National Football Conference
line four hours and thirty
Eastern Division
minutes later. Muehlman, in
2 0 0 1.000 57 31
Dallas
his first effort at the
1 1 0 .500 13 23
marathon, completed the run Phila
NY
1 1 0 .500 41 58
Gts
in the remarkable time of
1 1 0 .500 27 26
3:43:43, and finished in 60th Wash
S Louis
1 1 0 .500 16 20
place overall.
Central Division
1 I 0 .500 43 49
Two other area runners Dtrt
I 1 0 .500 34 36
competed in a 10,000 meter Gn Bay
(6.8 miles) run held in con- Chcgo
1 1 0 .500 43 36
1 I 0 .500 19 19
junction with the marathon. Minn
Rick Weisenberger and An- Tpa Bay
0 2 0 .000 622
drew Stratton, of Mayfield, in
Western Division
1 1 0 .500 23 16
their first-ever age-group (30- Minta
1 I 0 .500 26 17
40) competition, jubiliantly L.A.
0 2 0 .000 39 47
finished the race together in N Orins
S Fran
026.000 15 46
just under one hour.
An awards banquet-dinner
Monday's Result
was held at the Civic Center
Cleveland 30, New England
27, OT
following the races.
On October 8th, a contingent
Sunday's Games
New England at New York
of local runners will travel to
Nashville for the annual Old Jets .!
Hickory Run held at Percy
New York Giants at Atlanta
Warner Park. On October
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
29th, the Murray Marathoners
Green Bay at Minnesota
and the TVA are coNew Orleans at Chicago
sponsoring two races in the
Philadelphia at Detroit
LBL: a 100900-meter run and a
Buffalo at Baltimore
half-marathon (13.1 miles). TTampa Bay at Dallas
shirts will be given to the first
Cincinnnati at San Diego
fifty finishers and medals to
Denver at Seattle '
top five in each age group and
Houston at Miami
to women. For entry inSt. Louis at Washington,
formation
call
TVA (CBS)
Recreation Services at 502San Francisco at Los Angeles
924-5602, or contact any local
Mooday'sGame
member of the Murray
Oakland at Kansas City, n
Marathoners.
(ABC)
was the reason for Monday's
fleeting preview in a misty
rain in the heart of the city.
Condon is a medicine man at
this sort of stuff, a throwback
to Cash 'n Carry Pyle and Tex
Rickard, but he is a useless
commodity when All is
around. The champ generates
his own waves, whether he be
in Bangkok, Kinshasa or
Manila."
Ali and Shavers were
supposed to do some sparring
on the skating rink but the
weather conditions nullified it
so it was "Take it away,Ali!."
"I am the prettiest, the
fastest, the dancingest, the

Standing On
,The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

Better Blocking Key For Racer Improvement
If you think the blocking at Murray State has improved,
you are exactly right.
From the field, where I spent the entire game on the
sidelines, it appeared the Racer offensive line was working
much better in opening holes. Not only that,they did an excellent job for most of the evening in giving quarterback
Mike Dickens more time in the pocket.
So while we were ill- disappointed with the 21-19 loss to
Tennessee Tech, we are also very pleased to see the
progress with the entire offensive unit.
How good was the blocking? If a player scores around the
60 per cent level, he has done an acceptable job. In the loss
to Delta State, Murray probably had nobody with a 50 per
cent mark. The grading is done pn whether or not the block
was perfect.
You may see in other papers where in high school games,
the players are blocking 85 and 90 per cent. If they were
graded on the same scale as the Murray State blocking is
graded upon,those percentages would be considerably less.
It was the play of the guards that should be given special
note. In the game with Tech, Dan Hutchison had a mark of
75 percent and over on the other side, Mike Shields had a 79
per cent mark.
It should be noted that everyone who played on offense for
the Racers blocked 60 per cent or better.
So with the confidence gained in the game,even though it
was tough to swallow the loss, look for the Racers to begin
jelling into a solid all-around club.
You have to remember on thing: While you were up there
sitting in the dry bleachers, they were out there on a very
wet surface. Had the game been played in a downpour,
most fans would have realized how difficult it would have
been to hang on to the ball. With the field wet and with Tech
sticking hard, nobody can be blamed for the lost fumbles.
They just happened and the only thing that can be done is
just to forget about it and go out and concentrate on Saturday's game with Morehead.
As the average sports fan well knows, not only is a loss
tough for a coach but it's also tough for the person trying to
write about the game too. And such is the case with both the
Racers and the Tigers of Murray IRO.
We've now had four consecutive losses and the
frustrations are presentlor fans,coaches and writers. It's a
lot more fun to win.
For Murray High fans, the past two weeks have been
heartbreaking. The Tigers got off to a 2-0 start then things
began to happen.
On Tuesday, September 20, Kyrile Catlett, who played
both as defensive and offensive end,tore ligaments in practice and had to have surgery. Then on the following Friday,

the Tigers lost 42-0 at Mayfield. They lost more than the
game.
Linebacker-tight end Frank Gilliam suffered a bruised
shoulder and will be out for probably a couple of more
games. Sophomore tackle Jeff Kursave received a
dislocated shoulder in the game and will probably be ready
to go after the Trigg County game. Also in the Mayfield
game, junior tackle Mike Kurz broke a small bone in his
arm and is out for the season.
So in one game, it appeared the Tigers had lost enough
people to last for a season. But not quite. Fortune did not
ride with the Tigers.
In the loss to Heath Friday,the Tigers had some more injuries:
Defensive back Bo Reed suffered a broken ankle and is
out for the year. Sophomore guard-placekicker Nicky Swift
fractured a small bone in his wrist and will be out for
another week or two. Sophomore linebacker Nick Hibbard
dislocated a shoulder and will be sidelined from two to three
weeks. Also, guard-linebacker Terry Grogan suffered a
knee injury and it's not known how long yet he will be out.
He is still undergoing extensive examinations.
While walking the sidelines Saturday,! heard one of the
Racer players mumbling something to me.
"960 yards Brandon, you have to be crazy."
Well, I honestly did not know what he was talking about
until later. Remember in Friday's paper there was a box
and it had Tech's Mats on one side and Murray's on the
other?
The player thought those stats were a prediction for the
game Saturday. Actually, and it proves a writer can never
assume anything,they were the cumulative stats for both of
the clubs and Tech had 960 yards in total offense for the
season.
The next time we run cumulative stats, we'll make sure
to have a better explanation with them.
Otherwise,predictions faired well for the weekend.
In the OVC,they were all okay and the point spreads were
all close. The 4-0 record brings the OVC picks to 154 for the
season, which isn't bad considering how unpredictable the
OVC is.
For the high school games, the picks went 8-2 with the
misses being Christian County's upset win at Bowling
Green and Fulton County's win over Reidland. One of the
better picks was the Caldwell County-Seneca game which
was close to being correct.
The mark for the season on high school games is not 29-9
and the total for both high school and the OVC is a respectable 44-13.
Stay tuned for a column with the prediction bn the AliShavers fight.

Muehlman Runs
In His First
Marathon Ever

Pro Football
Standings

Showdate
Thursday,
September 29th,1977

1978 Cadillac Coupe de Ville
The 1978 version of America's most popular luxury car, Cadillac Coupe de
Ville, reflects the overall design characteristics and dimensions that generated industry-wide attention and customer approval last year. A fresh rear appearance
is accomplished with new rear bumpers with taillamps and side marker light,s incorporated in the bumper outer. Paint accent stripes extatd across the deck lid.
After production begins, all de Ville models will offer an optional Elk grain padded vinyl roof, with custom trimmed backlight in a "tucked" effect. Show here
with optional locking wire wheel discs, the 1978 Cadillac Coupe de Ville is
available in 21 distinctive colors and 16 optional vinyl roof selections.

See the Cadillac on Display at...
Olds- Pontiac- Cadillac
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern'

1406 West Mole - 753-5315
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Schembechler Gets Wish
As Sooners Top Ratings
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Crimson Tide, also 10th a
AP Sports Writer
week ago, defeated Vanderbilt
Michigan
Coach
Bo 24-12.
Schembechler, who asked
The Second Ten consists of
newsmen a week ago not to Nebraska, Arkansas, Texas
vote his team No. 1 in The Tech, Notre Dame, Brigham
Associated Press college Young, Pitt, California,
football poll, got his wish Mississippi State, Houston and
today.
Arizona State.
The
Wolverines, who
Last week, it was Notre
squeaked past Navy 14-7 after Dame, Mississippi State,
struggling to beat equally- Florida,
Nebraska,
unheralded
Duke
21-9, Washington State, Arkansas,
dropped to third place in this West Virginia, UCLA,Houston
week's poll behind Oklahoma and Brigham Young.
and Southern California.
Pitt, California and Arizona
Oklahoma, the preseason State replaced Washington
leader, surrendered the top State, West Virginia and
spot to Michigan for the first UCLA. Pitt swamped Temple
two weeks of the season but 76-0, California beat Missouri
climbed from third place back 28-21 and Arizona State edged
to No. 1 by nipping Ohio State, Oregon
State
33-31.
last week's No.4 team,29-28. Meanwhile, Kansas downed
The Sooners received 23 Washington State 14-12,
firstplace votes and 1,164 of a Kentucky knocked off West
possible 1,260 points from a Virginia 28-13 and Minnesota
nationwide panel of 63 sports upset UCLA 27-13.
writers and broadcasters.
By The Associated Press
- Southern Cal, a 51-0 winner
The Top Twenty teams in
over Texas Christian, actually
The Associated Press college
received one more first-place
football poll, with first-place
ballot than Oklahoma but the
votes in parentheses, season
Trojans only totaled 1,116
records and total points. Points
points to remain No.2.
basedon20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6Then came Michigan with
54-3-2-1:
eight first-place votes and 981
1.0klahoma (23) 3-0-0 1,164
points, compared to last
2.S.Calif. (24)
3-0-0 1,116
week's 42 and 1,094.
3.M ichigan48)
3-0-0
981
Penn State continued to
4.Penn St. (7 )
,3-0-0
860
climb, rising from fifth to
5.Texas A&M
3-0-0
798
fourth with seven first-place
6.0hio St.
2-1-0
601
votes and 860 points after a 277.Colorado
3-0-0
581
9 whipping of Maryland. The
8.Texas 11 )
2-0-0
430
Nittany Lions were followed
9.Florida
2-0-0
395
by Texas A&M, up from sixth
10.Alabama
2-1-0
329
to fifth with no first-place
11.Nebraska
2-1-0
286
votes but 798 points thanks to a
12.Arkansas
3-0-0
224
33-17 victory over Texas Tech.
13.Texas Tech
2-1-0
201
The loss dropped the Red
14.Notre Dame
2-1-0
189
Raiders from eighth to 13th.,
15.Brig Young
2-0-0
106
Next came Ohio State with
16.Pitt
2-1-0
84
601 points, followed by
17.California
3-0-0
46
Colorado with 581. The Buffs,
18.Miss. St.
2-1-0
31
seventh last week, trounced
19.Houston
2-1-0
27
New Mexico 42-7.
20.Arizona St.
2-0-0
16
The remaining first-place
ballot went to Texas, which
Bowling
had the weekend off. The
Standings
Longhorns,
who
have
outscored their two opponents
Magic Tri
112-0, received 430 points in Team
W
L
10
3
climbing from ninth to eighth. Dixieland Center
Jerry's Restaurant
8
4
Florida, 13th a week ago, Thurman
Furniture
7
5
7
5
defeated Mississippi State and Dennison Hunt
Hawaiian Tropics
7
5
cracked the Top Ten, vaulting Beauty
Box
6
6
6 6
to ninth place with 395 points. Murray Insurance
Kennels
5
7
itounding out the Top Ten is Paradise
Peoples Bank
4
8
Alabama with 320 points. The Personality Beauty Shop
4
8
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Browns Stun Patriots
With Overtime Victory
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) —
Cleveland Browns Coach
Forrest Gregg watched
intently during overtime as
his team moved steadily
toward the New England goal
line.
Suddenly, defensive
backfield coach Billy Kinard
broke into his thoughts with a
surprising suggestion.
"Why not surprise them"
Kinard said, referring to a
field goal attempt.
Gregg gave it some thought,
quarterback Brian Sipe tried
to talk him out of it and —
after the coach rejected Sipe's
plea — Don Cockroft calmly
booted a 35-yard field goal to
give the Browns a 30-27
National Football League
victory over the Patriots.
Ths Browns won the toss
and received the kickoff in the
fifth period. Sipe felt he had
good reason to try to veto his
coach, since he had directed
the Browns from their own 29yard line to New England's 17.
It was second-and-nine when
Cockroft connected on his
third field goal of the see-saw
game 4:45 into the extra
period.
A crowd of 76,416 at
Cleveland Stadium and a
national television audience
watched as Cockroft's kick

stayed barely inside the right Francis, who caught one of
upright, giving Cleveland, 2-0, Grogan's two scoring passes
its second straight upset and lugged a 28-yard toss to
victory.
Cleveland's 17 with just one
"I felt we have a field goal second left in the fourth
kicker who can get it through quarter.
the
uprights,"
Gregg
Sipe also passed for two
explained.
touchdowns, one of them to
Cockroft, whose second 37- running back Greg Pruitt, who
yard field goal of the night had also threw a five-yard scoring
given the Browns a short-lived pass on an 06tion play and
27-24 lead with 55 seconds darted for 151 yards in 26
remaining in the fourth carries.
agreed
quarter,
Grogan finished with 15
enthusiastically with Gregg's completions in 23 passing
decision.
attempts for 172 yards, seven
"I was ready at 50 yards," of them to fullback Sam
he said."I hit some 55-yarders Cunningham, who also netted
70 yards on 18 running plays.
in practice.
New England Coach Chuck
Fairbanks said, "I was not
necessarily surprised by the
field goal at that point. It was
close enough to make it and
they weren't risking a fumble
or loss.
The Associated Press
What made the loss more
American League
bitter for the Patriots, 1-1, was
East
the fact they blew leads of 17-7
W L Pet. GB
and 24-17. They got a new life N York
97 59 .6n
when quarterback Steve Boston
/
2
93 62 .600 31
Grogan moved the team 72 Bait
93 63 .596 4
yards in six plays, setting up a Detroit
72 84 .462 25
tying 34-yard field goal by peve
69 87 .442 28
John Smith with no tiu4I Milwkee 65 92 .414 321
/
2
remaining in regulation play. 'Toronto 52 103 .335 441
/
2
"If we would have got the
West
ball, we would have scored
99 56 .639 —
again. But Cleveland won the T„„
90 67 .573 10
toss in overtime," said New Chicago 87 70 .554 13
England tight end Russ Minn
/
2
82 74 .526 171
/
2
72 84 .462 271
Calif
61 96 .389 39
Seattle
Oakland 60 95 .387 39
x-clinched division title
Monday's Results
Toronto at Boston, ppd., rain
New York 4, Cleveland 2
Oakland 7. Kansas City 1
By ALAN ROBINSON
Saturday for $16,000 in prize
Only games scheduled
Bank of Murray
4
8
AP Sports Writer
money.
Roses'
4
Tuesday's Games
High Team Game(SC)
WHITE SULPHUR
The tournament came
Chicago(Knapp 11-7) at MinBeauty Box
773
Beauty Box
746 SPRINGS, W.Va.(AP) — Can about when a raw materials nesota Zahn 12-13)
Peoples Bank
733 Bobby
Riggs,
tennis' manufacturer
in
Toronto (Lemanczyk 12-15
High Team Game(HC)
Hawaiian Tropics
1015 seemingly ageless hustler, Parkersburg, W.Va. (Borg- and Byrd 2-12) at Boston (Anse
Bank of Murray
1012 perform his magic against a Warner Chemicals) started
5-2 and Tiant 11-8 or Stanley 7Roses
1006
player 45 years his junior?
looking for something to use 7), 2, -n)
High Team Series(SC)
(t
Beauty Box
2203
The
59-year-old
ex- as a promotional device," said
Detroit(Arroyo 8-17) at BaltiPeoples Bank
2166
Dixieland Center
3071 Wimbledon champion will try Searle. "They had worked more (Flanagan 13-10), )n)
High Team Series(HC)
)
Saturday when he plays a with us a couple of years ago
Cleveland (Waits 9-7) at New
Bank of Murray
NW
one-set exhibition on a tennis Grand Masters
Hawaiian Tropics
21347 special
+ork
( Tidrow 11-4), (n
Dixieland Center
2345 match against the current tournament (for players 45
High bd.Game(SC)
California (Hartzell 8-11) at
darling
of
women's
•
tennis,
14years
of
age and over). Al
Barbara Hendon
306
Milwaukee (Slaton 10-14),(n )
Wanda Brown
206 year-old Tracy Austin, at The Bunis, of Cincinnati, who runs
Zandra Bailey
Kansas City (Hassler 9-5 or
203
Greenbrier
resort's
the
new
Grand
tout,
Masters
High Ind. Game HC)
Gura 8-5 and Leonard 19-11 ) at
Barbara Hendon
251 multi-million
dollar tennis mentioned there was no
Znadra Bailey
Oakland (Keough 1-2 and Mit250
tourmament for players
Pat Wthett
243 center.
chell 0-1 ) 2, )n)
High bd.Series(SC)
Miss Austin, the pig-tailed between 35 and 45.
Wanda Brown
547
Only games scheduled
whose braced
"Since this is the first
Zandra Bailey
535 Californian
Wednesday's Games
Mildred Hodge
464 teeth and little girl-like tournament of its type, we
High Ind.Series(HC)
Toronto
at Boston
Zandra Bailey
676 pinafore dresses make her decided on an invitational
Chicago at Minnesota
Wanda Brown
634 look several years younger format we think is the best
Pat Willett
619
Detroit at Baltimore,(n)
than she actually is, will be route to go early, then hope
High Averages
Cleveland at New York,(n)
Wanda Brown
in trying
to
accomplish the idea expands in the
Zandra Bailey
161
California at Milwaukee,(n I
Margaret future."
Marge Hinman
160 something pro
Seattle at Texas,(n)
Mildred Hodge
150 Court failed to do in a
The Austin-Riggs match
Pat Willett
149
Kansas City at Oakland,(n
the
when
Linda Johnson..
148 nationally televised match in developed
Boys and girls, ages
Barbara Hendon
146 1973. And that's beat the ever- Parkersburg
manufacturer
National League
Lois Smith
144
8-13,come to our dealerNancy Weber
143 hustling Riggs, whose made a began searching for a way to
East
ship August 19 through
Elaine Pittenger
142 mint out of several national promote its tournament.
September 30 with your
W L Pct. GB
TV exhibitions against well"It's worked out great," Phila
parent or guardian and
97 59 .622
sign up. While you're
known women's professionals, said Searle. "This should gain Pitts
91 65 .583 6
here, pick up your free
including a 1973 match against us some nationwide attention. S Louis
/
2
80 75 .516 161
PP&K Tips Book.
then premier women's star We've ended up with the Chicago
/
2
81 76 .516 161
You'll find tips from the
Billie Jean King.
hottest property in tenniarght Montreal 72 84 .452 25
pros that may improve
"We think we've got a pretty now in Austin, plusT an N York
60 94 .390 36 ,
your skills and give you
nifty match," said Jim Searle, exceptional name in Bobby
West
a chance for a trip to
director of sports at The Riggs. Even at 59, he's still a x -Los Ang 94 62 .603
Super Bowl XII in New
Orleans for the PP&K
Greenbrier, a stately resort hot property."
Cinci
85 72 .541 91„.2
National Championship.
tucked away in West
Houston
4 17
77 79
S Fran
Registration:
To Play Out Option
211
/
2
NEW YORK — Kansas City Virginia's hills that will be the
73 84
S Diego
/
2
outfielder Al Cowens was site of the 1979 Ryder Cup golf
67 90 .427 271
Dry Oct. 7, 1977
Minn.
—
BLOOMINGTON,
Atlanta
named the American League matches.
60 97 .382 341 2
rot 1100 Oct.
Outfielder Larry Hisle notified
x-clinched division title
AL
the
Week,
Player
of
Pim: Murat 101411. SC16001
"Actually, we were pretty the Minnesota Twins he plans
President Lee MacPhail lucky to have it work out the
Monday's Results
year of
announced. Cowens batted way it has. We worked out the to play out the option
Chicago 10, Philadelphia 7
through
his
contract
and
go
.471 last week with eight hits in match several months ago,
Atlanta 12, Houston 10
the re-entry draft, the
17 at bats. He scored five runs even before Tracy made her
Montreal
9, St. Louis 5
American League baseball
San Francisco 9, Los Angeles
and hit six doubles and a triple mark in women's tennis at
team said.
781 Baia —753-6273
1
as the Royals clinched the Wimbledon and the U.S. Open
Norm,Ky..
Hisle, batting .295 with 27
Only games scheduled.
Western Division pennant.
at Forest Hills.
homer and 113 RBI, has been
Tuesday's Games
"People in tennis knew she involved in a salary dispute
Philadelphia ( Lerch 5-61 at
was an exceptional player, but with the Twins all season.
Chicago(Bonham 10-12)
she hadn't gained the national
New York Espinosa 8-13 at
prominence she now has."
Foster Honored
Pittsburgh ( Kison 9-9 ), n)
The
Austin-Riggs
exhibition
Olympic Plaza - North 12th St. 159-1634
Houston Richard 16-12 at
NEW YORK — George
will be held before the finals of
the ' first Worth Tennis Foster, the slugging outfielder Atlanta ( Mahler 0-1 ). )
We will repair any vacuum ever made, no matter
San Diego I Shirley 10-18) at
where purchased.
Invitational Tournament, of the Cincinnati Reds, was
which matches four veteran named the National League's Cincinnati( Norman 14-11 ), n )
Montreal (Schatzede 2-0) at
men's professionals in both Player of the Week, league
singles and doubles play.
President Chub Feeney St. Louis(Forsch 19-6), ( fl)
San Francisco( Minton 1-1 ) at
SpecialSale
The four pros—who are all announced.
Los Angeles )Rau 13-8),( n )
three
Foster
between
35
and
43
years
of
slammed
Queen
Filter
age—are former Wimbledon homers last week to raise his
PhiW
ageso
laed
haicm
tC6
Home Sanitation System
den
lpehsd
iaaay's
champion Ken Rosewall, ex- season total to 51 and become
New York at Pittsburgh, n
Wimbledon semi-finalist Cliff the first major leaguer since
Houston at Atlanta, n )
Dysdale, and two former 1965 to reach the 50-homer
Reg. palm Now
San Diego at Cincinnati. r n
world doubles champions, mark. In the past week.
Montreal at St. Louis, n
Roger Taylor and Fred Stolle. Foster batted .458, scored five
San Francisco at Los AngeThey'll compete in a two-day runs and drove in five, lifting
les,(n
tournament Friday and his RBI total to 145.

Major League
Standings

Bobby Riggs To Play
Match Against Austin

Pistit
Pass&
Kick
is here
again!

Foster Needs Five Homers In
Five Games To lie NI. Record
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Cincinnati Reds slugger
George Foster is using the
final week of this baseball
season to make a run for the
record books, especially in the
home run and runs batted in
categories.
Foster last weekend became
the first player in the major
leagues since Willie Mays in
1965 to reach the 50 home run
mark.
He needs five homers in his
last five games to tie Hack

Bowling
Standings
Sunday Night
Mixed Couples
Bolding League
Team
W
Fearless Foursome .......
The Invincible,
5
The Truckers
5
Hot Rollers
5
B.A. Gang
4
1
The 4 Loafers
2
Team No.5
Hot Shots
1
High Team Game(SC)
Fearless Foursome
Hot Rollers
Thicken
High Team Game(HC)
Hot Rollers
Truckers
Fearless Foursome
Fearless Foursome
High Team Series(SC)
Fearless Foursome
Thicken
Fearless Foursome
Invincibles
High Team Series(BC)
FawkesFoursome
Truckers
Hot Rollers
High hod. Game(SC)
Men
Tom Matthias
Andy Seese
Dale Phillips
Woman
Jane Houghton
Nancy Thdd
Jane flouti
ii
Ind. Game(HC)
Men
Dale Phillips
Andy Same
Kandy McMillen
Women
Jane Houghton
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghton
High bd.Series(SC)
- Men
Andy Seem
Tom Matthias
Randy McMillen . .........
Women
Jane Houghton
Nancy Todd
Judy Kernsigh
bd.Series(HC)
Men
Andy Seese
Randy McMillen
Terry Mathis
Women
Nancy Todd
Jane Hoin
Marsha Matthlaa
High Averages
Men
Andy Seese
Tom Matthias
Torn Byars
Ronnie Harrison
Randy McMillen
Lloyd Todd
Phillip Adams
Terry Mathias
Dale Phillips
Randy McQure
Women
Jane Houghton
Nancy Todd
Jialyitemp
Carol Thurman
Barbara Seese
Rhonda Smith
Marsha Matthias
Dorothy Sandness
Sondra Pogue
Lola McClain

L
0
3
3
3
4
6
6
7
616
616
607
816
746
785
774
1813
1705
1677
1663
2314
2239

211
211
209
193
197
179
252
237
131
234

no
2211
572
543
508
509
506
432
650
631
630
634
632
590
176
166
1110
157
160
153
151
147
146
142
156
153
135
172
130
114
113
110
106
101

Wilson for the National
League record.
"It depends a lot on what I
get to hit," Foster admitted.
"I just have to relax and try to
hit the ball hard."
Foster will be facing
pitching from the San Diego
and
Padres
tonight
Wednesday and then from
Atlanta Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
The Reds outfielder has hit
15 home runs against the
Padres and Braves this year,
including 10 against Atlanta.
He has hit 20 of his 51
homers this year at home.
When Foster hit his 51st
home run off Phil Niekro of
Atlanta Sunday, he set a new
club record for most total
bases in a season, 382, wiping
out Frank Robinson's mark of
380 set in 1962.
With 145 runs batted in,
Foster is only thitee away
from Johnny Bench's club
mark of 148 set in 1970. If
Foster makes 150 RBIs, he
would join Wilson as the only
National Leaguers to have 50
home runs and 150 RBIs in the
same season.
He is also aiming to become
the first National League
player since Wilson in 1930 to
get 50 homers and 200 hits. He
has 194 going into tonight's
game.
Despite his hit total, Foster
is battling for the club lead in
that department with Pete
Rose, who has 197.
If both players reach the 200
hit mark, it would be the first
time teammates have had 200,
hits since St. Louis Cardinals
Joe Torre and Lou Brock did it
in 1971.
"The best thing you can say
about George Foster is that he
has learned himself," said

Laker-Pilot
Jayvee Game
To Be Here
For the second time, the
Fulton County-Calloway
County junior varsity football
game has been changed.
Originally, the game was to
have been played Monday
night at Fulton County then it
was reset for the same site for
tonight.
Now, the game has again
been reset and it will be
played at 5 p.m. today at
Calloway County High School.
The Laker jayvees have yet
to win in three previous
outings.
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Cowens Picked
As Player Of
Week In A. L.

manager
Reds
Sparky
Anderson.
Reds
manager
The
compares Foster to a former
Cincinnati player, Lee May,
now playing for Baltimore.
"They both are easy on the
manager," Anderson said. -I
mean, they never come to you.
This year, guYs had to remind
me George was hurt when I
did take him out of the lineup
He would never come to me."

CORRECTION

4

Parker
Ford

PAUL WINSLOW'S

$275")

The price of the Bisque
Figurines on page 10 of the
Big K Anniversary tabloid
in today's newspaper is incorrect. The cprrect price
should be 9.66 EACH. We
are sorry for the error.

Bel-Air Center
1-6 Sun.
Mon.-Sat.
9-9
753-8777
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Here's How

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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A TOUCH OF ARTISTIC RELIEF on the ceiling can give
the whole decor a striking assist. In this new Bravada
ceiling from Armstrong the 2' x 2' panels project below
the level of the grid for an intriguing multidimensional
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Solar energy has moved into
public consciousness with such
emphasis in recent years that
we are inclined to forget that
mankind has been harnessing
the power of the sun in one way
or another ever since the beginning of known time.

Tool Department

Special

Leather
Carpenter

'Apron

208 E. Maini

(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach and paint-varnish remover are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet,"Wood Finishing in the
Home," available by sending 35
cents and a long. STAMPED,
s e I f-addressed envelope to
Know-How, Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions
cannot be anslyered individually, but those of general interest will be answered in the
column.)

PAINTING
Residentiol-Commercial—Intenor-Exterlor - Spray-Brush-Rolf
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Glidden Paint-etc

Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small

FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray

SECOND'F LOplit PLAN

01.
THE SEQUOIA VACATION HOUSE can be used as a vacationiudeaway or a
year-round residence. It is a contemporary-styled, twu-story house which
incorporates up to three bedrooms in 1,294 square feet Large expanses of
glass and solid walls permit the home to be positioned on the lot to achieve
the best view. For additional information about Plan HA1007A write architect Jerold L. Axelrod—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—at
275 Broadhollow Road, Melville, N.Y., 11746

ladder ever placed against the
By ANDY LANG
gutter at that point? In any
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We had vinyl gutters • event, if a bracket is bent or
put around our house several loose, you will have to figure
months ago. Everything was out whether it can be straightfine until recently when, during ened out or retightened or must
a heavy rainstorm, the water be replaced.
poured over the top of the gutter at one point. It has hapQ. — A neighbor of mine has
pened twice since then, each
a basement finished with temtime at the same spot. What is
pered hardboard. It has a beaucausing this and how can it be
tiful green finish on it, a very
fixed?
A. — If the work was done by light color. I asked him what
a professional installer, it is kind of stain he used. He said
possible he might be willing to he didn't use a stain, that the
fix it for you without charge. If man who had finished it a
not, examine the gutter where couple of years ago had called
the trouble is occurring!' You it a tint. My neighbor said he
will find that the gutter is held had no idea what the process
in place with brackets. The was. Can you help me?
chances are that one of these
A. — There are several ways
brackets has come loose. Was a
of tinting hardboard, one of
which involves thinned paint,
another a penetrating sealer.
The easiest way of getting the
color you want is to use one of
the stain waxes. Choose a color, then apply it to the surface
and quickly wipe off the excess.
The intensity of the final color
can be controlled by the
amount of time between the application and the wiping, much
as with all stains. Since this
type of stain has wax in it, do
not put varnish or any similar
finishing material over it. You
can leave the finish as is or, if
you want additional protection
or luster, polish with a pate
wax.

Murray
Supplyn,

-

,
1110007/9

Here's the Answer fffg

499

solutions.
If you can't retain a window
in each side of a space you
may partition, perhaps your
partition should not go all the
way to the ceiling so that air
can circulate freely. A strip of
daylight fluorescent light might
be added to the top of the partially partitioned wall to create
a wash of light that might be a
source of cheer on dark days.
-The fixtures, the kind you have
seen under kitchen counters,
come in stock sizes.
A floor plan in scale will help
you- visualize how the space
will look when it is diminished.
Heat sources, electric outlets
and closet locations should be
considered before one proceeds.
Each room should have a door
even if it means more partitioning, Mrs. Stoddard advises. A
narrow hallway — 26 by 30
inches wide — can provide a
solution, an entrance to the new
room even as it encloses the
other space.
U you create a separate hallway, add a graphic on one wall
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Artistic Relief Comes
To Uninspiring Ceilings
to clean up.
Hammer and pliers are
about the only tools needed to
erect the grid. The p9els
themselves are inserted; into
the grid by hand. They lift
right
out
for
repair,
replacement or access to the
area above.
Interior designers use the
adjective
"tegiilar"
to
describe such a recessed-grid
ceiling. They often specify it
for fashionable boutiques,
bank lobbies, hair-styling
salons and other chic commercial places to create
visual panache.
It could do the same for your
favorite room at home.

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
In trying to find more space
in the home for children or to
give them more privacy for
study as they grow older, many
parents finally resort to a partitioned room.
If the room's length is less
than the height of its ceiling, it
is not a good idea to divide it,
suggests interior designer Alexandra Stoddard. It might create
a cagelike feeling. Children
really do not like high ceilings
.„
she points out in the book "Ay
Child's Place," which tells howl
to create a living environment
for a child. She even suggests
that parents might get a new
perspective of a child's world
by crawling about on the floor
to see what small fry really
see.
A long-time interior designer
with the McMillen firm and
mother of several youngsters,
Mrs. Stoddard contirgies to decorate and passes
to the
reader many of
problems
she has encounter
and her

STOPA4t

it

effect.

Of all the surfaces in a
room, the ceiling may be the
only true rugged individualist.
Think about it: floor and
walls are adorned by such
items as carpeting and furniture, mirrors and pictures.
Save perhaps an attractive
light fixture or hanging plant,
the ceiling has to hold up its
end of the decor sans
assistance.
'
One way to give it some help
is by relieving the standard
flat look with a touch of artistic relief. It's not hard: you
don't have to be an artist, just
an average handyman or
handywoman.
, Armstrong now makes a
suspended ceiling that incorporates an interesting
three-dimensional effect. You
put it up as you would a
conventional suspended
ceiling — by hanging a metal
grid on wires from the old
ceiling, then resting the
ceiling panels(in this case 2' x
2') on the grid flanges.
What's different about this
ceiling is that the panels have
indented
borders.
This
enables the panels to descend
below the level of the grid. The
effect is striking: the panels
appear to "float" in the
ceiling.
It makes a bold, clean,
contemporary statement,
especially when used together
with a shiny black grid which
is also available.
The
panel
face
is
prefabricated to resemble
rough-troweled plaster.
There's no troweling to curt
tend with, no dripping plastei

Partitioned Room For More Spacel

When the earlyhuman beings
cut openings in the walls of
their caves in the direction of
the sun's rays, they were doing
the same thing humanity is trying to do now — utilizing the
solar energy to make their residences more comfortable. So
were the American Indians
when they built their houses
with materials of high heat capacity — such as adobe, mud
and stone — absorbing heat
from the sun during the day
and reradiating it into the
dwellings at night.
In studies conducted by the
American Institute of Architects Research Corp., it was determined that four houses buil
by the Massachusetts Institut*
of Technology between 1939 and
1956, and the Peabody-Raymond-Telltes house built in
1949, were the first fully documented solar dwelling designs
where a major portion of the
heat requirement of a house
was obtained by a formal solar
collector and storage system.
Later, solar dwellings ranged
from those that required no
mechanical equipment for their
operation to one which generated its own electricity from solar energy as well as collecting
and .storing radiation for heating and cooling.
In the past few years, there
have been a large variety of solar dwelling designs illustrating
different ways of collecting,
storing and distributing solar
energy for space heating and
cooling and domestic water
heating.
During the winter of 1974,
when the residents of Colorado
Springs were faced with a critical shortage of natural gas, a
solar .house was built with a
system quite different from
those of previous solar dwellings. Capturing solar energy
was achieved with two banks of
collectors facing due south at
an angle of 55 degrees. Heat
loss from the collection surface
was reduced by covering the
aluminum collector panels with
two panes of glass. Propylene
glycol was circulated through
the collector to absorb the heat,
since this fluid does not freeze
in the low temperatures of the
Colorado Springs area. Heat
from the collector was transferred to a large storage tank
buried beside the house. Two
heat exchangers located in the
storage
nit provided a distribution
stem. One trailsferred the c ected heat to water, which in urn heated the
air for distri ution through
ducts to each r
the othe
preheated the dom
ater before it passed through a
conventional electric water
heater.
As the AIA report pointed
out, it is technically possible
right now to achieve (lost: to
100 percent solar heating and
cooling, but, a more realistic
and economically feasible goal,
given present technology, is 70
percent solar space heating and
90 percent solar hot water heating. Mechanical solar cooling,
while technically feasible, requires additional research and
development to achieve the
same levels of efficiency and
cost-effectiveness as present solar heating systems. Nle,. hatiacal solar cooling involves the
use of solar-produced heat to
power conventional mechanical
cooling equipment. Heat
pumps, absorption cycle and
ranking cycle systems are representative of mechanical cooling equipment which can be
powered by solat-produced
heat.
Two of many such tests
zing heat pumps are under say
in Albuquerque, NM, and
Wading River, N.Y. Solar collectors measuring about 200

square feet will be installed on
the roofs of the test houses to
collect the sun's energy. A
energy-efficient electric heat
pump will work in conjunction
with the collectors. The unit
pulls heat from the outside air,
even during cold weather periods. The heat pumps are air
conditioners that run backwards to supply warmth. In the
summer, the heat pumps cool
like conventional air conditioners.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information
about repair projects in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
He Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50 to
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.

Time-savers to help
working homemaker
many soups, stews and casAlmost half the women in
the United States have jobs
seroles can be stored in the
outside the home and each
refrigerator or freezer and
year more and more women
warmed for quick, nutritious
go out to work.
meals—even by your "all
If you're a workingwoman
thumbs" teenager.
who finds household chores
Stitch in time
taking up too much of your
time,there is a more practical , 3.) Don't turn little jobs
solution to your problem
into big ones. Fingerprint
than hiring an upstairs maid, smudges and dirty spots are
a wardrobe mistress and a
often cleaned more easily if
cook: it's organization.
you wipe them right away.
For quick, effective
Delegate!
clean-ups, use Glass*Plus®
Here are some time-saving
glass, appliance, and cabinet
tips that can help you shorten
cleaner in every room of the
the hours spent on househouse. Just spray this verkeeping:
satile cleaner on all washable
I.)Count on your family to
surfaces—windows, mirrors,
help around the house. Keep
chrome. countertops, plastic
a list of duties. for them on a
bullefiWboard in the kitchen 'lamps and .tables,
appliances—and wipe with a
where it's a easy reminder.
clean cloth or damp sponge.
A youngster can be responsible for picking up his (Remember to always disconnect small electrical
toys: older children can be in
appliances before cleaning.)
charge of their rooms and
also take turns setting and
Just a moment
clearing the dinner table.
Spending a few extra minHusbands can pick up and
utes during the week to handrop off drycleaning on their
dle small jobs can make
way home from work and
help with other chores, too. . major clean-ups on the
weekends easier.
Efficient cuisine
4.) An un-made bed can
2.1 Plan ahead: decide on
make the entire bedroom
menus for an entire week and
look messy. Instead of the
then buy all your groceries at
usual blanket and bedspread
once. Shop on a weekday
combination, try having your
night, when the stores are
family use quilts. At night,
lest, crowided, and take your
just turn down the quilt and
older children along to help.
jump in: in the morning, simWhen you do cook. preply smooth it out and fluff up
quantities:
pare foods in large
the pillows. Even a five-year
old can take care of his own
bed that way!

A giftfor two

or paint the doors into the two
rooms a bright, primary color,
she suggests. If you plan to
have painted floors in the new
rooms, you might paint the hall
floor area a contrasting color.
A small hallway can be given
character if it is painted in an
imaginatiVe, way. In the hall a
child's first 14rne or initials in
big block letter4smight be printed vertically on his door.
You can build a partition out
of wood and sheetrock, using a
wood frame and sheetrock for
the walls. The frame can be
laid out on the floor of the divided area with wood strips
nailed into place.
If the entire space has only
one closet, you might build a
closet in one corner for one
child, she suggests. It could
provide added charm. If the
room is large enough you might
decide to build a floor-to-ceihng
wall closet with drawers, desk
area and high storage for toys,
equipment and luggage.
You might remove a standard closet door that seems too
Wide for the new smaller space
by removing its hinges and
replacing it with two solid panels, one panel hinging on the
left, the other panel hinging on
the right. Wooden louvered
, half-door panels also come in
many stock sizes that might be
found at a lumber yard. A vertically infitalled woven blind is
another space saver that may
be used to replace a closet
door. It can be drawn to one
side or drawn from the center
to each side.
A closet light might be triggered to go off when the door
closes, one way to teach a child
to close the closet door.
A temporary divider, a 4-by
&foot plywood sheet on a wooden stand, might create interest
as well as privacy. .
Ceiling tracks — from which
you run a sliding woven wood
blind or folding screens — may
be used to divide a room. Avoid
the solid track dividers for a
child's room, however, because
they block out light and air, she
advises.
Low room dividers can be
functional as well for clothes
even as they provide hooks at
the child's level, another plus.
Bookcases can also be used as
room dividers. The kind of divider depends on how much
privacy is needed.
Mrs. Stoddard's philosophy is
that a child's room can be
planned from the beginning so
that everything for the first 20
years is housed in one room,
only not necessarily during the
same period. Once you set up a
basic plan, it should be easy to
adapt it to the child's stages of
growth in the one space.
She tells how to develop a
child's room for each of the
main periods of the child's life,
beginning with a baby's place
and going on to 13 and the
adult years.
("A Child's Place" is published by Doubleday.)

"FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood burning fireplace for every budget.

Also we carry
a full line of:
Franklin fireplaces
r Automatic Wood Heaters
r Wood 8, Coal Stoves
r Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
related gift items.
LET HIM PITCH THE TENT while you pitch in for
firewood ... it couldn't be easier now that Homelite has
made the XI. chain saw_ ideal for use by women. It
weighs only about seen pounds, comes with a Safe-TTip that eliminates kickback and it's so easy to use it
won't ruin a manicure. But don't forget your safety
rules: glasses and gloves should always be worn.

Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and lank financing
available.
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4150
•

Remodeling a kitchen?. Building
a home? let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
your new kitchen using custom
built c'abinetry from CoppesNappance, Merillat or Riviera.
No matter what your style
preference might be - Contemporary — Colonial — or
Traditional, we have them all.
Choose from Cherry, Maple,
Pine, Pecan and Oak. Stop by
our modern showroom and
see "Quality Like It Used To

for a really special
kitchen you need
Kitchen Specialist
753-1713

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Carl R. Flock Named Minister Of Area Churches
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Carl R. Flock, associate region after serving eight
general minister of the years in his present position
Christian Church (Disciples of and ten years as director of
Christ) in Kentucky, has been youth work for the Christian
called to begin service as Church in Kentucky.
regional minister for the
He has also served as pastor
Christian Churches (Disciples of the Crestwood Chistian
of Christ) in Alabama and Church in Oldham County in
Northwest
on Kentucky and the Old Union
Florida
December 1, 1977.
Christian Church in Fayette
Flock goes to this postion as County.
head of the 70 congregation
A graduate of Lynchburg
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College in Virginia and diana, flock and' his wife,
Lexington Theological Georgia, have one married
Seminary Flock is presently daughter living in Lexington.
serving as chairman of the
Commission of Generating
Communities of the Consultation on Church Union and
an alternate representative
for the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) in the
United States and Canada on
the Plenary of the Consulation.
As regional minister for
Alabama and Northwest
Florida Flock will serve as
minister to the pastors of the
seventy congregations, be the
chief administrative officer of
the region, and provide
Program and services to the
congregations. He
will
become an ex officio member
of the General Board of the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in the United States
and Canada.
A native of Corydon, InCarl R. Flock

County Agent Ted Howard
Attends Kentucky Meet
Kentucky's agricultural
extension agents were told
this weekend to continue and
expand their rural development program and to develop
programs to help farmers cut
costs.
Those were the words of
First District Representative
Ward W. "Butch" Burnette,
D-Fulton, and Congressman
Carl Perkins, who spoke to the
annual meeting of the Kentucky Association of County

Agricultural Agents at Jenny
Wiley State Park, Prestonsburg, last Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Attending from this area
were Bill Green, Graves
County, Chuck Padgett, Hickman County, John Watts,
Fulton County, Ted Howard,
Calloway County, and Gordon
Henshaw, Carlisle County.
During the meeting, agents
elected Levy Oliver, Princeton, as their president-elect.

PEANUTS
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SOME OF YOU DON'T
EVEN LISTEN WHEN
I'M TALKING

SOME OF YOU DON'T
APPRECIATE THE FULL
IMPORTANCE OF WHAT
I'M SAYING

SOME OF YOU
DON'T,,

TNt MIANTOM

EVERYTHING

(GENERAL,WE
WE DIDN'T KNOW
TRIEP TO TELL
YOU'P WANT
YOU.,THOSE PAPERS
THEM—
LEFT BY PLANE,,
HOURS
AGO'

)0u GAME TO SPY ON OUR
YOU WILL
SEE
•
THEM

JAILS! NOW

FROM
TME
Prior to the meeting in
Prestonsburg, the agents met
in Lexington with the dean of
the Extension Service at the
University of Kentucky.
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Hot Off The Press!

ORA

Get the whole
scoop on news, sports and
entertainment ... every day!

EXTRA

NO NEED TeD CLOSE UP MY
MOTEL,SIR r— I EMPrIED
Ti-IE POOL — AND PLOCED
30MATTRE5s 5 IN

T--

BY YOUR OWN
FIANC Z—AH,
YOU YOU NO '
PEOPLE r

We'll spread your
word all over the community
when you advertise with us!

EXTRA

—

Get big buy lines
in our classified pages!

Tft
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91.1

Ledger & Times
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2 Notice

1 Notice

COMING SOON
(
j.
,7 014g
To
Repair_Blow
We
Hair
Dryers &
Blenders,
Dryers,
Makers,
Coffee
Vacuum Cleaners,
Mixers,
Toasters,
etc.

Murray Home
L Auto Store
thric St.

BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell 12
price. Trade two for 1.
10
locations.
808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.
- YOUR NEED is our
I concern. NEEDLINE,
• 753-6333. -

FOR
SALE
55 Gal. Drums
Thornton Tile
& Marble
612$.. 9111

2 Notice

6 Help Wanted

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0034 Free parking
lot, u$e our rear entrance.

DOWNTOWN
MURRAY

PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are yop
in
FOR
KEW AHD
sure your right, or dbek
formation leading to
it just seem right' To
arrest and conviction of
make sure you are right,
person or persons who
read God's instruction
broke into C. W. Nance
manual, The Holy Bible,
residence, September 18
and be sure. Don't wait
and took 22 single shot,
automatic
until it's too late. Need
22
assistance? Call 753Remington. 2 shotguns,
0984.
1 high standard pistol
and TV $200.00 reward.
6 Help Wanted
Call 753-0248 or 436-5365.
ADDRESSERS WANTED Immediately!
Work at home - no
experience necessary excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231

_ -True Test

Barn
Paint
'
5 Gallon
$17
"
Murray Home
& Auto Store
('hestnut St

SECRETARY - mature
and well experienced.
Two to three girl office.
This person should have
the main initiative, and
probably carry the basic
responsibility of the
office. Good basic skills
necessary of course.
Please reply and state
address, telephone
number, age, marital
status, children and
ages, a short work
history including
present or last employment. Reply to Box
32Z. c-o Ledger & Times.
WANT SOMEONE to help
with infant and 15 month
old in my home. Six
hours a day, experience
required. Call 753-.9501.
EARN MONEY NOW
Take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free
catalogs on toll free 800631-1258.
and
CARPENTERS
laborers. Call 436-2627.
MANAGER CO-OWNER
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky. Prefer family man.
$800 base starting salary
plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be experienced in fast food
service, good
references, and willing
to make small investment. Call collect
918-687-6198 for Jim
Barker.

A CUSTOM cabinet
maker and finisher, also
house and remodeling
carpenters. Top men
only, good wages, see
Roy Harmon next to
Drive
Murray
In
Theatre.

ORTHODONIC Assistant
-21 or over - high school
education minimum.
Send resume to Box 32Y,
Murray.

SALE ELECTRIC heater,
1500 watt, fan forced air,
automatic. $16.99.
Wallin Hardware Paris.

9 Situations Wanted
MALE STUDENT needs
money, willing to w8rk.
Call Jeff, 767-6'785. Box
4187F, Hart
Hall,
Murray.
10 Business Opportunity
FOR RENT OR LEASE
- 40 x 63 ft. building.
Three offices with 2
bathrooms, one with.
shower. Would make
nice clean-up shop or
cycle shop. Would
consider long term
lease. Call 753-6490.
14 Want To But
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
15. Articles For Sale
TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.
SALE KITCHEN faucets
chrome 8" center,
$11.99. Washerless type,
$17.88. Single lever type,
$22.95. Wallin Hardware
Paris.
ALUMINUM
SALE
ladder 5'$12.88,6'$14.88,
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
NEW AND USED AIR
COMPRESSORS for
sale. Call Dill Electric,
753-9104 or 753-1551.
SEARS GARDEN tractor
8 h.p. 36 inch mower.
Excellent condition.
$350.00. Call 753-0561
after 5:30.

NEED BABYSITTER in
my home. Call 753-8624
after 5 p.m.

SALE BATH TUBS, 5'
steels whites, $59.95.
Colors, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8
piece sets, choice of
colors. $39.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

The Marnry fire Department will accept applications for omployeitant owfil 5:00 p.m. October
7, 1977. Applications wad ofisor information may be
obtained in UN office of Moo firs chief Rh & Poplar.
•

WAITRESS
18 or over
Bus boy, dishwasher and food

prep.
Hiring high school students. Hours
5:30-10:30. Apply in person,

PAGLIAIS
'TRH AinHR-----

SALE STOVE BOARDS,
heavy lined, 24" x 42",
$9.99. 32" x 42", $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware,
,Paris.
ih

SALE-all fuel chimney,

triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
16 Home Furnishings

Send Resume to:
IfLTA FOREMOST CREMICAL
P 0 Box 30310, Memphis,?.. 33130
An Equal Opportunity Employer

28 Heating 8 Cooling

FLUTE for sale. Call 7535473.
23 Exterminating

FEE
vs` Termite
Inspection
Cortifiod Sy IPA
Avoid Cos* as..Ispoirs

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Illeas owed ind spereiell ewer II
yews De wit sip ow olorimit ma
I. Moist
100 South 11th St.

Phone 7534914
Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

V

741

24 Miscellaneous
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

SALE 4000 WATT 4 stack
Matthews electric heat
$34.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
30 Business Rentals
BUSINESS SPACE FOR
RENT. 1200 sq. ft.
Located 4 miles South of
Murray Highway 641.
Call 492-8287.
SMALL WAREHOUSE or
shop. Excellent condition. Call 7534216 after
5.
32 Apartments for Rent
UNFURNISHED
2
bedroom apartment.
Has refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher. Call 7533465 or 759-1233 after 4.

SALE FAUCETS,chrome
QUEEN SIZE box springs
lavatory 4" center, ONE SMALL apartment
and mattress. $75. Call
Washerless type, on waterfront lot for
after 6:30 474-8842.
rent. On Bloodriver
$13.99. Wallin HardLake. Electric heat and
ware, Paris.
TWO SINGLE BEDS,
air. $50 month. Call 436CUSTOM MATTRESS 2427.
refrigerator, 3 storm
made any size for anwindows, 35 x 40, tulip
33 Rooms For Rent
tique beds or campers.
Girls
swag
light
Buy
direct
and
save
on
bicycle. Call 753-4684.
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
all
mattresses,
condition, private enHealthopedic or foam.
MATCHING COUCH,
trance, refrigerator.
Also see their elegant
Zimmermans Apartchair and pouf. With
gallery of furniture,
built-in end tables.
ments, South 16th, 753Bamboo, Wicker and
Modern design. ExBrass. WISES WEST
cellent condition. $150.
36 For Rent Or lease
KY. MATTRESS AND
Call 753-0605.
THREE
1 car stalls for
FURNITURE
1136
rent. Heat and elecSouth 3rd, Paducah.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
tricity furnished. Call
Phone 1-443-7323.
suit,solid wood. Electric
753-8606.
amp. SALE BATH TUB faucets
and
guitar
Electric welder, 50 amp
old style, $8.95. Modern HORSE STABLE for
miscellaneous
and
8" center, $12.99.
rent, pasture land also
items. Call 753-8127.
Washerless type $27.95.
available. Call- Mike
17 Vacuum Cleaners
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Brannack
753-8850
between 8 and S.
TURKEYS for sale, also
ELECTROLUX SALES
older refrigerator. $40. 37 Liyestocil Supplies
ando service. Call Tony
Works good. Call 492Montgomery, 753-6760
CHESTNUT SADDLE
8354.
day or night.
horse. Call 489-2548.
1111=11111111 SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99 BEEF - HOGS custom
SEWING MACHINE
cents. Chain saw files,
slaugthering and
cabinets. New and used.
all sizes 79 cents each.
processing. Hogs
19.50 and up. Large
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
scalded or skinned.
stock Must sell. Call
99 cents. Heat bulb 250
Your choice of film or
354-86:9
watt, $1.19. Wallin
heavy grade freezer ,
Hardware, Paris.
19 Farm Equipment
paper. Also grain fed
freezer beef for sale.
MF 300 COMBINE, corn
Paris Meat Processing
and bean header. $4700.
GUN SPECIALS
Co.
6424201.
1967 Ford diesel truck 16
12 Gouge Iligh Stooderol
38 Pets Supplies
ft. grain bed, $2700. Call
Aetemootic Sofro, 23"
489-2387 or 489-2298.
nedIfied, Ubs see Iuse.
REGISTERED COCKER
$150.09
Spaniel, male, black and
INTERNATIONAL 182
WAN & Wesson 311 Seeded
tan. 15 months old. Call
Dozer, hydraulic conrevolver, 3" Ilerrel, BRAND
489-2756 after 6 p. m.
ungood
trol,
NEW IN BOX. $131.00
dercarriage,
good
AKC DACHSHUND
condition. $7,500.00. Call
RAY WALLACE
female black and tan,
898-3429.
759-1432
314 months old. Healthy
and playful. Call 753,ALE BALER twine, 9000
0491.
feet premium quality,
guaranteed, $10.99 per SALE CHAIN saw chains
39 Poultry Supplies
13" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bale. Wallin Hardware,
LAYING
HENS. Call 474bar,$8.95. 16" bar,$9.95,
Paris.
2301.
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
NEW IDEA one row corn
41.Public Sales
bargain in sprockets and
picker, $600. Call 436-CARPORT
bars to fit most chain
SALE,
2139 after 6 p.m.
Thursday and Friday. 9saws. Wallin Hardware,
4. 907 Vine. Something
1957 CASE 400 diesel 60
for everyone.
horse with mower.
$1200 Call 4374786 after SALE WHITE COMMODES, $34.95 each. HEAD START Rummage
6 p.m. :
Sale, Saturday October
Colors $42.50. Wallin
1, 8:00 - 2 p. m. Old
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
12 FT. International disc
Douglas School on North
1model 370. $600- all
2nd behind Tappan.
SALE - FRANKLIN
901-642-6159 after '6 p.m.
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
43 Real Estate
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
20 Sports Equipment
18 H. P. EVINRUDE
outboard motor. Fuel
tank and gas lines. Can
be seen at Murray Bait
Co. Call 753-5693.
ALLEN COMPOUND
bow, 40-50 lb. pull.
Excellent condition. Call
753-2475 after 4:30 p.m.
Ebbtide
14'
1969
Runabout, 55 h. p.
Evinrude and trailer.
Can be seen at Mercy
Ambulance or call 7539333.
45 GOLF BALLS in good
condition. Sell for 15.00.
Call 759-1613 after 6 p.
m.

LIMITED TRAVEL
We ore rassofecierers of cheasical specialties for riss bidestriel
laselhaisemd amid comasordel marbots.
If yew are e hard worker with straw Moire is seccesst (sales
experience optional) we will ismer oor Maw sad wart to boip
yee beano successful.
SIN to $US easirly draw sad iscoritives awast Meryl cosoasissioas. Expeaso eNotossico 'Mk treks... balkier friar
bersoffts.

21 Musical

SALE LAWN MOWER
22" cut 3,-2 h.p. B and S
engine. $88.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
BIG POOL TABLE, 75
gallon aquarium fish
and all, twin bed with
box springs and mattress. Small clothes
dryer, antique wooden
table, chairs and buffet.
Call 75,3-0757.

FOR BETTER cleaning,
to keep colors gleaming,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

EXPERIENCED grill
cook, weekends evening
shift. Apply in person,
Jo-Jacks, Aurora.

TELEVISION
USED
early American Call
753-5933.

WEEKLY
$200.00
possible stuffing
envelopes. Send self addressed stamped envelope plus 25 cents to
Fischer Enterprises,
Box 127 Eureka, South
Dakota 57437.

WEEKLY
$200
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, ox 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.,

COMPETENT MOTEL
help wanted. Call 7535814.

15 Articles For Sale

X 30313

18 FT. GLASTRON with
accessories. Call 7539580

16 TY Radio
Color
19"
NEW
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
T.V. SALE,if.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.

27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con22.Musical
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
SEVEN PIECE 4ouble
walnut paneling. Most
bass Ludwig drill*. set'
furniture including
With stand and acwasher and dryer to
cessories. Will sell with
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
or without symbols. Call
p. m.
753-6266 after 5 p. M.

70 ACRE FARM with
frontage .on 2 roads, 6
tendable acres, tobacco
barn, all fenced with
new barbed wire fencing. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222. Real
Estate
Headquarters in
Calloway County.
FOR THE man with an
eye for business, here's
an opportunity to be selfLarge
employed.
building suitable for
clothing store, antique
shop or 3 stall car shop,
and please your family
with a lovely 4 bedroom
brick. This property is
only 10 minutes from
town and well worth the
price. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

43 Real Estate
111141Pilloplas-Seeron

FOUR BEDROOM home
and 20 acres just listed.
1 Frame home in lovely
wooded area with approximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more information phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.

John C.
Neubover
Realtor
List Your Property With Us
7334101
503 Mule k.

Cl.TY LIVING in a
country setting. 3
Bedroom brick with a
spacious interior and a
128' x 256' landscaped
lot. Just 3 miles SE of
Mu ay city limits.
Many extras. Call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744.

5271468 753.9625
OARAh, CO'( BROKER

1787 OLIVE. 3 BR 2 bath
brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs apartment and
detached apartment.
Should rent for $203
monthly.449,500. Wilson
Ins. & fteal Estate. 7533263 anytime.
LIVE IN a country atmosphere in well-kept
older home with 4
baths on
bedrooms,
beautifully landscaped
lawn with many trees.
Spacious living area
with outside storage.
Located in Hazel. For
your private showing,
call or come by, 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.

Waldrop Realty
IF YOU want a home
that's "different," let us
show you this charming
A-Frame. Large livingcomdining room
bination with fireplace
these
cool
for
evenings...Full
basement...2 decks. A
very attractive home.
Priced in the low 30's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
FOR SALE by owner Lake front Sr lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky. Day 753-7668 night
753-2394.
REALTORS

South 12th at Sycernere
TELEPHONE 753.1651

"in Business
Since 1956"
753-S646
BRICK 3 BEDROOM
home located only 1 mile
from Murray City
Limits on large one plus
acre lot. Concrete block
workshop and extra
outside storage building,
nice garden area, lots of
trees, shurbs and
flowers. A pretty picture
for pleasant living.
Priced in the low 30's.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
all time, courteous real
estate service.
BUILDING LOTS - We
have listed several
choice building lots,
wooded and unwooded.
Two of these lots are in
Circarama Subdivision
and owner want offer.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your real state needs.

ECONOMY SPECIAL
House and 1 acre on state line road near Hazel.
Good starter home and priced at only $12,000!
This is not a misprint!

KOPPERUD
REALTY
711 Main

753-1222

WHY BEAT AROUND THE BUSH???
You're fighting a
losing battle, and you
know it!
Isn't it time you
faced facts and admit it's harder than
you thought tO sell
your home? There's
,
an easy way to do it..
.
dial 7534080 and let
•,.,„:" BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE
come to your rescue.
BOYD MAJORS REAL ESTATE has a staff of
trained salespeople ready to help you sell your
property. We know how to estimate the price of your
property and advertise it to attract the best buyer
possible. We arrange financing and take care of the
many other small details involved in selling property. Call us today... it's the smart thing to do.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

Murray, kentocky

"The Professional Office
with the
105 N. 12111 Street
Friefilly
Touch"
753-8080
.753-9036
Aodre
Barbaro Erwin
753-4136
Warren Shropshire.. 753-4277
Newer Miller
753-7519
Reuben
Moody
753-9036
r? AITOR s
B. B. Nook
753-2317

7S3-44S1

MEMBER OFMULTIPLE LISTING

Pentane & Thrumen
Insurance & Real Estate
Southsid* Court Swore
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"Tow Key To Nippy
House Hunting"
711 Nails 753-1222

N1VER FICK
FOR
OA
PoirT GIVE UP
THE CANAL

IvKEEP OUR
1 CAMI.

44 lots For Sale
ACRE LOT with all
hookups. Near East
Elementary. Call 4362400.

C 1 9..t, on ,1•0,
••tur• 59•91C•1•

REDUCED TO ;12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.

46 Homes For Sale

FOR SALE by owner.
Four bedroom brick, l't
baths, fully carpeted,
kitchen-all built in
appliances with lots of
cabinet space, extra!!
Private swimming pool.
Shown by appointment
only. Call 753-2864 after 5
p. m.

I'M A FORTUNE TELLER
I set you reading this ad and wanting an older home. You
are now walking through this 3 bedroom frame, looking
at the shag carpeting and hardwood floors-how well it
has been maintained_thinking of the maintenance free
aluminum siding_now you are picking up the phone and
calling on this ad right now!

, 753-1492
1200 Sycamore

8111 Payne - 753-9794
753-8661

'i.e.)...

TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 1232 tread depth, 7 rib
guaranteed
against
defective
material,
workmanship and road
hazard. A78x13" $16.06
+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78xI4" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
FET; G78x14 or 15"
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
H78x15" ;24.23 + $2.85
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13 FET. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air
filter, $1.88 to fit most
American or import
cars. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks

Morgan's Boat Dock-Southeast of Murray,only 2
blocks from water. Perfect retreat or year-round
living on beautifully wooded lot,100X125. Private
tree-lined driveway. Mobile home in excellant
condition, central electric heat, carpeting, furniture, range, 2 refrigerators, all draperies included. Double garage with workshop. Deep
well. All for only $13,000.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

a
you

105

The Professional Office
with the
N. 12th Street
Friendly Touch"
753-8080
753-9036
Audra Moody
Barbara Erwin
753-4136
WIrren Shropshire.. 753-8277
Homer Miller
753-7519
Reuben Moody
753-9036
r," E- A
B. B. Hook
753-2387

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

of
Our

our
yer
the
er-

D36
136
277
519
036
337

1111.1•11\

FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
1968 FORD FALCON, 4
door, power sterring,
radio, heater, air, local
car. Spare never on
ground. Call 759-1231.
1966 DELTA 88, good
body nees tune-up,
200.00. Call 753-7926.
VW BUG,1968, good tires,
good transportation.
Needs body work. Best
offer. Call 753-9906 after
6 p. m.
1963 GMC - 1 ton truck
with grain bed. Call 7530410.
1965 CHEVROLET Impala convertible. 327
engine, manual transmission. Can be seen at
Mercy Ambulance or
call 753-9333.
1976 FIREBIRD Esprit,
excellent condition. Low
mileage. Call 901-6428538 after 4 p. m.

We Bring
People Home
Call us about this 3 bedroom home built in 1974.
Priced in mid 30's. House is located on large lot.

Waldrop
Real Estate
753-5646
Pete Waldrop 753-7249
N. T. Waldrop,Iroise

In Business Since 1956

FORD
1973
VAN
Economline, 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission.
Call 753-1713 from 8 to 5
p. m.
TRIUMPH -TR7 - 1976.
AM-FM stereo-tape. Air
condition, sun roof, 4
speed. Under warranty 6,500 miles. Call 7530091.
1973 PLYMOUTH Satelite
Sebring, 2 dr. h.t. solid
blue, 440 magnum
automatic. $950.00. Call
1-354-6217.

51. Services Offered

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicernaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years,and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed cc ill be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily. c%eekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.
ELECTRIC
HIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

BUSES FOR SALE: One
1960 Ford, 54 passenger,
one 1968 International,
60 passenger, both in
excellent condition. Call
753-4377 day, 753-8004
night.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512,
between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1975 GRAND PRIX 35,000
miles. Double power and
air. New tires. Call 7539507.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
r interior. Radial tires.
Transmission
needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. in.
1977 CJ-7 Jeep Renegade,
power steering, power
brakes. Has 3,000 miles.
Gumbo nvidders. Call
days, 753-6970, nights
753-6345.
1974 PINTO. Good gas
mileage and in excellent
condition. 1750. Call
354-6217.
1972 MG MIDGET $1075.
Before 4:00 p.m. 7530269.
1960 FORD truck with
good grain bed. Four 1
year old Jersey bulls.
Call 753-6968.
1974 LTD FORD 45,000
miles. Good shape.
Private owner. See at
Woods Florist, call 7536671 or 753-7285.
1976 GRAND PRIX, AMFM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES
authorized
Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service
what we sell. Good
selection
of
used
campers. Bank financing available. Located
4 miles East of Murray
on Highway 94 East.
Call 753-0605.
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
campers' store and
service deaprtment at
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.

YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p. m.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-4896.

BARN SPRAYING
753-643

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

CUSTOM COMBINING,
corn shelling, wide row.
„Bean
and
picking
hauling. Call 489-2792.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.

CARPET LAVED: All
types floor cw.,,ring,
expert uorkin..nship
guaranteed
all 4362432 if no ailswer, 4362124.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

WILL DO housecleaning.
Call 759-1747
WILL
HAUL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,75374545.
TREES' TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.

DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdus4 and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

GENERAL
HOME
.remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

MATURE LADY will stay
with elderly or sick in
Murray or Paris Area
Experienced
and
furnished.
references
Call 901-782-5961

FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest ,
White; 753-0605.

INSULATION SAVES
$sss. Hockwool insulation blown attics
and ‘Aalls Financing
available.
Free
estimates Call 753-3316.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.

RENT RINSENVAC
No ether "de-it-yourself"
method cleans carpets as...

IFFICTIVILYcleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single-sweep

54. Free Column

Bel•Air Decor Store
eel AK Ct.*, 753.1042

51 Services Offered
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

Save! save
20 Mile
Free Delivery

c.o.ss

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
awl
"wed, rorreY vs as. Or buy • 11-1011 aid ass.
needy 5.asoardlio hi to 1161611 staadard, but wO prows any ON
on any type of furniture
wee.led. Sea Mee roil obse sass Carta, WO al bey die boo
Free estimates. Call 753lot lam
9753.
din....CIPS7DI5 PORT PROTAKI 118tDIIIGS 753-8164

alp

Is

lid Package Se. 4:

1. Built-Up Roofing and Insulation-Section 7A
2.Sheetmetal and Flashing-Section 7B
October 13, 1977

211 PU,COT

Bid Package Ile. 5:
Exterior System, Drywall and Plaster
1. Sound and Batt Insulation-Section 6C
2. Exterior Wall System-Section 9A
3. Plaster and Partitions-Sections 9B
4. Acoustical Ceilings-Section 9C
5. Drywall Partitions-Section 9D
6. Metal Access Doors-Sections 10G
7. Pass-Thru Boxes-Section 10H
October 13, 1977

2:118 PU, COT

Bid Package No. 1:
Glass,Glazing and Aluminum Work
1. Ahuninurn Doors and Frames-Section 8C
2. Glass and Glazing-Section KE
3. Aluminum Windows-Section 8F
2:00 PM,COT

October 13, 1977
lid Package No. 7:
General

LErection of Structural Steel, Composite Roof Deck, Miscellaneous, Metals,Steel
Stair Rails-Furnished by Others.
2. Concrete-Less Foundations, First Floor, Slab and H-Concrete Center Core with
Concrete Stairs( Bid Package No. 1)-Section 3A
3. Masonry-Section 4A
4. Metal Roof Deck-Furnish and Install-Section 5D
5. Carpentry-Section 6A
6. Millwork-Section 6B
7.Caulking and Sealing-Section 7C
8. Dampproofing-Section 7D
9. Steel Doors and Frames-Section 8A
10. Wood Doors-Section 8B
11.Builders Hardware-Section 8A
12. Resilient Flooring-Section 9E
13. Toilet Partitions-Section 10A
14. Toilet Accessories-Section 10B
15. Interior Signage-Section 10C
16. Exterior Signage-Section 10D
17. Fire Extinguisher Cabinets-Section 10E
18. Metal Louvers-Section 10F
October 13, 1977

2:00 PN, COT

Bid Package No.
Paint
1. Painting-Section 9F
2. Vinyl Wall covering-Section 9G
October 13, 1977

2:00 PM, COT

October 13, 1977

340 PM, COT

October 13, 1977

3:00 PM,COT

Bid Package No. 9:
Mechanical
1. Division 15, Mechanical

Bid Package N.. 10:
Electrical
1. Division 16, Electrical

Bid Package No.11:

October 13, 1977
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc.iAir condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

SMALL F'EMALE Benji
type dog. House broken.
indoor dog Makes good
watchdog G 00d N ith
children. Free to good
home. Call 753-7774 after
5 p.m

Cud fee Daly 512 00•day

Elevators- Bids Already Received.

1. Sodding, Seeding, Top Soiling, Finish Grade-Section 2F

MOBILE HOME anchors.
underpinning, awnings.
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.

ICONOMKAL LTcleans the wal.
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cost
i YOU SAVE UP TO
V25.00 PER ROOM

Structural Steel, Composite Roof Deck,
Misc. Metals,Steel Stairs- Bids Already Received.

Landscaping

DAY
EXPERIENCED
care Teacher would like
to keep children in my
home. Call 753-2896.

EASILY313 pound portable powerhouse does all ow work

Bid Package No. 2:

Mositure Proofing

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614. ,

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
per sour
specifications
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates

TIME

Fr** Ertireato. Call

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

lid Package Me. 1:
SATE
Sub-Surface Work,H-Concrete Center Core,
Concrete Stairs To Roof-Bids Already Received.

lid Package lie. 3:

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

BY OWNER -3 bedroom 1973 DODGE Charger.
frame home, 318 N. 7th.
Chrome wheels. Air and
Call 753-0170 before 5 power. Call 753-7645.
p.m.

SALE 36 MONTH car
battery. $24.99. Williard
Brand. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

15

ft5

ten1q1-115 15 MV LA GT WEEK I CAN'T
COMPETE WITH TH15.

ACRES about 23
dable, timber, building
site with well. $700 per
acre. Also 40 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
house.
Near
Backusburg, '4 mile off
of Squire Adams Road
on Watson Creek Road.
See Relda Watson, No
phone calls.

48 Automotive Service

span.-

adban
sell
e's
it..
let
RS
TE
ue.

•.c

45 Farms For Sale

After Hoare
Loretta jobs - 753-6079
Helen
7534579

you

DOOM5PAY
15
CO MINA

Bids are solicited bi the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for construction of a
Professional Officel Building on the ground of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Murray,Kentucky.
Bids will be received for the following packages by Construction Cost Consultants
of Kentucky, Inc., the agent of and Construction Manager for the Hospital, in the
Board Room,803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky at the date and time listed opposite each bid package description.

• K,

51. Services Offend

43 Real Estate

IN HAZEL - Double
wide mobile home on 34
acre lot. 3 bedroom, 1'2
bat% with central heat.
Beat the high cost of
living while enjoying
over 900 sq. ft. of living
area. Call Wilson Ins. &
Real Estate 753-3263
anytime.

ADS!

#'

N. se

BIG FAMILY? A 4
FOR SALE BY OWNER
bedroom, 2"2 bath home
- Duplex & fourplex
in Gatesborough, has all
lots with all utilities in
built-ins, carpet,
Stadium View Subfireplace in family
division. Call or see
room. Central gas heat,
James D. Futrell Real
central air condition,
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th
double garage, all
St., Murray, Ky. Day
desirable features for
753-7668 Night 753-2394_
gracious living. Priced
in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
..(0=11
1 112
753-7724.
REALTY

=me

INVITATION TO ill

0 •V

7

2:00 PSI, COT

By separate letter, attached to the Bid Form, a Combination Bid on two or more
complete packages will be considered, provided individual bids are submitted for
each package included in the Combination Bid. No bid will be considered for less
than a complete package.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder or acceptable sureties in an amount
equal to five percent(5% )of the bid shall be submitted with each proposal. Bid bonds shall be based on individial packages, NOT on a combination package. The successful bidder will be reqaired to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and
payment bond on each individual package. Attention is called to the fact that not
less than minimum salariep and wages, as set forth in the specifications, must be
paid on this project.
Issuance of documents will be limited to two (21 sets per contractor upon payment
of deposit of $100.00 per set. Deposits will be refunded, upon return of plans.
Plans will be available to qualified bidders on or after September 21, 1977 at either
of the following locations:
A. Gresham & Kerr, John Keeling Associates
126 South Second Street
Paducah, Kentucky 42001 .
B. Construction QM Consultants of Kentucky. Inc.
New Hartford Pike(U.S. 231, South)
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301
Plans will be on file at the following locations:
F. W. Dodge Corporation
F.W. Dodge Corporation
Louisville, Kentucky
Evansvilre, Indiana

F. W. Dodge Corporation
Nashville, Tennessee

Builders Exchange
Louisville, Kentucky
Associated General Contractors
Gresham & Kerr,
Of Western Kentucky
John Keeling Associates
Paducah, Kentucky
Paducah, Kentucky
Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc.
Owensboro, Kentucky
111)ae Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board reserves the right to reject any or all
Bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn for a
period of sixty (60) days subsequent to the opening of bids without consent of the
Owner.
END OF SECTION

•
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I Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Lewis Duncan
Dies Monday With
Rites Wednesday
Mrs. Lewis I Ada Cope)
Duncan of 1012 Husbands
Road, Paducah, died Monday
at one p.m. at her home. She
was 77 ;;ears of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 3, 1900, she was the
daughter of the late Tommy
Cope and Mand Hunt Cope.
She was a member of the
Sharpe Church of Christ.
Mrs. Duncan is survived by
her husband. Lewis Duncan,
Paducah: one son, Robert L.
Duncan. Paducah route Two;
three grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Wednesda at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. Lake
Riley and the Rev. Albert
Johnson officiating. Nephews
will serve as pallbearers and
burkal will follow in the
Wallace Cemetery in Marshall
County.
call at the
Friends
funeral homy

Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. Brown
The funeral for Mrs. Tom
i Barbara Brown of Murray
Route Six, Lynhurts Resort,
will be held Wednesday at
eleven a.m. at the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church, where she was a
member, with the Rev. A. M.
Thomas officiating.
Pallbearers will be Ralph
Lorenz. Nix Crawford, Bill
Barker, Ray Sobieski, Robert
Neil Scott, and Sid Jobs.
Interment will follow in the
Fpssett Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call from
six p.m. tonight Tuesday)(
until ten a.m. Wednesday
when the body will be taken to
the church to lie in state until
the funeral hour.
Mrs. Brown, age 57, died
Sunday at five a.m. at Barnes
Hospital. St. Louis, Mo. She is
survived by her husband, Col.
Tom Brown, Murray Route
Six: one son, Ronald L. Brown
and his wife, Nfechell, Marion,
Ill.; five grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
The family requests the
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Calloway County Animal
Shelter.

Carroll Denies He 'Wholehearted Support'Given
Dismissed Marshal _ Panama Treaty By Defense Head
To Stop Testimony
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense
Secretary Harold Brown said today the
Pentagon "wholeheartedly and fully"
supports thl new Panama Canal treaty
and believes the agreement will
improve U.S. national security
interests in the Western-Hemisphere.
Critics of the treaty have questioned
whether U.S. military leaders fully
support turning control of the waterway
over to the Panamanians after the year
2000.
Testifying before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee with Gen. George
S. Brown, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, the secretary said: "The
Department of Defense has been fully
involved in all stages of the drafting
and negotiating of the treaties."
Gen. Brown limited his testimony to
the brief three-page description of
terms of the treaty calling for a
continued U.S. military presence in the
Canal Zone until 2000.
The general said the Joint Chiefs
-support the treaty as being protective
of military interests of the United
States and as providing an effective
basis for defense of the canal."
Testifying that the pact will pose no
heightened threat to American access
to the waterway,Secretary Brown.said
the U.S. Navy retains control of the
approaches to the canal, regardless of
treaty terms.
"Our armed forces now control and
they will continue to control with
overwhelming forces the sea
approaches to canal on both the Pacific
and Caribbean ends," he said. He said
the bigger danger is a mili,tary threat
from within the Canal Zone.
"If Panama and other Latin

FORT THOMAS, Ky. (API Kenneth Brandenburgh and
— Gov. Julian Carroll denies Chief Executive Officer Jack
he suspended the state fire Hall.
Attorneys for Richard
marshal and two aides to
prevent their testimony Schilling and his three sons,
before a congressional owners of the club, had
subcommittee.
branded Carroll's remarks
Rep. Thomas Luken, D- concerning the Kentucky
Ohio, had complained that State Police final report on the
Carroll suspended Fire fire as "irresponsible and
Marshal Warren Southworth scurrilous."
prior to a congressional
"What they were referring
hearing last week and to is the oath I took to become
prevented Southworth and his a lawyer," Carroll said."But I
aides from testifying.
took an oath to be governor,
The House Consumer too, and it supercedes the oath
Products subcommittee, of I took as an attorney.
which Luken is a member,
"All I did was to summarize
was in Cincinnati to look into the report. Read the repOrt!
the possibility of a national They are in serious trouble,"
fire code.
he added.
-He should testify," Carroll
Carroll had suggested the
said. -They should call him. Campbell County grand jury
He should testify for himself. consider indictments for
It is my understanding that he negligence following the fire.
will testify.
The governor also had
"But we did norwant him charged there was a disregard
testifying as a representative for the safety of the public.
of the commonwealth of
Carroll said he now
Kentucky) or of the fire generally supports taking the
marshal's office at that time," fire marshal's office out of the
the governor said.
state insurance department
Speaking to reporters before and possibly placing it under
. addressing a Democratic fund the justice department.
raiser next door to the burned
Carroll said he asked for an
out supper club. Carroll said investigation that political
the owners of the nightspot influence might have kept fire
-are in serious trouble" and laws from being enforced at
Mrs. Pearl Jones of 408
his the club.
of
that criticism
South 12th Street, Murray,
handlingof the disaster
"It's not the type of thing we
died Monday at 4:45 p.m. at
afterward was unwarranted want happening.
the Murray-Calloway County
by politics.
"I think I know what will
Vyron W. Mitchell, Sr., or motivated
Hospital. She was 90 years of
The governor also said come out, but I want them to
A series of art workshops for children
the
Dailey
of
Fulton
publisher
age and the wife of T. Alvis
disciplinary action was find it out for themselves," in grades one through six will be offered
died
Monday
Fulton.
Leader,
Jones who died in 1938.
at Murray State University on Saturday
Carroll said.
at the Baptist planned against Southworth.
The Murray woman was a at 9:30 p.m.
Carroll, however, said he
Carroll said statements by mornings for six weeks beginning Oct
Memphis,
Hospital,
Memorial
member of the First Baptist
against former Fire Marshal Billy 8.
action
been taken delayed
Church and had been active in Tn., where he had
his Williams that the fire
and
Southworth
stricken ill
the Fidelis Sunday School after being
James ,W. Stickler, assistant
awaiting
while
subordinates
marshal's office was a
home on
Class and WMU of the church. suddenly at his
professor of art and director of the
from
tions
recommenda
political
for
ground
dumping
Fulton,
Born January 29, 1887, in Dogwood Lane,
workshops, said sessions from 9 to 11
a.m. He special counsel Ovid Lewis, appointees is were "politics."
Calloway County, she was the Monday about 10:30
a.m. each Saturday through Nov. 12
Commissioner
Police
State
emergency
given
daughter of the late Thomas was
will include classes in drawing,
Hillview
Washington Erwin and Betty treatment at the
ceramics, painting, papermaking,
Before
Fulton
Hospital at
England Erwin.
printmaking, and toymaking and field
Survivors include three being taken to Memphis.
sessions in art and the environment.
The Fulton newspaper
daughters, Mrs. Homer
Individualized instruction with a
had been a resident
publisher
( Louise ) Miller, 1505 Dudley,
ratio of about four students per
1949.
Mrs. Fred I Mayrelle) Clark. of that city since January
instructor will be offered by junior and
was
he
Tn.,
Paris.
of
native
A
Mrs.
and
,
2015 Gatesborough
senior art majors who have had
Codie ( Ruth ) Caldwell, 1508 the son of Mrs. Walton
extensive studio experience. All classes
Dudley. and two sons. Carlos Mitchell of Paris and the late
is the
Jones, 201 South 12th Street, Mr. Mitchell. His wife
Williams.
Eunice
former
820
Jones,
Edward
Alvis
and
W.P.
Sha-Wa Circle, all of Murray; daughter of Mrs.
the
one sister. Mrs. Goebel Williams of Paris. Tn., and
Williams,
C.
James
of
sister
(Mary ) Wilson, Detroit,
Flood, who has refused to
WASHINGTON ( AP — The
Mich.; one brother. C. E. Doran Road, Murray.
deciding whether allow the House to vote
is
House
member
a
was
Mitchell
Mr.
Erwin, Circarama Drive,
taxpayers should pay for directly on the Senate
Murray; eleven grand- of the First United Methodist
abortions for poor women who language, Monday refused to
Selection committee ofchildren; seventeen great Church, Fulton, where he was
are the victims of rape or take any part in bringing the ficials with Miss Kentucky
the
of
member
a
and
vocalist
grandchildren.
incest or whose doctors say Senate provision to the floor, Universe 1978 pageant are
Funeral services will be church choir and a Sunday
as O'Neill had ordered.
need the surgery.
they
a
was
teacher:
School
inviting women throughout
held Wednesday at three p.m.
Senate
a
Over the weekend, 70
on
is
vote
Today's
Lions
the state to apply for entry in
at the First Baptist Church member of the Fulton
with
varying
restricted
congressmen
Club. proposal that is less
this year's event.
with the Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, Club and Fulton Country
Survivors include his wife, than the House stand limiting views on the abortion
The annual beauty pageant
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
Mrs. federal aid to cases in which a controversy asked Flood not will be staged in Paducah,
and the Rev. G. T. Moody Eunice. Fulton: mother,
to oppose a floor vote on the
Walton Mitchell, Paris, Tn.,; woman's life is in danger.
March 4, 1978, and is the ofofficiating. Burial will follow
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Senate provision.
Mary
Mrs.
daughters,
three
ficial statewide Miss USA
with
in the Salem Cemetery
of
the full
The chairman
Tn., had earlier forecast a decision
Universe competition.
the arrangements by the J.H. Elizabeth Tomlin, Paris,
committee,
Friday but speeded up the appropriations
McKenzie,
Brush,
Becky
Mrs.
talent
no
is
There
Home
Churchill Funeral
D
pressure
Rep. George Mahon, -Texas,
Boyd, vote in the face of
requirement, according to a
where friends may call after Tn., and Mrs. Cindy Sue
three sons, from the Senate leadership Monday tried to persuade pageant spokesman. All
four p.m. today ( Tuesday 1. Water Valley;
Vyron W. Mitchell, Jr., and 70 fellow members of the Flood to back a floor vote to judging is on the basis of
break the Labor:HEW funds
Barndall. Okla., William House.
poise, personality and beauty.
The abortion impasse has impasse.
Mitchell and John Mitchell.
Applicants must be between 18
Flood resisted again,
grand- blocked final congressional
Fulton; several
and 28, never married, a
approval of a $60.2-billion however. Ultimately the resident or college dorm
children.
the House leadership persuaded
for
The Hornbeak Funeral appropriation
resident.
Home of Fulton will have departments of Labor and Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio, to
The girl chosen Miss
charge of the funeral and Health, Education and bring the Senate provision to Kentucky Universe 1978 will
the House floor.
Final rites for ft.B. ) Rastus) burial arrangements which Welfare.
receive an expenses paid trip
congressional
"Our concern is that the bill
the
Without
incomplete.
now
are
resident
Calhoun, 66 year old
represent Kentucky in the
to
action, the two agencies would move out of Congrkss." a Miss U.S.A. National Pageant,
of Detroit, Mich., are being
run out of money Friday, the Stokes aide said. "Evidently and many other fabulous
held today at two p.m. at the
end of the fiscal year. A no one else is willing to take a prizes.
chapel of. the Max Churchill
continue stand."
to
resolution
Rev.
the
with
Home
Funeral
All girls interested in
Federal State Market News Service Seplevels
present
at
spending
For the title should
Clarence Hare of Mayfield tember 27.1977
competing
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
would then be needed for
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
write to Miss Kentucky
payrolls to be met.
Receipts: Act. 395 Est. 700 Barrows &
is organist.
Universe, P.O. Box 1445,
Gilts .50-.75 Sows .50-1.00 higher
O'Neill scheduled the vote Prices of stocks of local interest at Paducah, Ky. 42001. The event
James Gilbert, Ryan US 1-2 203-230lbs.
$41 25-41.50
to
firnlahed
the
today
&
noon
Ledger
on the Senate provision over TIMES by I. M.Simon Co are as follows:
$41.00-41 25
Graham, Ned Nance, Her- US 1-3 200-240 lbs
is an annual statewide project
$4025-4i00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
the still-vehement opposition
schel] Pace, John Clendenon, US 3-4 260-280 lbs
of the Paducah Jaycees.
. 83950-4025
D-Pa.,
of Rep. Daniel Flood,
and Tom Walston are serving Sows
Av.
Indus
4.41
$35 ii
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
chairman of the Labor-HEW
as pallbearers and burial will US 1-3 300-500 lbs.
$33 50-35
appropriations subcommittee. Airco
75-37
$35
lbs.
500450
1-3
US
Memorial
be in the Murray
Air Products
244 -4
$3400.35 1.
US 2-3 300-500 I bs
Am. Motors ...
P. -4
Gardens.
Boars 24.00-27.00
2.9'. +4
Ashland Oil
• Mr. Calhoun died Friday at
A.T.& T.
6221 UnC
IAKE DATA
Ford Motor Co
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.
44'
his home. He is survived by
Mica
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Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.3
his wife, Mrs. Virginia Brooks
Gen. Motors . .
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Gen. Tire
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Calhoun, one daughter, Mrs. up 0.3.
C. Enix, local business
Goodrich
20 WIC
Below dam 300.5 down 0,5.
James Walston, and four
man, will be the featured
Gulf Oil..
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grandchildren, Paul, Cathy,
258,
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speaker at the luncheon at the
Pennwalt
134
Peter,and Teresa Perry,all of up 0.3.
United Campus Ministry on
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Mva unc
Below dam 304.6 down 0.2.
An organizational meeting Tappan
84 At
Wednesday, September 28.
Detroit, Mich., and one sister,
Western Union
:84 unc
Sunset 6:48. Sunrise 6:48. for a chapter of "Sweet Zenith
Mrs. Homer Pace, Mayfield.
The title of his presentation
Radio .
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the
at
held
be
will
Adelines"
will be "The Tennessee-Tom
educational building of the
Bigee, America's Newest
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
First Christian Church, North EDT,
River."
today, furnished to the I., ,lger &
Streets,
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Enix has particular interest
follows
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Murray,
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Authority
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Mrs. Pearl Jones
Dies At Age 90;

Rites Wednesday

Fulton Publisher,
Vyron Mitchell,
Dies On Monday

coercion was used on the Joint Chiefs of
Staff."
But Vance noted the planned
appearance by Brown and told Sen.
John Glenn, D-Ohio, a former military
man: "You ask them yourself ... They
are all independent,strong men."
During Monday's hearing, Sen. Dick
Stone, D-Fla., read excerpts from an
Aug. 19 speech in which Romulo
Escobar Bethancourt, the chief
Panamanian negotiator, told his
legislature: "We are not giving the
United States the right of intervention."
In addition, Stone quoted Escobar as
saying that if the canal loses money
after Panamanians take over control of
the waterway in the year 2000, Panama
is not obligated to keep it open as an
international channel.
But Linowitz brushed aside the
Panamanian's remarks, insisting, "No
matter what he says, we have the
language of the treaty."
The agreement, which requires a
two-thirds Senate ratification vote,
says the two countries "agree to
maintain the regime of neutrality
established in this treaty."

American countries or major elements
of the Panamanian population became
hostile to the United States, then
protecting the canal against internal
threats, terrorism and guerrilla actions
would be much more difficult," the
secretary said.
The military leaders testified on the
second day of three weeks of hearings
the foreign relations panel is holding on
the treaty signed by President Carter
and Panamanian President Omar
Torrijos on Sept. 7.
Increasingly, Senate skepticism over
the pact has focused on whether
Panamanians agree that the United
States could intervene militarily if
there were a threat to the neutrality of
the canal.
Members of the Foreign Relations
Committee want Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance to obtain assurances
from Torrijos that the United States
and Panama interpret the treaty in the
same manner.
Secretary Brown said today that not
only can the United States decide on its
own whether to intervene after 2000, but
over the next 23 years it is a purely
American decision on how many troops
to keep in the Canal Zone to defend the
waterway.
Vance and treaty negotiators Sol
Linowitz and Ellsworth Bunker
testified before the committee Monday.
Some treaty opponents have
expressed doubt that the joint chiefs
are as privately committed to the canal
treaty as they have declared
themselves to be in public appearances.
Vance said military leaders helped
draft some of the most controversial
treaty provisions and declared, "No

Hart Now Studying
With Dr. Houston
James C. Hart, Jr., senior medical
:student at the University of Louisville,
is presently studying with Dr. Hal
Houston of Murray. Hart is married
and formerly from Murray. He
presently resides at 1903 Bardstown Rd.
in Louisville. Hart is on a six week
clinical rotation in conjunction with the
Jackson Purchase Area Health
Education System.
The primary purpose of the Area
Health Education System is to create
an educational thrust in the
Commonwealth pointed toward solving
problems of health manpower
distribution and effectiveness. AHES is
a program of the Council on Public
Higher Education and is funded by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Hart is in the Purchase via the Rural
Health Preceptorship grant from the
University of Louisville which was
approved by the local JP-AHES board
on March 30, 1977, and by the Council on
Public Higher Education on May 4,
1977.
Hart is one of several medical
students who will be foing a clinical
rotation in the Purchase area. Dr.
Houston will have several students
during the coming year as will de.'
Charles Clark and Dr. Gene Cook.

Art Workshops Are Scheduled

House To Decide
On Abortion Bill
Beauty Pageant
For Rape Victims Officials Seek

Miss USA Entrants

will be conducted in the facilities of the
Department of Art in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Stickler added that "course content
will emphasize explorative and
conceptual mastery, providing students
with art interests an opportunity to
develop more fully their visual
expressions."
Classes will conclude with a special
exhibit and a reception for parents and
guests at the final meeting on Saturday,
Nov. 12.
A fee of ;10 for each student enrolled
in the workshops will cover materials
and other related costs.
For additional information or to
register, parents should call James
Stickler at 762-3787.

.18r5Cil

"GetReady
For Winter"

Ole

Need a Fireplace Screen?

Services Are Today

Glass Screen In Three
Different Colors,
Black Bross & Antique Brass
Made by Harts
and Only

$8995

For Mr. Calhoun

LIGHT FIXTURES

Hog Market

STOCK MARKET

'Sweet Adelines'
Chapter Meeting

Enix Speaker
For Luncheon

Made by "Thomas"

SALE
$63®

$550°

To Be Thursday

II Corrections & Amplifications ii

$22r"
Bel-Air DecorBol-Air Shopping Castor
Moo T53-3142

arp-

he dressed ,iccordinglv - in
'formalw ear
Depending on the local
customs in your community,
Mr. Buczy- nski adds. "Black
Tie- on an invitation mav iri7
dicate any number of choices
of contempprai- v totmalwear-including • beige
tuxedos
the classic black is still a
favorite and is always correct
for such occasions. but
men's formals in a wide range
of colors are often seen.
,Mr. Buczynskt. offers ,the
following definitions of contemporary men's formal attire:
• White To, If this is on the
invitation. you know it's .1
very special event. The
phrase indicates a full dress
suit, black, with tailcoat,
worn with traditional white
accessories white wing collared , shirt, white pique
vest and, of course, a formal white how tie.)
Black patent shoes are always worn with full dress.
rhi. is usually the required
attire for debutante halls.
Mardi Gras and other important society halls, state dins. ners and diplomatic events.
"Mack Tie. Required for
dances and events to which
the women will be dressing
formally, in the evening.
Less rigid than the "White
Tie" designation. "Black

a fin Mal gov.11„1 miii ,
11011ki

Cal Association, the
trade association of for,
malwear specialists, has the
answers to these and other
questions for people planning
to attend formal events this
fall and winter.
• I he most important factor in a man's decision about
going tormal is that he's .in
nj. s ,'s. Donald A
ii
Fillk:/‘ risk L foffnalLkeal spe
cialist and Chairman ot the
Hoard ot Directors tot the
\
• It the lads on his arm is in

1111

When the invitation says
"Black Tie," is it acceptable
to wear a beige tuxedo?
When invited to a fulldress ball, is it necessary to
wear a traditional tailcoat?
When the lady you're escorting to a dance plans to
NA.ear :I formal gown. should
di
loi mall%

Tie" can mean any kind of
formal tuxedo, in any color.
Traditionally, this indicates a
black tuxedo or a white din
ner jacket with black formal
trousers.
Black patent shoes are also
worn with tuxedos, and can
often be rented from formalwear specialists.
l'he tie should be black ta
buwtie) if the traditional
black and white is worn—or
it should match the suit if the
suit is in a fashion color.
Contemporary fashion
tuxedos come in such colors
as chocolate, burgundy _deer
green for winter. and light
shades for summer or waini
chnLites
Pastel shirts are often NA ..;
with both the contempoh.,
tot mals and the Ha,.
tuxedo. Velvet dinnei
lackets are often .ivailable ii
formalwear specialists' tot.
and look fashion right hi
formal dances.
I.he one designation some
times seen on ins itations that
makes no sense at all, accord
irig to Mr. Buczynski, is
• Black Tie Optional,• - .A dance is formal, or it -,
informal,- he emphasize,
-there's no point in. callim,
formal attire optional.
-If a dance or other impoi
Lint esent is to he memora
bk. it 'should he designated
Fie: and this wording
- should he on the invitations
to any ,dance to which the
women plan to wear formal
gowns. This makes it plain to
those invited that it's a spc
cial occasion.Will men quibble about
getting into a nixedo'y
NI.
- May he at hrst.
Buczy risk' admits. - But ni
emoy dressing formally mmii c
than they admit I. hey look
better. they feel better- and
all they need is a compliment
or two to help them relax and
have a goo time.''
, Member, of the American •
FormalY_:LL4ii Association are
ev,aeris in advising men
nbout the proper looks for
any special event.
The "Black Tie- logo ot
the A FA on the door or win
dow of a formalwear outlet
indicates the shop is staffed
with specialists dedicated to
the highest standard of ethics
in a prestige industry.

The basics of black tie.
a guide to formalwear

bolder striping, in
THE NEW TRADITIONALIST.
brighter blue and black against a neutral background.
Elegant with a distinctive fashion statement from Van
Heusen's modern Hennessy group. The top-fused collar, an excluitive N'an Heusen construction, neter
buckles .. and is extremely au courant with a collar
pin.

v•MK oSaxony —Faded Glory
v-Sedgefield

Sportswear by_
v-Jantzen v.Munsingwear

,
o -Jamar
v.Stacy Adams
-"Johnston & Murphy

Shoes by—

YOUR COMPLETE MEN S STORE"

MEN S WEAR

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

Over 90 Different
Styles To Choose From

y Lord West
v.Palm Beach
v.-After Six

Formal Wear by:

fr- Rubin Crais Saxony
World Wide Sportswear
,
I Scotts Grey Ltd.

Leather Coats by:

Arrow & Oxford

Dress Shirts by:

v Johnny Carson (H.S.M.)
v Nino Cerruti(H.S.M.)
v Jaymar(H.S.M.)
Froravanti
v Brookfield
v Clubman
v Don Richards(HS.M.)

Dress Suits By:

The Formal For Fall

\

ii

West Ky's
Denim Headquarters

Over 1500 Pairs
of jeans to choose from

*Faded Glory
•Sedgefield
'Hang Ten
*Wild Oats
*Male—Liberty

Denim By:

Informal To

Hours 10-9 Monday Through Saturday 1-5 Sunday
Benton Mall lento's, Kentucky 42•25
Highway 141 South (502)527-1941
Jerry L. Key - Owner
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One parent turned her
fourteen-year-old daughter's
room into a charming studio
retreat at minimal cost. Furniture was added that not
only solved all the space and
storage problems of a fairly
small room, but also said
"grown-up" and will, in fact,
be equally good in years to
come.
The bed was turned into a
couch with bolsters and a
generous supply of pillows.
A desk/table on one side of
the bed provided study
space. An etagere on the
other side was a particularly,
successful choice for utilizing the wall space efficiends
giving her extra shelves for
storing books and favorite
objects.
A small bunch table for in
front of the couch, a comfortable chair for reading and
a desk chair that can be
pulled around for extra seating when friends come completed the furniture pur•
chases.
rhe new furniture was
selected from James David's

Cost.

THE MAN ON THE LOOKOUT for crackling fall fun is
sure to include one essential accessory in his
wardrobe—s quality watch. Nothing can stop the man
with a TIMEX MARATHON digital watch, the watch
that combines sophisticated technology and sleek high
style. Suggested constimer prices on a selection of over
forty TIMEX MARATHON watches begin at $24.93.

The finishing touches in
the room included painting
an existing dresser white and
adding a new slipcover, pillow covers and Austrian
shades in a crisp blue, white
and green color scheme. A
fabric design mounted on
wooden stretchers to create a
huge picture lied the colors
together.
According to the most recent reports from this mother
the teen-age haven is now
mother's heaven.

•

A CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC COLLECTION-of pure,
understated elegance by Oscar tie la Rents for
Wembley. Heavy, pure silks that knot and drape in the
grand manner. Splendid with those assured and sterling British looks; totally correct with the fitted European silhouettes. Each a tour de force of dress-up fashion...as with this silk velour super-paisley.

he the grand nuumer

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

Young men of all ages come to
CORN-AUSTIN for fall clothing

private
4 TEEN-AGER'S BEDROOM becomes a really
or
and special place for working, entertaining friends
a
just for being by herself when it's turned into
-yearfourteen
a
to
belonging
room
this
in
as
"studio"
books and
old young lady. The etagere for storing herchairs
and
and
e
desk/tabl
the
objects,
art
favorite
bunch table are all from James David's consumer
assembled coUections. The chrome,oak and glass furniture is purchased in a box and can be carried right
thus
out of the store to be assembled by the owner,
cutting costs considerably.

consumer-assembled collections of durable chrome and
tempered glass for a light.
airy look. It was purchased in
boxes,carriediight out of the
store and put together the
same day.
The total cost ofall the new
pieces was only about $500.a
price made possible because
of the savings effected by the
owner putting it together herself (and, it was so simple,
most ofthe work was done by
the teen-age dauglyer).

theatre'"
Travilla employs soft fluid
fabrics, beautifully layered
and pleated, in interesting
combinations—filmy metal
gauze (sometimes handpainted) with panne velvets,
wool and Silesta; pleated and
ruffled layers of crepe de
Chine: diaphanous chiffon
prints and lyrical Racine
wool. The result: Clothes for
Today!
His love of pleating is
reflected in his flowing gowns
of satin and chiffon. An ivory
sunburst column of pleated
crepe-back satin is his signalure for Fall 77, while
georgette—in either lipstick
red striped with golden
threads or sheer, tiered
black—are hallmarks of his
collection.
Frankly feminine is Travilla's total fashion statement!

No stopping him now!

While the American public
first heard of Travilla when
he designed costumes for
well motion picture glamour
4aeens as Marilyn Monroe,
he balks at being branded a
"costumier-.
Despite his success and his
Academy Awards, he left the
Holly wood scene. "Almost
anybody can do glamour
clothes; the real secret(in design) is making people real.
You might say as a designer
working with sex symbols I
was typecast!"
Designing clothes that
clearly retain reality is what
interests Travilla.
'I don't call my clothes.
'costumes' and I don't believe in the kind of fantasy
like some designers have
been doing recently. If a
woman wants to be'Carmen'
I hope she has the dialogue to
go with it, becauge then it's

Travilla—he's no
mere costumier!

A teen-ager's room
doesn't have to be a mess,
although there are many par.
en.. of teen-agers who may
need convincing ,on this
point.
One of the best ways to encourage the maintenance of a
room that doesn't look as
though a cyclone had just
passed threigh it is to make it
special.
A room ii which a teenager can proudly entertain
friends is one prescription for
a room that may be kept at
least reasonably neat.
Eliminating the bedroom
look and turning it into a
"studio" suitable for studying, entertaining or just for
pnvate moments has worked
in many homes.
There's a great deal to be
said for investing money in
re-doing the rooms of young
people—and it doesn't
necessarily require a big investment io achieve really
worthwhile results.
Some of the excellent
consumer-assembled furniture on the market today offers unusual value for modest

From hopeless to neat haven:
miracle work for teenager's room
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There's more to buying a
good pair of denim jeans than
just looking for that familiar
Indigo blue.
That's a valid conclusion,
based on a recent report from
Cotton Incorporated, the

fiber company of American
cotton producers.
Jeans have become one of
the most popular apparel
items ever to be sold, sought
after as casual wear—
sometimes even as formal

Fall '77 is a season of
change and challenge. It's
fashion taking a fresh start
. . . and moving in new, exciting temitorg,..,

at

Jewelers

114S. 5th Murray

$739
Hwy.94E — Phone 753-8078

Town and Country Yamaha

It's only

1978 Yamaha 125 Endura

Here's Melinda Johnson on a

Lindsey's

Serpentine, Box Link and Rope Styles-15" Chokers to 24"
Opera Length-large Selection of Lengths, and Weights-Perfect
Accessories for your fall wardrobe.

Fashion Necklaces And Bracelets

''..141414111411141$$$$$914141a41$$$P4rield.'

2) Fabric. The fabric
should be firmly woven and
long-lasting. Don't choose
pants having the jeans look
which are made of loosely
constructed cloth; they snag
easily and are less durable.
31.5eurna. Double-stitched
seams lie flat and are enclosed on both the outside
and inside of the jeans. Make
certain they are neatly and
firmly constructed (a)
Where seams are not double
stitched, they should be
overcast with thread to cover
the raw edge and to reduce

more than 2 per cent. Most
wearers like jeans that will
shrink so they can make them
"form-fitting" by wetting
them and allowing to dry on
the body. Either way,they're
available in 100 percent comfortable cotton.

raveling during wear and
laundering (13). Seams that
join at the crotch and in the
back should meet perfectly
for smooth contour,comfort,
and durability of the garment
(c).
4)Waistband. A waistband
madeoftwo or more layers of
fabric will reduce stretching
in that area. If the jeans have
no waistband, look for interfacing (an extra layer of firm
fabric sewn ink) the waist
seam for stability):
5) Zipper. The zipper will
be more durable if the fabric
on both sides has been turned
under and stitched (d).
By following these simple
guidelines,consumers will be
assured ofthe desirable qualities which have made allcotton denim jeans a symbol
of American youth. energy
and enterprise.

FALL LIRSTYLI SECTION

it's not4all in the blue!
blends by a selected group of
regular or frequent jean users.
Some of the attributes
which these consumers recognized were:
—Cotton denim jeans are
comfortable.
—They feel soft when
worn and become even
softer after several
washings.
—They "breathe," and so
do not become hot or
sticky to wear.
—They do not pill (form
fuzzy balls which cling
to the surface).
There are other factors to
look for as well when buying
jeans.
I) Shrink Resistance.
Traditional cotton denim or
the new neat look cotton
jeans are available. The latter
guarantees shrinkage to no

High higri heels, lace,
charmeuse and silk,clouds of
taffeta, challis floral fabrics
are signs of the new femininity. A delicious new fall color
scheme includes ice-cream
pastels, eye-shadow neutrals
and misty greyed tones.

Femininity keynotes everything. Soft blouses become newly important.

But even the strictly tailored look is softened this
season with fuller softer
skirts.
Everyone will be shaping
up in Gym-dandy sportswear. Variations on the jogging suit, the sweat suit, and
especially tne bloused iOOK oi
the sweatshirt turn up from
day to evening.
Keep an eye on the new
shorter skirts, which bring
the leg into focus again. It's a
field day for hosiery . . . all
kinds of leg warmers and
layered leg treatments on
view. Pants take off in new
directions. They slouch over
shoes, hug the leg, or balloon
over boots.

Free-form
fit for fall

attire—for all ages and both
sexes. The importance of'
cotton denim in American
life has even been recognized
by theMetropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City
which this past spring
created a denim collection
for its prestigious Costume
Institute.
, Why the popularity and
acclaim? Good cotton denim
jeans are durable, comfortable, economical and easy to
care for. And these qualities
can be attained if you buy
your jeans carefully.
One of the most important
factors when purchasing
clothing is to examine the
fiber content. Many an article
looks attractive in the store
but is hardly ever worn because it feels so uncomfortable.
This has not been the case
with jeans which have traditionally been made of 190
percent cotton, Recently,
'however a blended "plastic''
version has appeared and
consumers are warned to be
sure to "Cheri, the Label."
Independent consumer
studies, in fact, have shown
that judged on the basis of
IT'S NOT ALL IN THE BI.ITE—Denim jeans are not all
the same,and there's a lot more to look for when mak- quality, comfort, appearance
ing your purchase than the familiar Indigo color. and fit, all-cotton denims
were clearly favored over
Check for good quality fahriv-100% durable cotton
instead of "plastic" blends. Make sure that the scams
are double-stitched, checking for neat and firm construction. All raw edges should be overcast, and seams
that join at the crotch should meet perfectly for
smooth fit and comfort. The zipper will last longer if
the fabric on bolt sides has been turned under and
stitched,
Fashion everywhere is
loosening up as- old rules are
broken, new territory explored, while keeping to the
basic realities.
Fashion can be light, free
as a bubble, but it must work
for the active, achievementoriented life. That's the challenge that makes this one of
the most interesting seasons
ever!
Fall's '77 message is spelled out in light fluid fabrics
that can be layered, bloused
and ballooned without looking massive. There's not a
stiff line in sight.
The only exception: the
Chairperson-of-the-Board
look of menswear tailoring.

How to buy a pair ofjeans
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If your family dreams of comfortable walking shoes;
traveling cross-country, but
• Be prepared! Don't let
doesn't have weeks-long vaaccidental spots and spills on
cation time, consider taking
clothes spoil your trip. Pack a,
weekend car trips to scenic tube or can of K2r5 Spotpoints in your state.
lifter to remove those unexRemember, even short
pected stains from drytrips require planning. Care- cleanable items. Apply it to
fully map out your the dirty spots, let dry to a
itinerary—restaurants, lodgfine white powder, and brush
ings, museums, historic
the soil away.
sites—so you can pack ac•Transfer all your toiletry
cordingly.
and cosmetic items into reusable plastic containers. This
• Hit road happily
way you can bring along just
These packing suggestions lhe amounts you need and
may help put you on the road
save luggage space; you will
to happy mini-vacations:
also avoid possible acciden• When choosing clothing
tal breakage and leakage of
to take along, remember to glass bottles.
travel light: pack coordinates
• Pack a special travelthat can be interchanged for
basket for the-entire family.
several looks.
Include simple snacks, a
Take advantage of accessmall toy or game for each
sories that can be used to
child, tissues, aspirins and
dress up or dress down your
pre -moistened paper
outfits: this can help you
washcloths.
stretch your travel wardrobe
Light way, right way
even further. ,
• Remember to pack an
More importantly, be sure
umbrella, extra sweaters for to pack a flashlight with some
unexpected cool weather, extra batteries and a good
and one psfr of everyone's state map.

CASED IN EBONY
framed in chrome, this
handsome wall clock is a
contemporary version of
the jeweler's regulator,
known for accuracy, By
Howard Miller, it has an
ivory porcelain dial and
its lyre pendulum and
cahlehung, crank-wound
weights are of polished
brass. _Eight-day movement counts the hours,
strikes the half-hours,

New time

decorative accents for patios which., according to the
and entrance ways, and can Ortho book, should begin as
be used to line paths and soon as you leave the nurdriveways.
sery.
Shady grandeur
Large trees or shrubs, for
Large, flow
r
i
•
trees example, shouldn't be left
provide shade
lawns and sticking out of a car window
patios while nding a touch or trunk on the ride home
of grandeur to any land- without the protection of a
scaped area. For advice on cloth wrapping. Better yet,
selecting trees that are per- ask for home delivery!
fect for what you have in
Water rules!
mind, check with your local
Upon arrival, most trees
Cooperative Extension and shrubs should be waAgent, or a good book on the tered while still in their nursubject, like Ortho's "Fun- seiy containers, then planted
damentals of Gardening."
as soon as possible.
With the choice of shrubs
When preparing for plantand trees out of the way. the ing, the hole should be at
next step to consider is the least twice as wide as the root
all-important matter of care. hall, then filled with water to

CREATING A LUXURIOUS and enchanting landscape
with colorful flowers, bushy shrub. and majestic trees
is easy. And,your pleasant surroundings will put you in
a pleasant frame of mind.

For weekend car trips
planning ahead helps

Our physical surroundings
have as much affect on us as
what we eat for breakfast—a
pli.asant environment
creates a pleasant attitude—
and an unattractive area
makes a grouch.
One of the most enjoyable
ways to control your immediate vicinity, and mood,
is through landscaping. All
you need is a good imagination and a few basic
guidelines to 'transform bedraggled "Grouchy" acreage
into lush ''happy''
-greenery—creating your own
personal world of comfort
and tranquility.
Shrubs Ant
A good place to start your
'garden of pleasure" is by
adding shrubs, usually the
most important feature of
any landscape. Shrubs form
the permanent structure of
most gardens by serving as a
background, but, according
to their height, shape, texture, color and spacing-they
can also be used to achieve
unusual and especially decorative effects.
Those that flower, for
example, can be massed for
display. or used to line
driveways and foot-paths.
Slightly taller plants, from 4
to 8 feet, might majestically
flank entrance ways or accent favorite spots in the garden, and small shrubs, ranging from 2 to 4 feet, can serve
along foundations or as low
hedges and borders.
For the gardener who
wants to enjoy the beauty in
seclusion, there are shrubs as
high as 12 feet which can be
grouped together to form
screens and barriers.
Plants need friends!
Like everything else that's
alive, shrubs need companionship to keep them in a
pleasant mood, so why not
add to the landscape by planting trees?
There's a tree for every
gardener. po matter whether
you love flowers,fruits, or interesting foliage and branching patterns. Small fruit
trees, for instance, grown in
tubs or containers. make
varieties of flowers that can
also be worked into the landscape design, thus maintaining the beauty of the environment.
Fight invasion
To protect your plants
against these and many other
insect pests, spray your
shrubs, trees and flowers
with Orthene Insect Spray, a
new systemic insecticide that
can not be washed away once
inside the plant, which kills
insects on contact and will
keep on doing its job by residual action in the plants,
but does not build up in the
soil or bioaccumulate in the
food chain.
Now that the backbone of
the garden is in place—the
shrubs and trees—it's time to
make the area as colorful as
you want, with flowers.
Available in all sorts of
shapes, sizes and colors,
flowers can help you create
any design you desire—and
they'll make bright company
for your shrubs and trees.
In addition to being delightfully decorative, flowers
can be used creatively to
solve many a landscaping
problem. For example,
massed together as a ground
cover, low-growing flowers
can replace grass on a bank
or slope where mowing and
watering are difficult.
Flowers can also be used
to camouflage fences, or
formed into hedges to block
unwanted views and create
more privacy.
Patches of color
In addition, groupings of
flowers can change the shape
of a lawn. You can fill in
empty corners to give the
garden a more completed
look. And, planted en masse,
flowers can form separate
gardens, creating patches of
vivid color against the lush
greenery.
Growing flowers in containers is an easy way to attract the eye to different parts
of the landscape. And,
another beautiful feature of
container gardens—aside
from providing splashes of
color—is mobility. You can
move them around as your
mood changes; and even
bring them indoors for some
instant color there,then back
outside again.
Container gardening is one
of the easiest ways to improve the landscape,even for
beginners. All you need is a
container with good drainage,some soil or commercial
planting mix, and a plant.
Portable pleasure!
And, if you find that improving your surroundings
with plants puts you in a particularly pleasant frame of
mind, a portable container
plant offers an "extraadded-attraction." You can
carry it around with you all
the time to keep you happy
throughout the day

and here is just the way to take care
of those leaves
Call Freddie Allgood or Brad White - 753-3361

Once planted, shrubs and
trees form a permanent display for any landscape design, as long as they are well
cared for.
Regular pruning should
take place to direct the pattern of growth and to keep
them looking well-groomed.
Deciduous trees and
shrubs must be pruned if only
to ensure renewal, since the
main part of the plant will receive a larger share of food
when unthrifty branches are
removed.
However, pruning alone is
notenough to keep the plants
beautiful and healthy, especially when aphids, spider
mites, bagworms, and other
leaf-eating caterpillars invade the garden.
Some kind of pest prevention program is the only way
to safeguard your trees and
shrubs, as well as numerous

Growing directions

test for drainage and to soak
the surrounding soil.
Good drainage is absolutely necessary, so if the
water doesn't drain out in a
reasonable amount of time,
the hole must be made
deeper, and special, easyto-make soil-mix can be added. The plant itself should be
lowered in at just the right
depth—so that the top of the
root ball is level with the
ground.

Lift mood with plants they grow on you!

Create enchanting atmosphere...
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And cultured pearls in any
shape are good investments
no matter what shape your
budget. Over the past five

fall LIFESTYLE SECTION

What's New at

Everything!

WNW

John Jacob Astor, son of a
butcher in Baden, Germany, THREE EASY PIECES... Frank Olivier piles it on for
came to America in 1783 at the winter warmth. A pattern-play combining tweed, plaid
age of 20. He got his start as a and check is cleverly tailored into a three piece ensemfur trader with the Indians in ble in cashmere and wool. A gathered dirndl skirt is
upper New York State and Can- paired with an "outdoorsy" over-shirt.To top it all off,
ada, and m 1808 he founded the the head is wrapped in a tweed muffler "motor-cycle"
style. It may also be worn as a shawl.
American Fur Co.

America's top fashion designers apparently see pearls
as the loveliest mate for fashions. And from the trends
they are setting, it looks like a
long term love affair.

This year. though, the
value of cultured pearls lies
in what they do for fall fashions, as well as what they do
in worth.

Pearl oysters only grow in
special areas, which have become smaller and smaller as
man continues to foul the
seas. So each year. cultured
pearls grow scarcer and
greater in value.

years, these precious jewels
from the sea have tripled in
value.

Mademoiselle

Court Square
Murray

Fall fashions flirt with
pearls, whirl with pearls,
slink with pearls, bubble with
pearls. Rarely have fashions
seemed more designed to be
worn with pearls than those
created for this fall.
Take shape, for example.
Fall's shapes are soft and
feminine, with no straight
lines to be seen. The shapes
fairly cry for a fluid cascade
of cultured pearls from
neckline to bosom.
Take fabric in all its richness this season. The shimmery sheen of satin is accented by the silken glow of
cultured pearls. Taffeta is
softened by pearls.
Silky crepe de chine gains
enchantment with the warm
rich glow of cultured pearls.
Soft and light woolens look
more,Aixurious with pea Is.
And everyone knows tisç
romantic appeal of pearls a
lace; ask any bride!
Then there are the new fall
colors. Pure pastels borrowed from spring. Soft
toned greens, and violets and THE SOFT,FLUID
blues. Entire wardrobes in will enhance the softLINES ofeultured pearl necklaces
lines of fashions this fall.
taupe, beige, ivory.Ind grey.
All perfectly coordinated to
the many soft tone hues of
cultured pearls. And let's not
forget white!
A subtly extravagant way
to wear cultured pearls this
year is white-on-white, with
the subtle undertones of cultured pearls lending delicate
shifting hues to a myriad of
blouse and gown
styles.
Last, but far from least is
'mood. Fall's fashion mood is
casual and carefree, assured
and flirtatious. It's a mood
which calls fora light touch in
jewelry,such as one or two
lengths of cultured pearls
looped lightly around the
neck, or peeking from a
shirtfront.
Pearls need not drip down
to the waist, nor bunch in
heavy clusters, nor even be
particularly large or long.
What is important is that
the pearls be real. Only real
pearls—natural or cultured—have the warm deep
lustre, the lively inner glow,
and the mysteriously shifting
hues which enhance the soft
colors and shapes of this
fall's fashions.
Fake ;marls are too lifeless
and dull. They do not have
the crystalline structure of
real gems, which captures
and plays with light and
color.
In choosing cultured
pearls. look for a rich, deep
lustre, not just surface shine.
Colors should be pure, not
muddy or blotchy. The surface should be satiny, though
all real pearls have tiny
pinprick-like pores which
can be seen on very close inspection.
As for shape, don't be wit
off if the shape is not percect
round. Few real peaeLakare,
and those which are command imperial prices. Pearls
come in shapes as diverse as
nature, and there are intriguing necklaces in fanciful
baroque shapes, in rice
shapes, and in ovals.

New fashions are set awhirl
by cascades of rich pearls
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9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Sporty Acrylic and Wool Aztec print hooded
poncho; with toggle button Closing and inside panel pocket. Sizes S,M,L, in Camel/
Rust and Beige/Brown.

20"

PONCHO

LADIES

Cozy hooded Bronco
coat with zip front;
pile around front and—
hood. Embroidered.
Fashion colors in
sizes 8 to 16.

WITH FUR TRIM

HOODED COAT

LADIES

Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Acres of Free Parking

753-8777

Warm acrylic coat. Lamb trimmed cuff and hood
with tie belt. Assorted solids and stripes.
Sizes 7 to is.

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS!
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Cozy PVC jacket with
snap front, 4 zip pockets, quilt lined. Lamb
trimmed collar, cuff and
bottom. Sizes 8 to 18 in
Mahogany, Peanut, and
L uggage.

14°'

JACKET

LADIES

Ready for Fall? Get a new soft Bronco suede
pantcoat with zip or snap front; pipe trim front
yoke, pockets, loops and back. Fall fashion
colors in sizes 8 to 18.

344

PANT
COATS

LADIES

HOLDS YOUR
ITEM IN
LAYAWAY

100 DOWN

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION
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Bel-Air
Shopping
Center
A.RA.d..ft:A •
,
......,110.0141~14601NVIV6........-

BACK TOGETHER AGAIN...This fall back pockets play the lead in men's highions.The pants by Male(left)designed in Cone Mills corduroy show offa pocket dith
contrast-colored inset. Snapfinger's fatigue jeans (right) feature two buttoned,
pleated back pockets in Cone Mills smooth fitting denim.
....•

The fabrics are beautiful
soft muslin, crepes, suede,
jersey, velvet, flannel, shimmering taffetas, and muslin
splashed with gold.
The shapes are simple.
neat, without superfluous
details—a bit sophisticated
with zest and charm and
never inhibiting.

Who better to design such
a fashion-wise collection
than the reigning queens:ofthe
disco scene,the darling ofthe
jet set, and one of the world's
most successful businesswomen, the fabulous
French Regine.
Regine has collaborated
with the talented Martinellis
to present this new line in her
ZOA collection, a line for
woollen faced with Regine's
hectic pace.
"MORNINGAFTERNOONNIGHT" has coordinates in mesh, soft blouses,
delightful dresses, suede
coats and jackets with or
without fur;-suftsto dance in,
skirts and blouses for those
not-so-dressy occasions, and
divine creations for those
crazy evenings of out-andout fun!

4:2)efri
The Store For Men

3
4
p
Ma

From Sweaters and Jeans
to sportcoats and Suits
We've Got It All!

-

•

816 Coldwater Road
Murray,Ky.

Marcile's Fashiorii4

Jack Winter

Sportswear By:

int•

There's a new collection of
For daytime, there's chic aglow with the life and charm
fabulous fashion this fall sweetness and calm, for that
has made their designer
called "MORNINGAF- night, pure Regine panache. an international
favorite!
TERNOONNIGHT.'.' A ?it thin and shimmering and
complicated name, a simple
philosophy.
"MORNINGAFTERNOONNIGHT" is a complete line of clothes for every
moment of day and night for
any active woman—brilliant,
sure of her charm and wanting to please both herself and
those around her.

STItoLLING ALONG WOODED PATHS or mainlining
city sights, this Fall survival-style tops a cable knit
sweater over classic button-down shirt and tie, and
wraps up with a lightweight windbreaker. Front
pleated corduroy trousers, stuffed into authentic
western boots reveal fancy stitching and "to each his
own"individuality. Underlining the western boot story
is the genuine leather sole, easy to spot by the laldeThere is only one color
shaped Sole Leather Mark branded on the bottom
range for the whole collecguaranteeing "it's the real thing."
tion, for perfect pulling-itTough enough to last for all-together: the naturals are
leather sole, easy to identify
by the Sole Leather Mark, a today's rough and rugged stars with chalk white,camel
hide-shaped symbol branded fashions, the leather yak as- beige, fatal black, deep
on the bottom to aguarantee sures maximum comfort, Chinese lacquer red, all the
value-conscious consumers flexibility, durability and greys from cloud to ash.
quality.
it's genuine leather.

The return ofpocket power!

According to experts at the
Sole Leather Council, the
fashion impact of the authentic cowboy accessory kicked
up the trend toward functional dressing.
Making the great escape
from the saddle to the city,
the traditional western hoot
with pointed toes and slanted
heels goes anywhere—hiking
along country roads or strutting down Main Street. And
from denims to silks, western
boots fit every occasion as
the most outstanding fashion
accessory.
Pants, stuffed into boot
tops or rolled up and cuffed,
show off decorative stitching
and exotic leathers—all as
self-expression in individuality.
Bottoming out the western
boot saga is the genuine, all-

Emerging from the
backwoods to the Fail '77
fashion front are "survival
styles'. inspired by American
olk heroes and cowboys,
setting the trend in practical,
functional designs made up in
tumble-proof fabrics.
Spurring qn the season's
rough 'n ready fashions is the
authentic western boot soled
in genuine leather and worn
by country folk and city
slicker alike.
The revival in survival reflects a new conservative,
value-conscious society that
desires function as well as
fashion in their clothing.
Wool plaid shirts, thick
cable-knit sweaters layered
for energy-conscious thermostats, corduroy jackets
patched with leather at elbows, and narrow-legged
trousers tucked into the tops
of western-style boots mainline the new sensible ap'13roach to styling.
Tracking down fashion
footpaths are sturdy, allleather boots from demistyles and eastern Frye-type
hot
boots to this season's newest
look, the original western

with a `day-into-night' collection

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

Authentic western bootfor From the active, effervescent woman oftoday...
rough n rugged fashions Regine creates chic and allure
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FALL FASHION FOCUS—The new trend in fashion
eyewear for fall is the wide variety of colors and shapes
which will be available for both men and women. Here
are two examples of the new styles. Left, this heavy
carved zy I frame from Styl-Rite Optics is perfect for
men with traditional tastes who want contemporary
styling. Right,the slimline butterfly-shaped frame is in
a faded two-tone plastic that is darker at the outer edge
and clear at the bridge, for a striking effect.
and temples.
designing eyewear for AmerAccording to Arlene Dahl, ican companies.
eyeglasses are really a facial
For the ultimate fashion
cosmetic. Miss Dahl says. statement, you could make
"Coordinated with hair, this fall your time to see the
makeup and clothing, they world through your favorite
provide the final fashion designer's eyeframes!
statement."
Miss Dahl sees the new
opaque rust and amber-toned
translucent frames being
marketed this season as ideal
choices for women with red
hair Similar' , the taupe
flecked or beige marbleized
frames enhance the coionng
of blondes.
She likes crystal or blue
translucent plastic'' or grey
metal frames on grey-haired
women, and the deep wines
or tortoise on women with
dark hair.
One of the most exciting
features of eyev.ear this fall
ton both men and women is
the grossing t end toss ii tl de
signer frames Sirh high
fashion designers as Hill
()sLai De la Renta.
HalsionAieoffiey lieene,and
lonia Vindeibilt are now

THE ALLURE OF VELOUR ... from Van Heusen.
exclusive WiMbledon collection. More than a bit-ofthr-British, classic rugby striping, in gradations of
brown,accented by a solid collar and placket enhance
the plush quality of this casual pullover shirt. Velour
. ..one of the more important and elegant fall fabrications in sportswear.

The new trend in fashion
eyewear for Fall/Winter '77
is the explosion of new colors
and shapes. Frames and
lenses will be available in a
palette of colors to complement every facet of an individual's lifestyle.
According to the Optical
Manufacturers Association.
a trade association representing 90% of all the U.S. manufacturers of ophthalmic materials and equipment, the
new fashion frames have become so popular that many
people are now collecting
eyewear wardrobes.
Oversized frames are the
big news in.men's eyewear,
with stylized variations of the
aviator shape in metal or
plastic still much in demand.
Arlene Dahl: renowned
beauty specialist and OMA's
fashion consultant, says.
"Eyewear is every bit as important as a man's choice of
tie, shirt, suit or style of hair.
I'm glad that men are finally
accepting eyewear as a fashion accessory."
For men who prefer the
traditional look, there are
this year a large number of
sculptured zyl frames with
distinctive lines in oversized
shapes.
They are available in
number of masculine colors
such as demi-brown,
mahogany and onyx.
For more flamboyant
tastes, sculptured zyl frames
in colors that can be coordinated with the wardrobe are
sers much in stvle
Miss Dahl suggests that
light haired men look bcci
in gold metal or light shades
of plastic. Men with grey hair
look good with silver-toned
metal, or grey translucent
plastic frames, and darkhaired men look best in
deeper-toned plastic
frames.'.
For women,the new frame
colors run the gamut from
subtle shades in multi-toned
and flecked translucent plastics, to deeper-toned transluvent and opaque designs.
Mans of the new frame
shapes for women are slim line and oversized, with
unique treatment of bridge

Fashion focus for eyefrarnes ..
striking styles and subtle colors
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Dixieland
Shopping
Center

DorMae

From

Fabulous
Fall
Fashions
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FAU URSTYU SECTION

Are you eating as well as
you should? Or have you fall
en into the bad eating habits
of most Americans who substitute a healthy meal for one
"inhaled" on the go? Hamburgers, hot dogs, pizza, and
"junk" foods seem to have
taken over the American
scene.
Given this situation, the
U.S. government has
analyzed the American diet
for the first time. In its report,
, the Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs of
the U.S. Senate outlined
dietary goals for Americans,
and provided guidelines for
incorporating them into our
lifestyle.
The researchers found that
the current American diet is
too high in fats and sugars,
and too low in fiber. In fact,
through the development of
processed foods and the increased consumption of fast
foods, our intake of fiber is
about one-fifth that of our
relatives at the turn of the
century.
How much fiber do you
need in your diet? While no
official recommendation has
been established, 5 to 6
grams a day is a figure often
quoted. Most Americans get
less than half of this amount.
The best way to meet this
daily quotient is to eat more
of those foods naturally high
in dietary fiber, such as
whole wheat bread, whole
grain cereals, peas, beans
and fresh fruits and vegetables.
To get your family on the
right track, why not start
with a high fiber breakfast?
For example,a serving of Mot

01,0 FASHIONED
APRICOT KUCHEN
I/2 cup Wheitena cereal
I cup water
/
1
4 cup butter or
margarine
1 envelope active dry
yeast
34 cup lukewarm milk
egg
IA cup sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon nutmeg
21
/
4 cups unsifted
all-purpose flour
1 can(17 ounces)apricot
halves, drained
/
1
4 cup sugar mixed with
/
1
4 teaspoon cinnamon
In a saucepan, mix 1411eatena
and water. Stir over low heat
until Wheatena is thick,
about 5 to 6 minutes. Add
butter and stir until butter is
melted. Cool to lukewarm. In
a bowl, dissolve yeast in
lukewarm milk. Stir in egg,
sugar, salt, nutmeg and
Wheatena. Stir in flour. Beat
until smooth. Spread mixture
evenly into a greased 9 inch
square baking pan. Let rise in
a warm place until double in
bulk. Place apricots hollow
side up onto &ough. Sprinkle
with sugar and cinnamon.
Bake in a preheated moderate oven (350° F.)for.25 to 30
minutes or until puffed and
brown. Cut into squares and
serve warm.

Wheatena cereal, is rich in
wheat germ, bran and protein
and provides a substantial
amount of dietary fiber.
Other delicious breakfast
ideas include whole wheat
French toast, whole grain
muffins, or why not try this
tasty coffee cake?

Easy and tasty way
to put fiber in diet

THIS PLUSH DRESS gets its easy, bloused effect from
two pieces that act as one. In Kimberly's luscious knit
of Treviraiwool/rabbit hair, the cowl neck blouson has
a drawstring waist to gather gently over the boxpleated skirt that hugs the hips and swings out at the
hem. The overall look is free and feminine. In Blonde,
Anthracite or Cherry Brandy, sizes 6-14, about $100.

One of the biggest changes definition ot the wardrobe,
in fashion today is the new
Rather than being clearly

Footwear

For those"Super
Looks"in Boots
and Shoes,come
to the Shoe Tree
For your Fall and Winter

categorized into separate the next, and each style can
outfits for each occasion, a be extended by adapting it
wardrobe is now a system of with another.
The ingenious interaction
interrelated clothes.
of the collection comes from
It's a very personal and the emphasis on multi-piece
practical way of dressing that dresses with a continuity of
Kimberly believes is so valid colors and fabrics. And each
that they are introducing -piece is given so much vitalKims—a completely new line ity that it can be used indiof knitwear based ion the vidually.
concept of mobile fashion.
The mood of the collection
is both young-spirited and
The Kims idearis to make it sensible. Kimberly has ineasy and exciting to build a troduced Kims for a very parconsistent wardrobe of styles ticular women. Particular,
that all work together. Each that is, about what she wants
Kims look leads naturally to from fashion.

.6

She demands quality over
quantity, a special look instead of special effects, and
lots of versatility. These
self-assured clothes have
that kind of lively appeal,
plus the exceptional knit fabrics that only Kimberly can
create.
Soft, fluid Nomelle
cashmere is one such knit, in
a drawstring-waist pullover
with matching scarf and
stitched-down box pleated
skirt. And the reverse-look'
tweed knit that's solid color
inside makes a handsome
wrap skirt with a blanket-

A textured, crushable knit
gives easy movement to a
supple shawl-neck dress with
dropped shoulders and blanket-stitched hem. Wool jersey and heather knits are
very important, with easyon-the-body shaping and a
certain flow in the styling.
It's a feminine look
achieved without frills. The
overall design theme is clean
and unfettered, with the zest
of lively knit fabrics in elegant colors.

stitched coat that button,
once at the neck.

Today's woman seeks quality over quantity in her wardrobe
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signed by Belle Saunders and
Joseph Gargiulo.
Fabrics in the dresses, suit
and coat ensembles are soft,

9314 Nos.46.
F3t5 Sat.

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, Ky.

Uniform & Maternity fashions

PARKER'S

41Tuesef
Mate'

':4?rfPr*','CYP

Come see our complete line
of Nurse Mates"newest looks
The shoes that combine
advanced styling with
coddling comfort and
:uxurious lightness Well
make sure you get a perfect fit

Unique,oblique,chic Lots of toetbe white way tO
wriggling
walk-o
-riarrom Nurse Mates.*

TERRA.

BEAUTIFUL FOUR-PIECE SUIT by Belle Saunders
for Abe Schrader making dramatia-fashion points for
fall. The beige tweed jacket - a mohair blend - is enhanced with its own fringed scarewhich can be tied or
draped in a multitude of ways.The jacket's ultrasuede
trim on the cuffs,collar and pockets matches its taupe
ultrasuede skirt. A coordinating overblouse,under the
jacket, features a turtle neckline, long sleeves and a
slim leather belt. It's fan's new bulky look in fabrics
that are lightweight and luxurious.

Fashionable, feminine,
quality-clothes are the words
that describe the Abe
Schrader Fall Collection, de-

Phone 753-4541

Hwy 121

FALL...

Is
Ready
For

UN C
31,ONTREAL ... where elegance and
high fashion go hand in hand in a very handsome residential ambiance amid Normand architecture. In this
affluent environment, Stewart House of Fashions presents an ensemble by the noted French designer Piei :-e
Balmain.

The Shon)case

trasuede, tbmantic challis
and multi7 prints, thick
tweeds, as Well as those with
soft, nubby textures, mohair
blends, wool combinations,
and rich velvets.
Ruffles that frame the face
and adorn the wrist: the
fringed scarf that is made to
be tied in a 'multitude of
ways: the big wrap coat in
marvelous mohair that's acIt is a time wlien'there is
great freedom in fashion and
the Abe. Schrader designs
strongly emphasize this
mood.
The collection, designed
by Belle Saunders and
Joseph Gargiulo, is sold in
- better department and specialty stores throughout the
country and retails between
425 and $400.

with
shorts
and
longs
and
in-betweens

supple and unconstructed.
The look is one of elegance
for both daytime and evening
wear.
Its a look that is now
evolving in fashion, and the
way Abe Schrader has been
dressing thousands of American women for many years.
The heart of the presentation for fall is comprised of
ultrasuede trim, all ultually weightless and luxurious: blouson blousing and
skirts that are eased or flowing with the body: these are
the many design innovations
offered by Belle Saunders
and Joseph Gargiulo this season.
The styles are flexible and
fluid, and what most women
are interested in weal ing today.

Supple, unstructured elegance eases from daytime into evenin

Design inzumations ..
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Teresa Cunningham,Sandra Barron and holy Kimbro invites you to come in for
all your footwear needs.

Says HELLO FALL LIFESTYLE

FAMILY SHOE STORE

A VOS MARQUES...ready,get set,GO!The Olympic
starter's voice still echoes in the hushed Olympic
Stadium in Montreal, where a model captures the
competitive spirit in a futuristic silver cross-country
ski outfit designed by Renee Birkett for Du Maurier
Sportswear of Montreal. The hooded jacket has a detachable purse pouch and is worn with matching
knickers. Both are made of 100 per cent nylon.

Futuristicfun

concepts that started with
cross-country skiing will be
right at home in heatingcost-conscious America. It is
natural that these collections
offer the hottest numbers for
the wind-chill season.
But the mood is mostly
playful, as the loose look
flirts with overstatement in
tent coats, voluminous
capes, tunics, shawls and
blousons, and even luxury
leathers take on touches of
the gypsy.
Silhouettes are seductively
flowing in both glittery
eveningwear and barely visible lingerie.
The Montreal Fashion Imports group is right on in all
the major fall directions100% natural sheepskin and
shearling outerwear, mantailored pants, mohair knits,
rib knit trims, blouson styling
in every kind of top, dressier
dresses, tiered skirts and
pleated skirts, self-tied belts.
outerwear accessorization
(leg warmers, mufflers, knit
hats, mittens), supersoft fabrics and a champagne pale
palette.
And yet these Montreal
designers, along with the*
instinct for U.S. moods.
manage to hold firmly to their
own creative identity.
In their special way they
continue to.speak three languages: French, English and
most definitely Fashion.
ART CONFERENCE
TORONTO(AP) — The International Sculpture Conference
will be held outside the United
States for the first time *hen
the 10th meeting of that group
of sculptors and people from
related fields convenes here in
June 1978.
Held every two years, the
conference was initiated in 1958
by the National Sculpture Center of the University of Kansas
in Lawrence. Between 1,200 and
1,500 delegates are expected to
attend.
Delegates' fees and private
and government donations provide the $360,000 budget for the
conference and related events.

New York, with the theme,
A group of fall . designer
'collections from Montreal. "Vive la difference!", pro- •
viding a showcase for native •
already previewed and
Montreal designers like John
applauded earlier this year by
Warden, Vali and Peter
leading U.S. buyers and the
press encompasses leathers, Skibinsky, who have
suedes, ski and apres-ski. achieved loyal followings in
eveningwear and better % the few years that their
dresses, outerwear, creativity has been exposed
sportswear. knits and inti- to the American marmate apparel.
ketplace.
- The participating fashion
Also present is a •Pierre
Baron
houses include
Balmain collection designed
Maurier
Leather, Du
specifically for the American
Sportswear, Inuk, Joshar, woman by Stewart House of
Molyclaire. Montreal Fashions.
Leather. Montreal Modern
Quebec is ski country, and
Knitting Mills, Stewart its native designers adapt
House of Fashions, Trappeur their knowledge of outdoor
Leather and Vali of practicality to this season's
Montreal. '
narrow-leg look, metallics
The Montreal group de- and fantasy ideas.
fines its fashion identity in
Similarly, the layering and
the niche between Paris and leg warmer-cum-knicker

42071

dOwntown/713-5671
fl•ox 550 s•
Murray,Kentucky

Murray, Kentucky
142071

Bos sso

cheernut 0/753-1272

1900 erOeteNday
PactuCoh,Kentutky
q2001

paclucah/••3-Z530

Fashion never stands still tunics, pants and skirts.
to pile on.
. . . and this season everyThe Blouse: The "New
Prints: The accent's on the
thing moves from head to Thing" to buy this fall. Make
ankle. Slouch pants are cut
it super-feminine with jabots, loose above, then gather
toe.
Hair moves in wild "sav- pierrot collars, lace trim. round the ankle.
runty cuffs, big Casanova
age" styles.
The pencil skinny pants
Sportswear moves in loose .sleeves, a Victorian look.
Then comes the opposi- worn with a big loose top.
layers that allow plenty of
tion: the menswear shirt. In The peg-leg pant. The
room.
real menswear fabrics, soft Jodhpur and the rajah. The
The look is unconstructed plaids.
and piled on. Drawstrings on shapes, Newest in big soft drawstring-pants that balnecks, waists, wrists and in thin with rounded collars. loon over boots or tie-up tight
ankles hold in the big loose luxuriousthin batiste. The at the ankle. All make pants
blouse in silk jac- soft news this season!
shapes.
quard goes on and on.
Skirrs.. The printed challis
Full skirts, big coats that
The blouson: The number skirt with peasant
overtones,
fling over everything, capes, one top. In
oversized the full dirndl, the hip-yoked
shawls and pleats aplenty sweaters thathuge
hug the hip, skirt with pleats all swing
. . . all keep up the motion. bubble above.
softly.
So does the dress that can be
In
that work
worn a dozen ways and look out forsweatshirts
day or evening. In soft
The secret to the dress redifferent on every body.
fuzzy angoras and mohairs.
vival . . no inner stiffening.
Everywhere we turn In long lacy loose knits.
Whether they're in hamthere's news in sportswear
The tunic: It's the talk
mered satin,jersey or challis
this season.The-game is play- the town worn alone with of
lots
(floral challis being the big
ing pattern with pattern, mix- of leg (layered in medieval
news), they must look easy.
ing textures and piling on tights). The short vest,
free and as relaxed as
layers of sweaters, vests, times quilted is the topsomelayer
sportswear.

Canadian charm comes into view There's never a still, dull moment!
in brilliant fall designer showings
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Don't ruin fashion
•
look with a squint

Take a grip on yourael

FALL UFESTYLE SECTION

Open:10-9;Sun.1-6
Benton Plaza Mall, Hi-way 641
Benton, Ky.

See our new
Christmas
designs!

rtIvePotted Plants
Dried Arrangements
...Fresh Cut Flowers
-Wedding Mowers
-Unique Gifts

Guys
*Knit Pullovers
•Sport Shirts
*Swearers
•Jeons
*Corduroy Khok,
Casual Slacks

Noe to Umvors..y Book S Pore

214 N. 15th

'Tile College*lop

Leather Coats by &los

*Jeans
•Jean Tops
*Gauchos
*Blazers

Gals
Denim

Fall Is Here For Both The

cleaned by using a,versatile
cleaner such as Glass*Plus•
glass, appliance and cabinet
cleaner. Just spray your baggage and wipe with a clean
cloth or a damp sponge.
• Luggage made of
fabric—coated
or
uncoated—can be washed
with a mild detergent and
warm water.
Luggage experts recommend an application of a liquid wax to preserve the finish
of fabrics coated with a stain
repellent. It's wise to spray
uncoated fabrics with a water
and stain repellent.
As you rush to make your
connections, remember to
travel with your suitcases
locked and the keys in a safe,
yet easily accessible. place.
Tag each piece of luggage
with your identification.
The airlines will not permit
carry-on pieces on-board unless they are properly identified. As a precautionary
measure, place your name
and address inside your bag
in case a tag is lost.

Blossom
Boutique

GIVE A FEW THOUGH Is to your packing so you can
enjoy well-groomed confidence whenever or wherever
Pale blue, celadon green, you go. When packing for a journey,a man's tie wardtaupe, beige, grey and ivory robe should be given super-attention,for his tie is his
are constantly intermingled personality statement whether at home or abroad. His
in the soft-toned costumes.
bAst bet is Countess Mara's tie case, which accommobands hold ties firmly.
While fastenings are little dates six to 12 ties. Adjustable their
To keep shirt collars looking
beat, pack each
or nil, trimmings are
hirt as it comes from the laundry,alternating collars.
definitely in. Ruffles, pleated
frills, satin and metallic pip- a
ings and the fine lace edgings
borrowed from lingerie are
The
everywhere.

Pure silk or synthetic crepe
de chine, lame, panne velvet, hammered satin, taffeta
and gold cloth make this a
banner year for yummy textures, and almost every costume combines two or three
different lush textures.
There are some stripes, but
the single pattern stressed by
all is paisley.
Colors are no longer
moody, muddy and muted.
Summer colors for winter is a
main theme, and all coldrs
are clear, sunny and pure,
with no sharp or harsh tonalities.
Lettuce and jade green,
mauve violet, French blue,
rosewood and copper are important strong pastels.

Fall colorings
and textures

Luggage merits care

The big news in home furyear is somenishings
thing called "Lifestyle" furniture . . . and people
everywhere are finding that it
suits their lifestyle just fine.
"Lifestyle" is the name
given to the new type of
fresh, casual, easy-to-afford
and easy-to-live-with furniture that seems do-signed especially for today's easy
- gOing (lonsumers.
One of the best things
about this furniture is the fact
that you can generally take it
right home with you when
you buy it.
New designs like those introduced recently by The
Bunting Company are neatly
packaged in their own
carry-home boxes, complete TIIIS PINT-SIZED LIVING ROOM gets its clean-lined
with basic hardware and as- good looks from Bunting's newest collection of casual
sembly instructions that Lifestyle furniture. The sofa and chairs, in puffmake everything as conve- cushioned canvas on sleek steel frames, are carried
nient as possible even for home in a box and assembled in minutes. Do-ityourself touches...a bright patterned fabric for winthe un-handiest among you.
The clean-lined Bunting dow panels, and painted wood "floating" storage
collection has sofas, chairs, shelves ... add eye-appeal to this budget-wise
•
setting.
and tables with sleek modern
styling in natural materials wall-to-wall carpet; shades
With all these things going
like chrome and wood; can- or blinds in place of heavy for it, "Lifestyle" furniture,
vas and butcherbWit.
drapes; crisp, light back- a phenomenon of the 70's, is
All of the piece' are just grounds in white or clear col- certain to be around for some
Jr
right for casual settings in ors; accessories that lean to time to come.
almost any type of home. the fun-and-funky rather
And when you're ready to than dressy antiques: and
move they can pack up in Jots of plants and baskets to
minutes and go right along carry- out thk so.ft natural
If yourjob sends you dashwith you.
'mood.
ing off on business trip after
Decorating around "Lifefurniture
"Lifestyle"
style" furniture is different
business trip, your luggage
and easier than when you helps make rooms look as can be your most trusted
work with more conventhough they're really de- traveling companion.
tional. formal pieces.
To make traveling easier, it
he espetts at Hunting signed for people to live is important tq purchase the
.0--not
just
to
look
at.
And
oriel some basic guidelines to
type of baggage which best
apply in almost any type of since it's moderately priced, suits your needs.
there are more people who
room.
There are two basic
can afford to own it and enjoy
First, the best approach is it. no matter what their age or categories of luggage to
choose from—soft-sided and
to have everything clean and income bracket.
simple. in keeping with the
It's right for city apartment hard-sided.
Soft-sided suitcases are
clean lines of the furniture it- or country hideaway and
self.
mixes well with almost light-weight and have the
that means. as a rule, everything else you own or ability to "give- under pressure.
blight area rugs instead of acquire.
Baggage that is made from
rigid materials molded into
shape is called hard-sided.
These two types are covered
and lined with a wide variety
of fashionable materiak.
Well-cared for luggage will
Now that the lady wears part of the normal aging proVision Aid Magnifiers. non- cess that occurs throughout last longer and look better if
prescription reading glasses. life. While there is no way of you follow these cleaning
she need not squint any presenting presbyopia. its ef- tips:
• Use saddle soap and a
hinge', furrow her brow and fects 'are immediately corread at arms length. The lady rected by simple reading clean cloth to clean smooth
looks her best with VAMPS - glasses if there are no other and colored leather. Allow
the leather to dry thoroughly.
sc7. a brand-new w a y to ap visual complications. So now
peal to today .. fashion- she wears Vision Aid Mag- For added protection against
nscious women who need nifiers and loses them. They soil and stains apply a coating
to focus sharply on nearby' come in different styles and of paste wax.
objects at reading distance stiengths in eii•N, s,elf-ser% ice
• Vinyl, plastic and
Frames are an apricot mar selection
libel glass luggage can bc
He. this season's most exciting color, and the look is
dramatic- and eye-flattering
within larger frames
VAMPS cc- is top quality .
ulsculptured front . .
trasonic hidden hinge . :.de
curative core temples and
easy on the pocketbook- This
-style. at about $10.00, has the
look of "signature- lines.
And the lady wears them
became chances are she's
over forty. She may have
reached her middle searswith 20 20 vision. n6ertheie.. she can no longei read
new par, print Or decipher
small niunhel, comfortabls.
I his ,00d
us called pre,h opt. I lit: term is ba.cd on
the tuicek vs old toi 'old
eyes
and the condition is
manifested by the giadual
loss of focusing uhulit it FROM FUNCTIONAL TO*FASIIII rN ABLL•kyaililassa,
ha's.. taken their place as an important accessikc.y- to the
leading distance
Is the lady worried' Norai new total look. Leading the wa, in es es.eue-ile.ign i.
rench fashion genius 1 se's St. Laurent with his new
all She knows that pies
of -clothing for the eyes."
bY0pia is not a disease Ii s

New lifestyle furniture is geared
to relaxed,casual way ofliving
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trend, 4N people everywhere
are learning the advantages
of uncluttered, back-to-ba-

hit
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753-5323
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• A trademark of THE SINGER COMPANY

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Murray
Sewing Center

114E WORLD'S
BIGGEST
SEINING
MACHINE SALE

:

I

HiL; sAVINcs ON THE ATHENA' 2000
MACHINE WITH AN ELECTRONICBRAIN
!it
c-le.trontc sewing

Rog.
Price

$10000 OFF

WHEN IT COMES TO SAVINGS,
THE BIGGER THE Bk-rrat

TIIE STERLING BRITISH COUNTRY 1.00K with a
super sport coat trio,created by Cricketeer,is versatile
enough to take on big city airs for weekends ... a
Friday at the office. The two-button sport coat is in a
wool British tweed plaid with hand-braided leather
buttons. Cable knit sleeveless cardigan sweater and
classic grey flannel slacks have matching buttons.

Contemporary tweeds

Natural foods, natural fabrics and comfortable natural
lifestyles are the current

The overskirt and the double skirt are layered looks.
The short short skirt—five
inches above the knee is for
the young.
Oversized Menswear: big
funny oversized men's blazers, shirts and pants are going
the boys one better . . .just
for fun.
The soft suit: a blend of
soft fabrics and shapes:
namely a slimmed down
dirndl, a short shaped jacket
and a delicate blouse.
Jackets tend either to be
shorter and shaped lowdown and 'slouchy, or
blouson.
The ponyskin fringed belt,
lots of braided leather, the
cord belt hung with a precious object, the key-chain
belt, the scarf belt are creating the waistline excitement.
The newest belts work like
drawstrings to pull the loose
shapes back to the body.

Going the boys
one better
for fun!

sics living—away from the
hectic workaday environment.
The modern family wants a
home that will reflect all of
the peace and easy warmth
that this return to the naturals
has to offer, and now there's
a way for the modern
homeowner (or apartment
dweller!) to add a touch of
neutral, natural serenity even
down to necessities, the
kitchen appliances!
As a beautiful new alterna
tive to the traditional home
appliance selection,
Frigidaire is introducing a
quiet and earthy new color,
almond, to complement
every kitchen anti turn
appliances from staikly functional to softly eye-pleasing.
Decorators and families
would agree that the kitchen.
the busiest room in the
house, needs the quiet
warmth and calmness that
color can bring. That is
exactly what almond does,
according to the Frigidaire
kitchen stylists who describe
it as subtle and relaxing.
Almond is a serene,
warmly muted shade that
takes its place between offwhite and pale beige (think of
rich blanched afttionds!).
Almond appliances can be
matched with any decorating
style and color scheme.
Those who want a dash of
brightness can add vivid accessories like wallpaper and
paint—which are less costly
.o change with time.
Almond is the perfect natural blend for all wood
cabinets, and for the truly
contemporary tastes it gives
a striking effect when offset
with black. Almond will be
available in seven of the refrigerator models.
There will be optional almond front panels for undercounter dishwashers and two
of the mobile dishwashers
will have the new neutral.
Almond will highlight a
total of eleven free-standing
-oranges, eight wall ovens and
Compact 30's and two cooking tops, along with two
washers, electric and gas
dryers and laundry centers.
Now your kitchen
appliances can reflect all the
warmth and easy-going comfort of your natural lifestyle.

Natural new hues for the kitchen
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Downtown Murray

FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Qraharn & Jackson

Dixieland Canter

Burkingipun Nag, KO.

Pattern, Ski, Hooded, Big bold block stripes,
solids, V-necks, Crew necks, cables, eardigans.
We've got'em all!

sweatersforfall

Southside Square
Murray, Kentucky

Children's Corner

at the

We Appreciate Your Business

Here's just some of the Fall Fashirs waiting for
you at the Children's Corner.

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

FALL LIFESTYLE SKTION

503 Walnut

753.3062j

[EV McKee!
, Equipment Co Inc.

YOU CAN STILL BUY AT 1977 PRICES
BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE BUY NOW AT

GET YOUR CHOICE OF ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

PEED FROM S995.00 AlID UP

NOW

BUY A CASE
LAWN &
GARDEN
TRACTOR

Volume, movement
translated byfabric

round fullness of a coat or
top, and normal shoulders
have a deeper armhole that
gives a bloused softness.
Only surplice tops and
sweaters cling close to the
bosom.
The waistline is sashed, if
marked at all. The blouson
and the dropped waistline are
newly stressed, and the high
Empire waistline is intro-

Shoulder., are often dropped low to emphasize the

cropped short for a totally
new non-classic effect.
Every suit and all pants
outfits are combined with a
tender feminine blouse.
Skirts use pleats, bias-cuts or
evening wear is rugged outdirndl gathers to achieve
Every phase of fall 1977
door clothing such as the
fullness.
fashion is a variation on
sweatshirt, the ski parka, the
Pants are softened at the
volume—the manner in
top with tucks, pleats or
which largeness, fullness, jogging suit and the bush
gathers, and are definitely
roundness and bias fluidity jacket.
narrowed and often tapered.
are arranged above or below
The switch is that these
There
are many harem pants
the waistline. American desturdy outdoor shapes are
and harem hemlines.
signers rarely arrange it both
translated in luscious texThe drawstring is a favortures and rich, non-sporty
ways.
ite silhouette-shaper for
materials.
This new concentration on
necklines, steeves and
There are almost no
using cloth as a medium for
waistlines. Except for drawstraight
lines
in
the
fall
the fashion version of soft
strings and little spaghetti
silhouettes.
Hard
tailoring
sculpture puts folkloric and
ties, there are few fastenings.
has totally disappeared: even
period influences in second
Most coats tty free unless
the
classic
blazer and hackplace.
sashed or tied.
ing jacket take on feminine
While both American and
Perhaps the strongest in- roundness and unstructured
spiration for sports. city and
softness, and are frequent!), European designers continue
to foster the voluminous top
which began two years ago,
our designers are scrupulously careful not to make
clothes look heavy or "fat."
They employ the childish
appeal of making clothes
look oversize and very loose.
It's a neat trick, and the designers have done it with
skill. The result is fragile,
raffine and actually slenderizing.
All full-length coats, cloth
or fur, are big and loose and
most have deep _shawl ollars. They, too, are designed
to diminish the figure by looking a mite too large and long.
Sportswear and separates.
OSCAR DE LA RENTA'S brilliant approach to evening
dressing, fall 1977: claret-colored blouse of pleated as American as blueberry pie
silk chiffon with crystal pleated collar, cuffs and glim- and the clam bake, are
super-soft in texture. It's a
mering sequined skirt.
season of dressed-down
shapes in dress-up fabrics.
mid-calf to ankle and instep.
Few if any evening gowns
touch the floor.
Most American designers
said ho-hum to the mini idea,
but a few sportswear designers show tunics over colored tights, and some tent
dresses can also be belted
and bloused up into a mini.
Another strong Americanism is the stress in many
collections on that old and
long-lost love, the cocktail
dress. Even the term has lost
its stigma and designers do
the short, sexy little dress
with new verve—but simply,
with an easy, non-nostalgic
air.

Southside Shopping Center
753-8715

FREEDOM TO MAKE YOUR OWN FASHION STATEMENT with a wide range of
styles, fabrics and mixtures is the password for this fall and winter. Easy, soft,
feminine shapes leap from the pages of L'OFFICIEL/USA, the first new fashion
magazine to be published in many years. In highlighting the best of the current
American and European designer collections, L'OFFIC1EL/USA reflects its prestigious ancestor, published in France for over 50 years and considered to be the
"bible" of the fashion world. The best of two worlds is exemplified by the rich
casualness of Charles Suppon's layered coat with a blouson drawstring vest, both
reversible and fur-lined in nutria, over narrow rib-cuffed pants. Mary McFadden
combines American elegance with a down-home touch in her bare and backless
dress of rhubarb pleated satin topped with an honest-to-goodness turkey and goose
feather jacket.

Fashionfreeforuallfun

duced by several American
designers.
Skirt lengths are dictated
only by the RIgasing balance
between the upper and lower
segments of the costume.
Full skirts are usually at
midcalfor below, pleated and
bias skirts slightly shorter,
and festive clothes from

Fall lifestyles are geared to a natural grace
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Traditional favorites
Traditional favorites, such
as the down comforter, are
regaining an important place
as a bedcovering choice. Old
world charm, combined with
the energy shortage which
requires lower thermostats
and today's interest in ef-

-----

Children's Shop
Southside Manor

ofeitituutatetAAA

Lori &melte shows off one of many new fall
Curtsey Coats for girls,found at...

"'
**Z
.
..•00"Je'..00.000,C0049043043000

CHAISE LONGUE GOES MODERN in a Milo
Baughman design for Thayer Coggin. It is shown with
his triangle pedestals sheathed in high pressure laminate. The fabric is a cotton print in grays, taupe and
white.

KICKY COMBINATION—A rich mixture of
colorful plaids and patterns highlights Kenzo's
version of the important
new multi-layered look.

Halston's new fall collection is typically elegant, innovative and superbly diversified. America's most celebrated designer presents his
own personal message with
this collection-of beautifully
made American fashion.
•
He is, of course, the designer responsible for and
most closely associated with
the enormous popularity of
Ultrasuede. There are. as always, wonderfully tailor&
dresses, suits, skirts and
jackets. A spectacular plus
are the coats lined and
trimmed in the luxury of nutria and zorina.
As only Halston can, he
tailors an important group of
coats in Agnona's doublefaced wool, matched with
soft and versatile wooljersey
dresses.
There is a most significant
group of dresses with voluminous matching capes in
angorajersey and camel hair.
Halston covers the entire
evening scene with a varied
and glamorous group ofshort
and long "dressy" clothes—
two tone bias cut chiffons,
pure silk charmeuse, jewel
tone velvets, unique metallies and a fabulous red satin
body suit under a billowy
u de soie dress. The last is
essorized with red satin
ots from Halston's new
shoe collection for Garolini.

Brilliance
of Holston

ficiency have contributed to
this renewed demand.
Comforters filled with
down or feathers and down
have been popular for centuries in Europe. where the
bedrooms are often cool.
Living in cooler rooms is
an energy-wise idea that is
also a healthy one. A low
thermostat, which helps.conserve energy, also means
healthful sleep.
Cozy sleeping "
For cozy sleeping, the natural fill comforter drapes to
your body and keeps you
warm, while your bedroom
temperature stays low.
In addition to keeping you
warm all night, comforters
look right all day. They are
becoming the most popular
bedcovering in America
today because they give a
finished look to the bedroom

•

. 1

.I, a ow...

1......

t...'. -

Open Man.-Sat.: 1114 Sae. 1-6
Banton Plaza Mall, highway 641
Benton, Ky.

KY.

Member FDIC

MURRAY

•lift Nandi*
S•

WM/PEOPLES BANK

Getting a home improvement loan to insulate
your ceilings can pay handsome dividends, not only
in comfort, but in heating and cooling costs. As
energy costs increase, the savings will get larger.
See us for financing of any home improvement
project—and get a new view of how comfortable and
attractive your home can be.

on borrowing to SAVE money

,•••••

*LIMITED EDITION PRINTS BY KEN HOLLAND, BILLIE CISNEY,
BONNIE SHIELDS d FRANCES KNIGHT WELLS

*MI/LASSA STONEWARE
•NORITAKE CHINA
•PFALTZGRAFF STONEWARE
s
*SETH THOMAS CLOCKS
•JEWELRY BY TRIFARI
s
*WOODSY CORNWALL 8 THREE MOUNTAINEERS
*WILTON ARM ETALE
*CRYSTAL
•FIGURINES
*FREE BRIDAL REGISTRY
'TABLE LINENS BY VERA
N
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Card & Gift Shop

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

Area's Largest Hallmark Shop
s *ONEIDA STAINLESS
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withoutthe nuisance of using
blanket and
bedspre$1. They save time in
making0p,the bed.
Aluxurious looking comforter is just as at home in a
traditional or contemporary
bedroupt and adds a touch of
deg:Ake anywhere.
Coordinate color
With all the attractive pat
terned sheets available today, it makes good sense to
select a solid color comforter
that will coordinate with a
variety of patterns.
Many decorators recommend a solid color because it
won't compete with your decorating :scheme and it will fit
in with any changes you may
make in fabrics, draperies or
dust ruffle.
Years of service
A good comforter will give
you years of service and still
look fluffy while it keeps you
comfortable.
Some down comforters
have been in families for
years and years, passed on
from one generation to the
next.
For warmth, a sense of
luxury and a refreshing
night's sleep every night, a
traditional down comforter is
the right bedcovering choice
for today's bedroom.
both "a

favorite in fashionable warmth

Updaied classic

A sense of tranquility and
comfort are important considerations in the selection of
bedroom furniture and linens.
The bedroom should be a
place to relax, read a good
book and sleep comfortably.
It should be a refuge from
hectic, activity-filled days.

Comforters
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Approximately 13 per cent of
an average American's budget
is used for personal trans.portation. In 1976, that amounted to $124 billion of the nation's
• $964 billion personal consumption expenditures. The automobile claims almost 94 per
cent of this outlay for personal
transportation, says the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers' Association.
•

with genteel silk blouses and
man-tailored jackets.
Evenings in Paris this fall
and winter are romantic,
with Chloe leading the way in
a c6ljection of Casan,ovainspired lace and silk blouses
with portrait collars.
Yves St. Laurent sees
sheer drama for nights with

gossamer skirts and pants
shot with gold and topped
with elegant, modified peasant blouses.
A boldly beautiful
eveningwear finale comes
from Issey Miyake with striking black gowns "cut" with
spectacular geometric inserts
of pink, green or purple.

FALL menu SECTION

Lay-A4
Now

tk Piece

M10,01-

SotdAside

Autumn Attr actt* s

theJam selection.
Sportswear highlights the
There is a strong emphasis classic silhouette, as seen in
on texture seen in the fre- Cacharel's soft two-piece
quent use of cable knits, and jersey ensembles with,
especially in the exquisite V-necks.
There is a great deal of Enlook of pointelle and hontant to the new Paris look. eycomb stitches.
glish influence in this part of
By ANNETTE PETRUSA
They have a definite soft
Sweater colorations are the collections, as seen in the
Paris fashion this year is. touch, with mohair,
angora truly striking for fall with the frequent use of tweeds and
as always, a lively and de- and the brushed knits leading introduction of icy pastels.
plaids in soft dirndl skirts
lightful contradiction, a mixture ofclassic design and brilliant new inspiration, subtlety and outrageous fantasy
as flirtatious, scintillating and
totally captivating as Paris itself.
The collections for Fall/
Winter '77 show everything
from ultra-romantic designs
reminiscent of 18th century
opulence to futuristiclooking balloon dresses.
pants, clean-lined and alive
with color.
Skirts are supple, full
dirndls. in keeping .with the
general '77 theme of soft,
fluid movement.
Skirt lengths vary, some
staying below the knee as in
the American collections.
others(such as Kenzo's creations) ranging in length from
one to five inches above the
knee.
Whatever the length of the
skirts and dresses may be,
legs are shown off as an important fashion accessory.
whether sleeked into colorful
tights, snuggled into heavy
knit stockings in bright colors
and patterns, or eased into
hoots of satin or leather
trimmed with fringe. •
•
Almost esery designer
From Ives St. Laurent to
Kent.), Castelbaja,:.
Hechter—and especially
Karl Lagerfeld for Chloe—
has fallen in love with the collar.
We see it overflowing into
voluminous cowls, tying up
•-•-Pierrot-style, falling all the
way to the shoulder in soft
folds, or wrapping around
gracefully into bows.
All-American sports
clothes have been translated
into Paris high fashion in
-Les frainings," crillections
of sweatsuits, sweatOirts,
and other traditional athletic
gear modified for chic street
• and leisure wear.
•'Lc, Trainings- feature
sweatsint looks everywhere
with drawstring tops and
pant cuffs. always with a
vest—either quilted or designed with fleece outside for
a new, richly textured look.
The ski jacket is turnedinto large, puffy down-filled
parkas. "Les Trainings" introduce Paris latest color
news with icy pastel shades
of blue, coral, rose and
shrimp for winter wear.
The layered look is still
"on top" in outerwear.
Coats are hooded and accented with knit caps and
hats and piles of scarves and
shawls around the race and
wrapped around the shoulders down to the waist.
Sweaters are very impor-

Paris wraps it all up
in layers ofdesigns

French fashion for fall is soft and supple
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This collection of refined.
straightforward clothes reflects Charlotte Ford's commitment to the kind of fashion that creates a personal
environment for everyday
living.

bloused up softly with a sash.
For a hit of dat/le. the
lures blouse in jewel tones
tucks into a burgundy velvet
skirt with a gold lures cummerbund.
Topping it all off. there•s a
selection of ,coats that's as
versatile as the weather.
They range from an English
country tweed with suede to
a double rain cape of Irish riding cloth. Combining lu \ury
and practicality, the totally
reversible wrap coat—
handsome faille on one side,
lush alpaca on the other—has
a deep collar, rolled cuffs and
patch pockets, in chocolate
brown.

•
See The Loan Office
At The Bank That Cares

This Fall...
INPOT To MAK& ft. 145T OF wi4A1 Yout• wig, To Do
11/APP-ove *Wit NOME ?

C,
E4.1TRAL.
part CoNDiTiolJING

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

Charlotte Ford's natural styling
There's a beautiful way to yet exciting. The cropped
dress this fall that's a perfect jacket in vanilla flannel tops
balance of ease and elegance the chevron skirt with tucked
It's a look of importance but pleating, and a vanilla-black
without pretensions.
paisley blouson.
Charlotte Ford's newest
The Charlotte Ford
collection is the epitome of dresses have a
this kind of naturaL.personal feminine appeal,streamlined
with lively
style. She takes an informal fabrics and lots
of moveapproach to the polished look
ment, for daytime, late day.
to create a coorffinated ward- or evening.
the swirl ofa
robe of suits, dresses and dress in riceLike
wool voile, with
'coats.
drawstring waist, sheered
These clothes get their dis- shoulder yoke and
inset
tinctive good looks from a sleeves.
certain understated elegance
In lightweight vicuna flanin the clean-cut designs and
nel, the sailor collared dress
fige fabrics.
When it comes to the suits, is banded in black flannel
with tiny covered buttons
a special category of dressing
is introduced. They avoid the down the front.
limited formal look of
For party time, a teamatched suiting by combin- length paisley dress has a
SPORTY, CLASSIC, ELEGANT, INFI ITEL %ARIA LE— at s
lighthearted sophistication,
RA, asy ing compatible fabrics in
Dressing, Ready Anytime. Designed by Robert Neil Wachman, winner of the 1977 shorter jackets and fuller
with its flounced hem,
New Directions Award for Excellence, EDRA can he worn at least 50 ways anti skirts, with feminine detail- scooped drawstring neck,
comes in a variety of colors in sumptuous Qiana jersey. Shown here,the same EDRA
and long gathered sleeves—a
The finished result is subtle sleek silhouette which can be
dress, short and belted for any sport, long and infinitely glamourous for sleek
-T
evenings of total chic.
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You can't have too many
boots this season. They'Ve a
must with the new bloused
pants or the skinny jeans that
tuck inside.
The calf-high boot is the
newest: in cowboy. beltedat-the-ankle, aRtijur-topped
versions. - —
For the great outdoors.
there's the shearling-lined
boot, fishing boots, work
boots.
Flats are revived in ballet
and dancing school versions,
best with a bow at the toe.
Jogging sneakers, moccasins, renaissance sandals and
metallic evening sandals
walk flatly through day and
evenings.

Shoes: flat days
and high nights

COMBINING the skills of
elockmaker
and
craftsman, this traditional jeweler's regulator
by Howard Miller is cased
in oak,and polished brass
accents its ivory porcelain
dial. Brass lyre pendulum
is enhanced by two
crank-wound, cable.
driven weights, one governing the time train, the
other the gong strike
train.

Designers the work) over
are preparing women for a
cold winter plus an energy
crisis.
Walking to work. 65 de• gre- rooms and rugged physical exercise are major fashion influences (in curious
contrast to Jane Austen,
Martha Graham and Tutankh-amen, who also are inspirations).
Avoiding heavy draggy
fabrics, the collections
launch exciting new weightless -thermal" weaves and
put great stress on luxuri- •
ously light pure cashmere.
mohair, angora blends, thin
flannel, cavalry twill and
wool-and-silk chiffon.
Handbags are big and soft
or have a very utilitarian
"equipment bag ' look. The
new soft lote is as unconstructed as a sack, pouch or
shopping bag.
Then there are the satchels, the hunting bags,the canteens in natural tones of.gan......
vas or leather.
The bracele4 bag is a new
evening look, so is the metal
canteen, the belt-hag and the
sleek snakeskins. The briefcase bag,is the tailored look
for lady-execs.

Designers
I double up

ENRO

tsittitttlt

JOHN
111:NR1

LORD
JEFF

ifd4ct,

CUTER)

4 1111:111711:"

mp-Arrow-

1•••14.1 ivur

OPEN

NOW
Hwy. 79 E.

Paris. Tn.

. Shopping Center

Lakeway Village

Thefinest men'sfashions FOR MEN OF ALL AGES

Ma4411411's fill

One name
is all
you need
to remember....
OURS.

PC AT5 Orr Ch

SNAPFINCER
5
HIGGINS

MUNSINGWEAR

ennington, KM-

Rainfair

7)- ROBERT BRUCE
NUNN BUSH

giagift
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FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

The fall 1977 silhouette is
in the great YSL tradition: "I
believe my true strength is a
continuing style, a constant
interest I have had in being
forceful and graceful, fanciful as well as subtle."
It has a very strong—look of
contrast and sophistication.
No gimmicks—only a soft,
chic, natural and imaginative
elegance.
The labels read: all wool,
all cotton, all silk, cashmere,
camel's hair. It has all the
trademarks of luxury.
Fall 1977 is the new
sportcoat season. Strong in
look because it is very basic
and subdued.
It is the country gentleman
look with all the contrasts a
camel shades with grey,
brown and blue.
The "Compose" has taken
a giant step ahead by mixing
fabrics and colors: corduroy
jacket/tweed donegal pants
with beige as a basic color to
coordinate the look.
The new look in suit is the
double breasted low button,
one to button,long slim lapel,
beasom pocket, no vent.
The blazer is now in softer
fabrics, mostly camel's hair
as opposed to dry finished
cloth. It accentuates the natural casual elegant look.

Men.
. fashion for Yves
Saint I .aurent is a. matter of
subtlety. He believes in fresh
appealing clothing with a
good classic base—in youthful elegance—in clothing that
allows the wearer to remain
himself

St. Laurent's
fall elegance

rhe smiles and the joyful
tears shed at weddings come
spontaneously, but everything else takes a bit more
planning.
A prime consideration for
the blissful couple is -What's
HE going to wear?" Seeing is
believing, and this fall young
brides will indeed believe
they have the prince of their
dreams.
Out of his three-piece business suits, his jeans, his ten- '
nis clothes and ink) a special
once-in-a-lifetime look, the
groom will be reflecting an
element of serenity and poise
that has not been seen coming down the aisle for quite
some time.
The world's largest
supplier of formal wear,
After Six Formals, has put
together a beautifully coordinated line of fashions for
the Fall '77 groom.
The generation who didn't
trust anyone over 30 have,
happily, reached the third
decade themselves. Those
that followed have adopted
as their own, gentler, more
classic expressions of taste.

A recent showing of the
new After Six Formals collection previewed the range
of handsome selections.
Robert C. Rudofker, company President,stated,"Part
of the intricate business of

AUTUMN WEDDING BELLS RING IN a welcome return to more traditional and elegant fashions. Today,
two heads get together to plan weddings and After Six
Formals, largest manufacturer of formal wear in the
world, helps to make plans a reality. The Croyden
Cutaway,an updated tradition,comes in Cafe Brown or
Granite Grey,with new striping detail on the handsome
trousers, and a group of coordinated accessories.The
bride is gowned in ivory cream brocade, trimmed in
dyed-to-match maribou by Alfred Angelo.

Ring in the elet..r,nnt

IN HER ELEGANT,PUREST WHITE gown by Alfred
Angelo,she waits impatiently at the head of the aisle for
her father's arm ...joins him with vows in a rich ceremonial event lobe part of their lives,forever. Mr. Wonderful shows up for the wedding in the Byron, an updated classic formal from After Six Formals. Finally,
the bride's friends and relatives understand what the
bride saw in the groom: simply—masculine perfection
in this elegant, poised, peak lapelled formal ensemble.
The soft shirt, multi-pleated with edging of crocheted
stitchery.The vest and matching tie in gleaming satin.

The fashion picture, especially for the male, mirrors
this fresh and welcome
switch. Updated classics are
prominent in the range of
styles available to the new
most-happy-fella!

"For Fall '77, the necesCouples may also opt tor
sity was to develop Subtle, the dashing Cordoba and
yet substantial color choices Seville models which in addioffering a feeling for the con- tion to deep, rich black are
temporary life style tem- available in celebration burgundy and charcoal grey, to
pered with the traditional and
accepted values which have
name a few.
always represented class.
While June may be the
'Granite Gray' and 'Cafe traditional month for wedBrown' are two shades dings, the houses of worship
see equally heavy traffic
developed through research
for this fall."
every month of the year.
Both of these colors are
In 1977 alone more than 21/3
available in the handsome million marriages are proCroyden Cutaway and Ster
jected. There are three key
ling Stroller—striking new -moments in every wedding,
versions brought up to date the entrance of the bride, the
kiss, and the walk back down
from graceful yesteryears.
Besides welcoming back the aisle as man and wife.
A man is walking in a
the cutaway and what used to
be called a morning coat, bright new world and he
there is the handsomely tai- should be clo'.hed accordlored new Byron in striking ingly! Comfort and ease, with
shades of Autumn beige, refinement and style, are the
bark brown. Autumn green essentials to the groom-lobe-wed.
and slate blue.

choose yours now.
Women sizes 141
/
2to 26/
1
2

Newest et-ilors. Belted leather looks
in pant coat and trench st‘les

Get a jump on winter during this
pre-season layaway bonanza.

putting together the appropriate ensembles for America's grooms and an average
of seven men in the wedding
party is consulting leading
authorities in the bridal business. Formal wear, notably
that for weddings, is not simply an art, it is also a science."
What we wore last month,
last week, yesterday, often
escapes us completely. What
we wear down the aisle is
another thing altogether.
Color in the wedding picture has always been the
bride's choice for her attendants, flowers, decor.
Rudorker asserted, "in recent years what colors were
worn by the groom and his
men assumed equal importance for the bride . . . the
evolution of a completely
coordinated story.

FALL LIFESTYLE SECTION

•
Return to elegant tradition
seen in fashions for groom
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